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My colleagues in elementary particle theory in many lands [and I] are
driven by the usual insatiable curiosity of the scientist, and our work is
a delightful game. I am frequently astonished that it so often results in
correct predictions of experimental results. How can it be that writing
down a few simple and elegant formulae, like short poems governed by
strict rules such as those of the sonnet or the waka, can predict universal
regularities of Nature?

Murray Gell-Mann





Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit werden zwei Analysen vorgestellt die sich mit der Suche nach supersym-
metrischen Teilchen in Proton-Proton Kollisionen auseinander setzen. Im Endzustand
werden in beiden Analysen mindestens zwei hadronisch zerfallende Taus, sowie fehlende
transversale Energie erwartet. Die genutzten Daten wurden mit dem ATLAS Detek-
tor am LHC aufgenommen. Zwei Datensätze werden analysiert, der eine wurde bei
einer Schwerpunktsenergie von 8 TeV im Jahr 2012 aufgezeichnet, der andere bei einer
Schwerpunktsenergie von 13 TeV im Jahr 2015.
Die erste Analyse nutzt den bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie von 8 TeV aufgezeichneten
Datensatz. Er umfasst Daten entsprechend einer integrierten Luminosität von 20.3 fb−1.
Gesucht wird nach supersymmetrischen Teilchen die über die elektroschwache Wech-
selwirkung produziert werden und anschließend in Endzustände mit mindestens zwei
hadronisch zerfallenden Taus, fehlender transversaler Energie und wenig bis garkeine
Jets zerfallen. Spezielles Augenmerk wird auf die Validierung des Di-Boson Untergrunds,
die Kombination des Kanals in dem beide Taus hadronisch zerfallen mit dem in dem
eines leptonisch zerfällt, sowie auf eine Abschätzung der Sensitivität der Analyse bei
einer Schwerpunktsenergie von 13 TeV gelegt. Da, verglichen mit der Erwartung aus
Abschätzungen aus dem Standard Modell, kein Überschuss an Ereignissen gefunden
wurde, werden mithilfe der CLs-Methode neue Grenzen auf den untersuchten Prozess
gesetzt. Modellunabhängig kann ein sichtbarer Wirkungsquerschnitt größer als 0.37
fb ausgeschlossen werden. Modellabhängige Ausschlussgrenzen werden für drei Szenar-
ien des phänomenologisch motivierten minimalen supersymmetrischen Standardmodells
(pMSSM), sowie zwei vereinfachte Modelle berechnet. In einem der vereinfachten Mod-
elle werden Charginos in Paaren produziert und zerfallen über Staus oder Tau-Sneutrinos
in Neutrinos, Taus und das leichteste Neutralino. Im anderen vereinfachten Modell wird
ein Chargino zusammen mit dem nächstleichtesten Neutralino produziert und zerfällt,
genau wie im anderen vereinfachten Modell, über Staus oder Tau-Sneutrinos in Neutri-
nos, Taus und das leichteste Neutralino. Eines der untersuchten pMSSM Szenarien ist
so gewählt, dass vorwiegend Paare von Staus produziert werden die wiederum in Taus
zerfallen. Die anderen beiden pMSSM Szenarien sind so ausgewählt, dass vorwiegend
die drei zuvor genannten Prozesse miteinander konkurrieren, die Paarproduktion von
Charginos, die assoziierte Produktion eines Charginos mit einem nächstleichtesten Neu-
tralino, sowie die Paarproduktion von Staus. In einem der Modelle ist die Masse des
Staus fix, im anderen wird sie auf die Hälfte der Summe der Massen des leichtesten
Neutralinos und des leichtesten Charginos gesetzt. Betrachtet man die beiden Produk-
tionskanäle der vereinfachten Modelle gemeinsam, so kann man χ̃±1 /χ̃0

1 Massen bis zu



410/140 GeV ausschliessen. Betrachtet man nur die Paarproduktion von Charginos, so
kann man χ̃±1 /χ̃0

1 Massen bis zu 345/90 GeV ausschliessen. Im Fall des pMSSM Modells
in dem vorwiegend Paare von Staus produziert werden ist die vorgestellte Analyse auf
große Teile des Phasenraumes noch nicht sensitiv, da der Wirkungsquerschnitt fü r die
Paarproduktion von Staus zu klein ist. In den verbleibenden beiden pMSSM Modellen
können vergleichbare Ausschlussgrenzen auf die Masse des leichtesten Charginos gesetzt
werden: ein Bereich von 100 GeV bis 350 GeV kann ausgeschlossen werden.
Die zweite Analyse verwendet den bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie von 13 TeV im Jahr
2015 aufgezeichneten Datensatz. Er umfasst Daten entsprechend einer integrierten Lu-
minosität von 3.2 fb−1. Es wird nach supersymmetrischen Teilchen gesucht, die über
die starke Wechselwirkung produziert werden und in Endzustände zerfallen die sich
durch mindestens zwei hadronisch zerfallende Taus, fehlende transversale Energie und,
im Gegensatz zur ersten Analyse, Jets auszeichnen. Der Schwerpunkt der Analyse liegt
dabei auf der Entwicklung einer Signalregion die speziell auf komprimierte Massen-
spektren sensitiv ist, sowie der Abschätzung des Untergrunds aus Multi-Jet Ereignis-
sen. Verglichen mit einer Abschätzung aus dem Standard Modell konnte kein Über-
schuss an Ereignissen festgestellt werden. Deswegen werden Ausschlussgrenzen auf den
untersuchten Prozess mithilfe der CLs-Methode berechnet. Modellunabhängig kann
ein Wirkungsquerschnitt von 1.07 fb ausgeschlossen werden. Modellabhängige Auss-
chlussgrenzen werden für ein vereinfachtes Modell, sowie ein gauge-mediated-symmetry-
breaking, GMSB, Modell berechnet. Im vereinfachten Modell werden Gluinos in Paaren
produziert und zerfallen danach asymmetrisch über ein leichtestes Chargino und ein
nächstleichtestes Neutralino. Diese zerfallen wiederum über Staus und ihre Sneutrinos
in Endzustände die Neutralinos, Jets, Taus und Netrinos enthalten. Im GMSB Modell
werden außerdem Squarks in Paaren produziert und zerfallen via Neutralinos und Staus
oder Sleptonen in Endzustände die sich durch Quarks und bis zu vier Taus auszeichnen.
Weitere Prozesse sind im GMSB Modell möglich, aber der Wirkungsquerschnitt ist für
diese vernachlässigbar. Gluino Massen bis zu 1550 GeV können im vereinfachten Mod-
ell ausgeschlossen werden, während Massen des leichtesten Neutralinos bis zu 750 GeV
ausgeschlossen werden können. Für das GMSB Modell können sogar Gluino Massen bis
2.2 TeV ausgeschlossen werden für große Werte von tan β, während für kleinere Werte
immerhin noch Gluino Massen bis 2.0 TeV ausgeschlossen werden können.



Abstract

Two analyses will be presented searching for the production of supersymmetric particles
decaying into final states containing at least two hadronically decaying taus and miss-
ing transverse energy in proton-proton collisions. The collisions were recorded by the
ATLAS experiment at the LHC. Two different datasets are analyzed, one recorded at a
center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV in 2012 and one recorded at a center-of-mass energy of
13 TeV in 2015.
The first analysis is performed using data collected at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1. The electroweak production of
supersymmetric particles which decay into final states containing at least two hadron-
ically decaying taus, missing transverse energy, as well as few to no jets, is studied.
Particular attention is paid to the validation of the diboson background, the combina-
tion with the channel where one of the two taus decays hadronically and the other one
leptonically, as well as the estimate of the sensitivity of the analysis at

√
s = 13 TeV.

No excess over the Standard Model expectation is found, thus limits are set using the
CLs method. Model independent limits on the cross section are computed, the observed
upper limit on the visible cross section is 0.37 fb. Model dependent limits are computed
for three different pMSSM scenarios as well as two simplified models. One of the sim-
plified models is characterized by chargino pair production, decaying via intermediate
staus or tau sneutrinos into neutrinos, taus and the lightest neutralino. The other sim-
plified model is characterized by the associated production of a lightest chargino and
a next-to-lightest neutralino, also decaying via intermediate staus into taus, neutrinos
and the lightest neutralino. The parameters of one of the pMSSM models are chosen
such that the dominant process is the direct pair production of staus decaying into taus.
The parameters of the other two pMSSM models are chosen such that the three pro-
cesses compete. For one of the pMSSM models the stau mass is chosen to be fixed,
while for the other it is chosen to be halfway between the χ̃±1 and χ̃0

1 mass. In the case
of simultaneous χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 and χ̃±1 χ̃0

2 production, χ̃±1 /χ̃0
1 masses of up to 410/140 GeV and

in the case of χ̃±1 pair production alone, χ̃±1 /χ̃0
1 masses of up to 345/90 GeV can be

excluded. The presented analysis is not yet sensitive to large parts of the phase-space
of the pMSSM model targeting direct-stau pair production, because the cross section is
too small. In the other two pMSSM parameter planes, similar lightest chargino mass
ranges can be excluded, namely approximately 100 GeV− 350 GeV.
The second analysis makes uses of data collected throughout 2015 at a center-of-mass
energy of 13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb−1. The strong



production of supersymmetric particles is studied which decay into final states con-
taining at least two hadronically decaying taus, missing transverse energy, as well as
jets. The focus of the analysis is on the development of the signal region targeting low
mass-splittings and the estimate of the multi-jet contribution to the signal, as well as
control regions. Again, no excess over the Standard Model expectation is found and
thus limits are set using the CLs method. The obtained model independent observed
upper limit on the visible cross section, 〈σvis〉95

obs, is 1.07 fb. Model dependent limits are
interpreted in two models: a simplified model of gluino pair production, subsequently
decaying asymmetrically via a lightest chargino and a next-to-lightest neutralino which
decay via staus or tau sneutrinos into final states containing lightest neutralinos, jets,
taus as well as tau neutrinos; and a gauge-mediated-symmetry-breaking, GMSB, model
where, in addition to the previous process, squarks are produced in pairs and decay via
intermediate neutralinos and staus/sleptons into a pair of quarks and up to four taus.
Other processes are possible as well in the GMSB modell, but they are sub-dominant for
most of the studied phase-space. In the first model gluino masses up to 1550 GeV can
be excluded while masses of the lightest neutralino up to 750 GeV can be excluded. In
case of the GMSB model gluino masses up to 2.2 TeV can be excluded for large values
of tan β, while for lower values only gluino masses up to 2.0 TeV can be excluded.
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1. Introduction
The Standard Model of particle physics, developed throughout the second half of the 20th
century, is one of the most successful theories to date. It describes an overwhelming lot
of experimental results correctly, like e.g. the baryonic particle zoo, but also predicted
several particles which have been discovered years later: the W and Z bosons, the
top quark, the τ neutrino, as well as the Higgs boson. In addition, predictions of
observables made by the Standard Model were found to match with experimental results
with an unprecedented precision at the Large Electron Positron Collider and many other
experiments, building strong confidence in the Standard Model of particle physics.
However despite its successes, the Standard Model also has a few shortcomings. For
instance the Standard Model neither provides a viable candidate to explain the observed
Dark Matter nor the observed Dark Energy in the universe. In its current form the
Standard Model also cannot explain why neutrinos are massive, they are predicted to
be massless, while neutrino oscillations indicate that neutrinos are massive. Another,
arguably more cosmetic, issue with the Standard Model is that it requires an unnaturally
precise fine-tuning of parameters, meaning that slight deviations from the fine-tuned
values of the Standard Model parameters render the Standard Model unstable and not
viable anymore.
As a result, the common belief nowadays is that there must be an extension of the Stan-
dard Model which includes the Standard Model. The most prominent example being
the Supersymmetric Standard Model, which introduces in addition to the symmetries
already present in the Standard Model a symmetry between fermions and bosons, dou-
bling the number of degrees of freedom in the model. Since supersymmetric particles
have not been observed yet, supersymmetry must be broken and thus supersymmetric
particles must be heavier than Standard Model particles. If, however, the lightest su-
persymmetric particle is neutral and stable it becomes a perfect candidate for cold Dark
Matter.
This thesis focuses on the search for supersymmetry with two hadronically decaying taus
and large missing transverse energy in the final state. The analysis will use 20.3 fb−1

of data taken with the ATLAS detector throughout 2012 at
√
s = 8 TeV1 and 3.2 fb−1

of data recorded throughout 2015 at
√
s = 13 TeV. The 2012 dataset will be used in

an analysis searching for the production of supersymmetric particles via the electroweak
interaction, while the 2015 dataset will be used to search for the production of super-
symmetric particles via the strong interaction, consequently the first analysis vetoes jets,
while the second requires jets.

1Throughout this thesis natural units will be used such that c = ~ = 1 and in formulas Einstein’s sum
convention will be used.

1



1. Introduction

The outline of this thesis is as follows: chapter 2 will briefly introduce the theoretical
framework, while chapter 3 describes the basics of the statistical concepts used later
in this work to interpret the results. Subsequent Chapter 4 describes the LHC and
the ATLAS experiment whose data is to be used throughout this thesis. Throughout
chapter 5 the simulation of datasets will be briefly summarized. In chapter 6 physical
objects and observables used throughout the following chapters will be defined. Chapter
7 details the search for electroweak production of supersymmetric particles, at a center
of mass energy of

√
s = 8 TeV, with two hadronically decaying taus and large missing

transverse energy in the final state, followed by chapter 8, summarizing results from
the ATLAS collaboration’s search for supersymmetry in Run I. Subsequently chapter
9 shifts the focus towards Run II of the LHC. The data taken throughout 2015 at√
s = 13 TeV will be analyzed, looking for the production of supersymmetric particles via

the strong interaction. Chapter 10 will conclude and summarize this thesis.

2



2. Theoretical Foundation

In the following the current state of the Standard Model shall be summarized based on
[1, 2]. Emphasis will be put on the successes as well as the shortcomings of the Standard
Model of particle physics as well as how an supersymmetric extension of the Standard
Model can solve these.

2.1. The Standard Model of Particle Physics

The Standard Model of particle physics is arguably one of the most successful physics
theories to date. Nearly all experimental results in the field of particle physics obtained in
laboratory experiments can be accurately described by the Standard Model. It has been
developed throughout the second half of the 20th century. The two most important
developments in its history, from a theory point of view, were the unification of the
electromagnetic and the weak force in 1968 and the inclusion of the strong force into the
theory in 1973 which lead to its current formulation.

The Standard Model is a renormalizeable quantum field theory and describes the con-
stituents of known ordinary matter and their interactions, consequently the Standard
Model is also a gauge theory. It can be written down in terms of an action S which is
the time and space integral over the Lagrange density L. According to the Hamilton
principle, the action S should be minimized. This leads to the Euler-Lagrange equations
which describe the dynamics of the system:

∂

∂xµ

(
∂L

∂ (∂Φ/∂xµ)

)
− ∂L
∂Φ = 0, (2.1)

where Φ describes the considered field while xµ denotes the space-time four vector.

A priory there is no reason to exclude any term from the Lagrange density, so every
term one can think of is allowed in the Lagrangian unless disproven by the experiment.
Consequently the exact form of a Lagrangian density describing a physical system has
to be determined experimentally. In the case of elementary particle physics it has been

3



2. Theoretical Foundation

found that the Lagrange density has a SU(3)QCD ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry1.
The most general form of the Standard Model Lagrangian obeying this symmetry looks
as follows:

L = LEW + LQCD, (2.2)
LEW = ∑

k ψ̄
L
k iγµD

µ,L
EWψ

L
k +∑

k ψ̄
R
k iγµD

µ,R
EWψ

R
k − 1

4BµνB
µν − 1

4
~Wµν

~W µν , (2.3)
LQCD = ψ̄

(
iγµD

µ
QCD −m

)
ψ − 1

4
~Gµν

~Gµν , (2.4)

where the sum in the electroweak Lagrangian extends over all leptons and quarks. The
covariant derivatives are:

Dµ,L
EW = ∂µ + ig ~τ2

~W µ + ig′ Y2B
µ, (2.5)

Dµ,R
EW = ∂µ + ig′ Y2B

µ, (2.6)
Dµ
QCD = ∂µ + igs

1
2
~λ~Gµ, (2.7)

with g, g′ and gs being the coupling strengths of the weak, the electromagnetic and the
strong interaction respectively, ~τ denotes the Pauli matrices and the hypercharge is
denoted by Y . The field strength tensors are given by:

Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ, (2.8)
~W µν = ∂µ ~W ν − ∂ν ~W µ − g ~W µ × ~W ν , (2.9)
~Gµν = ∂µ ~Gν − ∂ν ~Gµ − gs ~Gµ × ~Gν , (2.10)

where the possibility to unify the weak and the electromagnetic interaction, as Salam,
Glashow and Weinberg showed, has already been exploited to yield the electroweak
Lagrangian LEW . Their combined symmetry group is the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y group.
According to Noether’s theorem, symmetries give rise to conserved charges. If the sym-
metry is in addition a local one, spin-1 gauge bosons emerge. The gauge bosons are the
mediators of the corresponding interactions: electromagnetic interactions are mediated
by the massless photon γ, weak interactions are mediated by the W± and Z bosons,
while the strong interaction is mediated by the massless gluons g. TheW± and Z bosons

1It can actually be mathematically shown that the simple assumption of two entirely distinct
gauge groups SU(2)L and U(1)QED does not work, U(1)QED being the symmetry group as-
sociated to the electrical charge Q. If two groups are distinct from each other their gener-
ators commute. By applying an infinitesimal U(1)QED rotation followed by an infinitesimal
SU(2)L rotation onto e.g. the lightest left-chiral lepton doublet

(
1− i

2~α~τ
)

(1− iQβ)) (ν; e)L =(
1− i

2~α~τ
) (

1− i
2β (qν + qe)− i

2 (qν − qe) τ3) (ν; e)L, it can be inferred that the generators of both
groups only commute if qe = qν , because the Pauli matrices do not commute. This is not the
case, proving that the simple SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)QED symmetry is not realized in nature, instead the
electroweak SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry with respect to the hypercharge Y is realized.
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2.1. The Standard Model of Particle Physics

and the photon are results of the mixing of the electroweak SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y group gen-
erators, the W 1,W 2,W 3 and B fields which are massless (more details on how they mix
and obtain their mass will be discussed later in this section). Each boson couples to the
charge associated with its symmetry group, which is: the hypercharge Y in case of the
B field, the weak isospin I3 in terms of the weakly interacting fields ~W and the color
charge in case of the strong interaction. This in turn also implies that the bosons might
couple amongst each other as long as they carry the corresponding charge, the photon
(a mixture of W 3 and B) might for example interact with the W± (a mixture of W 1

and W 2).
Subsequent experiments revealed that the weak interaction violates parity maximally.
Only left-chiral fermions take part in the weak interaction, while right-chiral fermions
do not interact weakly. Consequently left-chiral fermions have a non zero weak isospin
component, while the weak isospin vanishes in case of right-chiral particles, because the
weak interaction couples to the weak isospin. Chirality is a fundamental property of
a particle. It determines how the wave function of a particle transforms when being
rotated. In the case of massless particles this is identical to the handedness of the
particle which is the projection of the spin onto the direction of motion of the particle.
If the electroweak SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry weren’t broken, the electroweak bosons
would all be massless. Nature however decided differently, the observed weakly interact-
ing bosons, the W± and Z bosons are massive. Consequently the SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y sym-
metry of the electroweak interaction cannot be exact, but instead is broken. As a result,
the physically observed electroweak bosons are a mixture of the electroweak ~W and B
fields2. The mixing is characterized by the Weinberg angle θW , a parameter of the theory
which can only be measured, not predicted. Breaking of the SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y symmetry
is introduced into the model by the Higgs mechanism, which introduces an additional
complex scalar field φ into the theory as follows:

LHiggs = |Dµ
Hφ|

2 − V (φ)−∑j cj q̄j,Lφqj,R −
∑
k fkψ̄k,Lφψk,R + h.c., (2.11)

Dµ
H = ∂µ + ig ~τ2

~W µ + ig′ Y2B
µ, (2.12)

where the last two terms, including their hermitian conjugate, give quarks and charged
leptons their mass by coupling them to the Higgs boson3, while the first term gives mass
to the weak gauge bosons by also coupling them to the Higgs boson. The symmetry

2This can be shown by measuring the so-called left-right asymmetry ALR = σL−σR

σL+σR
, σL being the

production cross section of left-chiral fermion pairs in the final state, in f+f− → f ′+f ′− events
when using a polarized f± beam at E2

cm = M2
Z . If the W 3 and Z bosons coincide, this ALR should

become one. Measuring it at the SLAC using a polarized e± beam, it however turned out to be far
from one. Consequently the Z boson is a mixture of the neutral W 3 and B fields.

3It is important to stress again, that this does not include neutrinos. Neutrinos are strictly massless
in the Standard Model, because a coupling to the Higgs field would require right-handed neutrinos
to exist. Their existence however could neither be proven nor falsified to date since neutrinos only
interact via the weak interaction and therefore only left-handed neutrinos can be detected. If right-
handed neutrinos exist, neutrino masses can be explained by a coupling to the Higgs. If not, another
mechanism will be needed to generate neutrino masses.
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Figure 2.1.: Illustration of the Mexican-hat shaped Higgs-potential V (φ) = −µ2φ†φ +
λ
2

(
φ†φ

)2
, with λ > 0 and µ2 < 0. The blue spheres indicate the state of the system at

the point of spontaneous symmetry breaking and in the ground-state φ0. Figure from [3].

breaking is introduced by the Higgs potential which is given by:

V (φ) = −µ2φ†φ+ λ

2
(
φ†φ

)2
, (2.13)

with λ and µ being a priori two free parameters. The Higgs potential is Mexican-hat
shaped if the parameters are chosen to be λ > 0 and µ2 > 0, which is illustrated in
Figure 2.1. This shape of the potential results in a non vanishing vacuum expectation
value of the newly introduced scalar field

|φ0| =
1√
2

√
φ2

1 + φ2
2 = v

2 , v =
√
µ2

λ
(2.14)

where φ0 denotes the ground state of the field while φ1 and φ2 denote the real and
imaginary part of the Higgs field. Thus rendering the Higgs also massive. As a result,
the full symmetry of the potential can be explored at high energies, while at low energies
the symmetry of the potential is broken. This phenomenon, the symmetry of lower
energetic states being less than the symmetry of the physical system is called spontaneous
symmetry breaking.

Expanding the complex Higgs field around its vacuum expectation value and neglecting
higher order terms, the following electroweak fields are obtained:
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2.1. The Standard Model of Particle Physics

W±
µ = 1√

2

(
W 1
µ ∓ iW 2

µ

)
, (2.15)

Aµ = W 3
µ sin (θW ) +Bµ cos (θW ) , (2.16)

Zµ = W 3
µ cos (θW )−Bµ sin (θW ) . (2.17)

The mixing of the electromagnetic and the weak interaction is characterized by the
Weinberg angle θW = tan−1( g

g′
). The masses of the W -boson, Z-boson and photon, A,

are: mW = gv
2 , mZ =

√
g2 + g′2 v

2 and mA = 0, with two parameters which have to be
measured: θW and e = g sin(θW ), completing the Standard Model of particle physics.

2.1.1. Particle Content of the Standard Model of Particle Physics
Basically the particles of the Standard Model can be split into two categories according to
their spin and consequently to which statistics they obey: fermions, carrying half-integer
spin, obeying to the Fermi-Dirac statistics and bosons which obey to the Bose-Einstein
statistics and carry integer spin. Phrased differently, particles can be grouped into two
categories, the first one being the particles which mediate interactions, the bosons, and
the second one being the other particles which matter is made of, the fermions.

Bosons Bosons are the "force carriers" of the interactions. They arise in the theory by
requiring local gauge invariance. The only exception from this is the Higgs boson which
had to be added to the Standard Model to break the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry and
consequently render the weak bosons and also all charged leptons massive. A summary
of the interactions described by the Standard Model of particle physics can be found in
Table 2.1.

Table 2.1.: Summary of the interactions described by the Standard Model.
Interaction Mediator Coupling to Mass [GeV] Relative strength
Strong 8 g(luons) Color charge 0 1

Electromagnetic photon (γ) Electromagnetic 0 10−3

Weak W±, Z bosons Weak charge 80.4, 91.2 10−14

The weakest of the interactions described by the Standard Model is the weak interaction.
It is mediated by the massiveW± and Z bosons. They obtain their mass via breaking of
the SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y symmetry by introducing the complex scalar Higgs field. Since their
mass is rather high, their lifetime is rather short and consequently the range of the weak
interaction is only about a few atto-meters. Weak bosons also carry weak charge and
consequently they are self-interacting. On top of that, the electromagnetically charged
W± bosons can also interact with the photon, γ. The photon is the mediator of the
electromagnetic interaction. Considering its strength it is the "medium" interaction of the
three interactions described by the Standard Model. It couples to the electromagnetic
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charge and is massless, however it does not carry electric charge. As a result the range
of the electromagnetic interaction is infinite, opposed to the strong interaction which is,
limited in range to a few femto-meters, the size of a nucleus. Strong interactions are
mediated by the colored gluons, g. Being color charged, they also self-interact as do
the weak bosons. However, opposed to the electromagnetic and the weak interaction
the strength of the strong interaction increases with increasing distance, causing the
aforementioned limited range of the strong interaction. Therefore colored particles can
usually be only observed in bound, color-neutral, states. This effect is called confinement.

Fermions Half-integer spin particles are called fermions. Simply speaking, fermions
are the fundamental building blocks of ordinary matter. They appear in three different
families, having the same properties, but different mass. The families are ordered by
ascending mass. Since the mass eigenstates of the particles do not coincide with their
weak eigenstates, transitions between the families are possible via the weak interaction.
Consequently rendering the life-time of particles from the 2nd and 3rd family of fermions
finite. Thus only members of the first family are usually observed in nature. The mixing
between the mass eigenstates and the weak eigenstates is described by the CKM matrix.
So, to be able to study particles from the higher families, they often have to be created
at collider experiments. Each family of particles can be further subdivided into two
groups, quarks and leptons, depending on whether they carry color charge (quarks) or
not (leptons). A summary of fermions is given in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2.: Summary of the fermions described by the Standard Model, the weak isospin, T
and the weak hypercharge, Y are related by: Y = Q−T , with Q denoting the electromagnetic
charge.

Family Color charge Electromagnetic charge Weak isospin
1st 2nd 3rd

Left-chiral
Quarks u c t r/g/b +2/3 +1/2

d s b r/g/b -1/3 -1/2
Leptons e µ τ - -1 +1/2

νe νµ ντ - 0 -1/2
Right-chiral

Quarks u c t r/g/b +2/3 0
d s b r/g/b -1/3 0

Leptons e µ τ - -1 0
νe νµ ντ Non-interacting if they exist

Since leptons do not interact via the strong interaction, they are not subject to confine-
ment. Consequently they can exist as free particles. Their only means of interaction
are the weak and electromagnetic force. Neutrinos do not carry electromagnetic charge
and therefore only interact weakly, making them very hard to detect and study. Until
now only upper bounds on the mass of the neutrinos could be provided. However, from
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experiments on neutrino oscillations it is know that neutrinos are not massless, but in-
stead at least two of them must be massive. The three charged leptons however are far
easier to study, because they also couple to the electromagnetic force. Their masses have
been measured to be 0.511 MeV, 106 MeV and 1.78 GeV for the electron, muon and tau
respectively.
Quarks however interact via the strong interaction and thus are subject to confinement.
Therefore free quarks can usually not be observed. Instead quarks are found in bound
states called hadrons. Hadrons are uncolored objects, so quarks have to be combined
accordingly. As a consequence only certain types of combinations are possible, namely
Mesons and Baryons4. Mesons are bound states of a quark and an anti-quark carrying
a specific color and its anti-color respectively, while baryons consist of three quarks
which all three carry different colors such that they add up to be white. Studying the
mass of the hadrons and comparing it to the mass of its constituents, one will notice
a rather huge discrepancy. For example in the case of the proton, the combined mass
of its three valance quarks is about O (10) MeV5, while its measured mass is about
1 GeV. Hadrons are, as has been already mentioned, compound objects, however they
do not only consist of the valance quarks which are responsible for their main physical
properties (their quantum numbers like e.g. spin and charge), but also of a "sea" of
virtual quarks and gluons which are constantly being created and annihilated in the
boundaries of quantum mechanical uncertainty. This "sea" of virtual quarks and gluons
carries the remaining mass of the hadron in form of kinetic energy. In case of hadrons
consisting of only light quarks (u, d, c) this is close to the total mass of the hadron.

2.1.2. Successes of the Standard Model
The Standard Model of particle physics is unarguably one of the most successful physical
theories to date. It is not just able to accurately describe results, but it also made quite
a lot of successful predictions in the past. We do not just want to focus on the successful
predictions made by the Standard Model as a whole once it was written down in a
complete fashion, but also on the success of the building blocks of the Standard Model.
The list here is of course very subjective and not exhaustive.

The J/Ψ In 1974 a new, (almost) [7] unexpected, particle was discovered which was
independently found by two collaborations. The Brookhaven group named it J [9], while

4Just recently the first evidences for tetra and pentaquarks, which are also predicted by QCD, found
at LHC, have been published [4, 5].

5Quark mass measurements are very difficult. Since quarks are colored, they are subject to the strong
force and thus also subject to confinement and only observable as compound objects, consequently
rendering direct mass measurements impossible. The only exception from this is the top quark
which decays too fast to form a compound object because its mass of 175 GeV is too large and thus
its lifetime too short. Quark masses are measured by measuring their impact on hadronic properties
and comparing the measurements to theoretical predictions, therefore the predictions are dependent
on the theoretical framework used. Nevertheless, recent results are consistent with each other and
summarized in the light quark mass listings in [6]. More details about how quark masses can be
calculated can be found in the quark masses review found in [6].
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the group at SLAC named it Ψ [8], giving the particle its current name J/Ψ. What puz-
zled people was its unnaturally long lifetime of about O (10−20) seconds, while a lifetime
of about O (10−23) seconds was expected because of the particle’s heavy mass (about
three times the proton mass). The solution to this has however already been proposed
many years earlier by Bjorken and Glashow in 1964 [10], because they considered it to
be somewhat unnatural that there were four different leptons6 while only three different
quarks had been observed so far. Thus Bjorken and Glashow predicted a whole set of
new, charmed, states. Later, in 1970, Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani provided an even
more appealing technical reason why there should be a fourth quark, namely the GIM
mechanism [11]. This mechanism was born to account for the low branching fraction of
neutral Kaons into a pair of muons. Experimentally it was observed that this fraction
is a lot less than expected in the three quark model. To fix this Glashow, Iliopoulos
and Maiani introduced the charm quark and therefore a new possible decay channel,
reducing the branching fraction into muons. Consequently a zoo of charmed hadrons
was predicted by the (four) quark-model of which the J/Ψ was just the first one found.

The tau, the bottom and the top However this joy of two groups of distinct fermions
with 4 particles each did not last long. In 1975 a new lepton was discovered, spoiling
the symmetrical picture again [12]. Nonetheless, only two years later the first meson
carrying a fifth quark, the b-quark, was found, namely the upsilon [13]. Using the same
symmetry arguments as Glashow used before, it wasn’t hard to predict that a sixth
quark should exist, the top-quark. Initial predictions of its mass were obtained from
e.g. mixing in the B-meson sector [14, 15], however, since other parameters in the
Standard Model were not known with sufficient precision, the predictions fell short of
the measured value. Using the electroweak precision data provided by LEP, predictions
were gradually improved, e.g. by Ellis et al. [16, 17]. It took about 20 years from
the initial proposal of the top-quark until sufficiently high energies could be reached to
eventually prove its existence. In 1995 the CDF [18] and D0 [19] collaborations were
finally able to announce the discovery of the top-quark, nearly completing the Standard
Model of particle physics. Today, the measured mass of the top-quark is about 175 GeV,
approximately 40 times the mass of the b-quark.

Prediction of the W± and Z bosons While treating the weak interaction as a point-
like interaction works extremely well for low energies, it breaks down when going to
higher energies and eventually even violates unitarity. This behavior is fixed in the
Standard Model by dropping the assumption of a point-like interaction. Instead massive
intermediate vector bosons are introduced. As a result of their mass, their lifetime is
finite. Predictions of their mass were not possible until the emergence of the electroweak
theory of Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [20, 21, 22], because bound states which are
mediated by the weak force do not exist. From this it would have been possible to
estimate the approximate range of the force and consequently the approximate mass of
the mediator. The prediction of the W± and Z mass however involves the Standard

6The tau had neither been discovered nor been theoretically proposed at that time.
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Model parameter θW , which had to be measured first [21]. Thus it took until 1982 until
a prediction which was precise up to the few GeV level was available. Just one year later,
the UA1 collaboration eventually announced the observation of the W± and Z bosons
at the predicted masses [23, 24].

Prediction of the Higgs boson The unbroken Standard Model of particle physics
neither allows the weak bosons, nor the leptons to be massive, because the Standard
Model is a gauge theory. The gauge character of the Standard Model is well established,
e.g. by measurements of the running of the couplings [25, 26, 27, 6], a feature predicted
by gauge theories, which is in very nice agreement with the prediction [28, 29, 30].
Thus, to be able to give mass to all the fermions and to all the weak bosons in the
Standard Model, the electroweak SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry has to be broken. The
simplest way to achieve this breaking and to keep the theory consistent in itself was to
introduce a complex scalar field into the theory which couples to all massive particles
[31, 32, 33, 34]. Calculating the mass of this newly introduced scalar field however is not
possible, because it is a parameter of the theory. It can be expressed in terms of other
parameters of the Standard Model, but this only shifts the problem towards precision
measurements of those parameters. Consequently for quite some time only bounds [35]
on and indirect measurements7 [36] of the Higgs mass were available. It took until 2012
until eventually the final missing part of the Standard Model was discovered, the scalar
Higgs field, rendering the Standard Model of particle physics complete.

2.2. Problems of the Standard Model of Particle Physics
Albeit it proofed extremely successful, the Standard Model cannot account for every-
thing. Also some of its features are considered rather unnatural by many physicists.
In the following a subjective, non-exhaustive, overview of the current problems of the
Standard Model will be given.

2.2.1. Gravity
Gravity is actually the first of the fundamental four forces known today which was
discovered and successfully described (at the energies available at that time) by mankind.
However, in the Standard Model, gravity is not included. So far every attempt to cast
it into a quantum field theory has failed. Compared to the weak force it is 30 orders
of magnitude weaker, rendering it impossible to study it on small scales at current
accelerators. Simply speaking, in the currently known world of elementary particle
physics gravity does not exist up to the Planck scale MPlanck ∼ 1019 GeV. It cannot be
easily included into the Standard Model without breaking it. The mediator of gravity, the
graviton, needs to be a spin-2 boson, because gravity is described by a second rank tensor.
But adding a spin-2 boson to the Standard Model will result in an unrenormalizeable

7Indirect measurements of the Higgs mass were made by fitting the Standard Model parameters using
the electroweak precision measurements made at LEP, SLAC and TeVatron as input.
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[37, 38] theory and thus the model would become uncalculable8. In consequence there is
currently no (simple) way of incorporating the very successful theory of general relativity
into the also very successful Standard Model of particle physics.

2.2.2. Unification of Forces
Naively one would not think that unifying the currently known forces is possible, be-
cause their couplings are largely different. However, the couplings are not fixed values.
Instead they depend on the energy scale. This phenomenon is called running of the
renormalization group couplings or just short running of the couplings and arises from
the renormalization group equations [1]. Sadly in the Standard Model as is, mankind’s
dream of having a sole explanation for everything will definitely not come true. The
explanation in this case being a physical force. While it is possible, even necessary, to
unify the electromagnetic and weak force in the Standard Model, it is not possible to
unify the electroweak and strong forces without new physics coming into play at some
scale beyond the electroweak scale [41]. The couplings of the electroweak and strong
interactions cannot be brought into agreement. To illustrate this the running of the
couplings of the Standard Model can be found on the left side of Figure 2.2. However,
the running of the couplings can change at a given energy scale if new physics come into
play, like for example new particles which can be created once the energy is sufficiently
high enough. An exemplaric case is illustrated in Figure 2.2 on the right side: new
particles have been introduced at the TeV-scale resulting in a kink at around 10 TeV,
making the unification of the three forces possible. Consequently new physics is needed
to be able to unify the forces described by the Standard Model.

2.2.3. Dark Matter
One of the first hints on Dark Matter was already found in 1933. Fritz Zwicky, a swiss
physicist, measured the velocities of galaxies in the coma cluster from the Doppler shift of
their atomic spectra. From this he calculated the mass of the cluster. Quite surprisingly
it turned out that the visible mass and the mass Zwicky calculated do not coincide [43].
Instead the visible mass was more than 100 times less. So most of the cluster’s mass is not
luminous. Simply speaking it is dark, coining the term Dark Matter. In 1939 Babcock
measured the rotation curve of stars in the Andromeda nebula. Opposed to expectation
the mass-to-light ratio increased with increasing distance from the galaxy’s center, but
instead of attributing this to Dark Matter , he attributed it to the absorption of light
inside the galaxy or to yet unknown dynamics in the outer regions of the galaxy [44].
Vera Rubin and collaborators measured, approximately 40 years after Zwicky’s discovery,
the rotation curves of about 60 isolated galaxies. These measurements showed extreme
deviations from predictions due to Newtonian gravity [45, 46, 47, 48]. An exemplaric
measurement of the M33 galaxy can be found in Figure 2.3. Quite obviously the rotation

8Actually string theory might come to the rescue here [39, 40], however, as of now, 2016, string theory
does not yield any verifyable or falsifyable predictions distinct from other, simpler, extension of the
Standard Model. Thus it is only a mind-game which can be played.
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Figure 2.2.: Running of the couplings of the electromagnetic (α1), weak (α2) and strong (α3)
interactions. The case of the Standard Model without modifications is depicted on the left.
On the right an illustration of the running of the couplings in the minimal supersymmetric
extension of the Standard Model is shown where the model parameters have been chosen such
that the couplings meet before the Planck scale. Figure from [42].

curve does not follow the shape of the luminous contributions (the stellar disk and the
gas), as it should be the case if the mass distribution would closely follow the distribution
of luminous matter in the galaxy, but instead it approaches a constant indicating that
there is more matter than expected in the outer regions of the galaxies.
Yet another proof that Dark Matter exists was also provided using gravitational lensing.
According to the theory of general relativity gravity bends space itself. Consequently
light passing by a massive object, like e.g. a cluster of stars or Dark Matter, will
deviate from its elseways straight path of flight. The massive object behaves like an
optical lens, it bends light proportional to the mass of the massive object, coining the
name gravitational lens. Using the Chandra X-ray telescope together with Magellan
and the Hubble space telescope, the NASA provided the first direct proof that Dark
Matter exists in 2006. They measured the distribution of hot gas and that of matter
after a collision of two larger galaxy clusters, merging into one big cluster, the bullet
cluster. In Figure 2.4 the optical image is shown: superimposed in pink is hot gas,
while in blueish the distribution of mass is superimposed, measured using gravitational
lensing. Clearly, the majority of mass is distributed differently from hot gas. However,
most of a galaxy cluster’s mass is actually not found in form of stars, but instead in
its hot gas. Thus there must have been two different types of matter interacting in the
collision which formed the bullet cluster. One being the known ordinary matter which
was slowed down throughout the collision by a drag force, the other being dark matter
which was not subject to the drag force and thus was not slowed down, resulting in the
strikingly different distribution of mass and hot gas. An observation which cannot be
explained using modified laws of gravity.
Using precision measurements of the cosmic microwave background, a relic from the era
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Figure 2.3.: Rotation curve of M33 where the points indicate the actually measured values.
The continuous line indicates the best fit model which is a combination of three contributions:
the dark halo contribution (dash-dotted line), the stellar disk (short dashed line) and the gas
contribution (long dashed line). If dark-matter would not exist, the total rotation curve would
be expected to only contain the stellar disk and the gas contributions. Figure from [49].
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Figure 2.4.: Optical image of the bullet cluster taken using Magellan and the Hubble Space
Telescope. Superimposed in pink is the distribution of hot gas measured using the Chandra
telescope. The areas where most of the matter is found is superimposed in blue. The dis-
tribution of gravitationally interacting matter has been measured using gravitational lensing.
Figure from [50].
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of recombination, around O (4× 105) years after the Big Bang, the amount of Dark Mat-
ter, matter and Dark Energy can be inferred. The cosmic microwave background is the
thermal radiation left over when the universe cooled down such that its energy does not
suffice anymore to break neutral hydrogen atoms into protons and electrons, rendering
the universe opaque to it. Simply speaking the cosmic microwave background is a snap-
shot of the time of recombination. As expected the cosmic microwave background can be
characterized by a black body spectrum, nearly uniform in all directions. However it ex-
hibits small residual variations which are caused by interactions of the cosmic microwave
background with e.g. gravitational potentials9. Measuring these variations precisely a
lot of information can be gained, e.g. about the curvature of the universe as well as
the matter and dark matter density. It turns out that only approximately 5% of the
matter and energy observed in the universe is describable by the Standard Model [51].
95% of the universe are dark. 26% being Dark Matter, 69% being Dark Energy. The
question however which could so far not been answered is what is Dark Matter made
off? In the Standard Model the only one possible candidate for Dark Matter would be
neutrinos. However neutrinos cannot account for the observed cold Dark Matter in the
universe, cold referring to the temperature and thus the average velocity of the Dark
Matter. Even using current upper bounds on neutrino masses, they are too light to ex-
plain the density of cold Dark Matter observed by astronomers. Theoretically neutrinos
can only account for warm Dark Matter. So a, Dark Matter wise, good extension of
the Standard Model needs to provide at least a new, stable, weakly interacting massive
particle, sometimes also called wimp to be able to account for Dark Matter.

2.2.4. Neutrino Masses

In the Standard Model neutrinos are strictly massless, because right-handed neutrinos
have not been observed yet and consequently only left-handed neutrinos are included
in the Standard Model, thus a Yukawa term coupling neutrinos to the Higgs is not
possible. However, when measuring the flux of electron neutrinos originating from the
sun the first time in 1968, a significant deficit was found. Consequently either modeling
of the processes taking place inside the sun had to be wrong or neutrinos were not what
people thought them to be. Just a year later Pontecorvo published a possible solution
to this problem. He proposed that the neutrino species changes while traveling from
sun to earth, violating the per-species lepton number conservation while still conserving
the total lepton number. Nowadays this phenomenon is called neutrino oscillations.
Doing the math just taking electron an muon neutrinos into account10, one finds that
the probability of an electron neutrino to oscillate into a muon neutrino can be written
as follows:

9If there is a type of matter which already decoupled earlier from the cosmic soup and solely interacts
via gravity, it will have clumped together partially at the time of recombination, forming first struc-
tures and consequently imprinting them onto the cosmic microwave background via gravitational
interactions.

10The simple example of a two state system can be found inside [52].
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Pνe→νµ =
[
sin (2θ) sin

(
(m2

2 −m2
1) c3

4~E z

)]
, (2.18)

θ being the mixing angle, m2 and m1 being the masses of the neutrino species, E denot-
ing the initial energy of the neutrino and z the distance the neutrino traveled. For the
case of vanishing mixing angle or equal muon and electron neutrino masses this proba-
bility would vanish. Thus, in the two-state case, at least one neutrino generation needs
to be massive. Generalizing this to three generations yields that at least two of the three
need to be massive, proving that the Standard Model, in its current formulation, is not
the end.

2.2.5. Matter-Antimatter-Asymmetry
Opposed to expectations, the matter found in today’s universe is mostly made out of
matter, whereas equal amounts of matter and anti-matter would be expected. Naively it
is assumed that matter and antimatter were created in equal amounts in the Big Bang.
To date there is no strong evidence that this assumption is false. Instead common belief
nowadays is that some reactions distinguish between matter and antimatter, also called
CP symmetry violation. CP violation was discovered in 1964 by Christenson, Cronin and
Fitch. They studied the decay of neutral, long-lived, K0

L-mesons. CP conservation would
require them to decay into 3 pion final states. The measurement however showed that
about 0.2% of the long-lived kaons decayed into two pions, violating CP symmetry. In the
decay of the kaons into pions, a s-quark decays into a quark of the first generation, thus
the weak interaction had to be involved. Consequently the CP symmetry is not conserved
in the weak interaction, while to date the strong and electromagnetic interaction are
still considered to conserve CP11. The weak interaction distinguishes between matter
and antimatter. This property is captured in the so called CKM matrix, named after
Cabibbo, Kobayashi and Maskawa. It describes the mixing of the mass eigenstates of
quarks into the quark eigenstates of the weak interaction. To not violate unitarity, the
matrix has to be a unitary matrix, imposing strong constraints on it. In the initially
proposed four quark model by Cabibbo, only one real parameter, the mixing angle
θC , is needed, because the other three real parameters become physically irrelevant
due to the unitary requirement. In case of six quarks, corresponding to the Standard
Model case, the resulting matrix has three real parameters, the quark mixing angles, and
one complex phase which is the source of CP violation in the Standard Model. However,
these parameters are not calculable in the Standard Model, they are free parameters
which have to be measured. The measured amount of CP violation in the Standard
Model nonetheless does not suffice to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry observed
today. Additional processes must have been at play during baryogenesis, additional

11In case of the strong interaction there is actually no reason why CP should be conserved, the theory
of QCD allows for CP violation, however measurements show that strong interactions do not violate
CP. Since this requires fine-tuning of parameters in the QCD part of the Lagrangian, this is also
referred to as the strong CP problem.
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sources of CP violation beyond those in the Standard Model of particle physics are thus
needed!

2.2.6. Higgs Mass and Naturalness
The Higgs boson is a scalar field and thus there is no symmetry to prevent it from
coupling to other particles such that its mass becomes quadratically divergent. It should
be of the order of the highest energy scale involved in the theory, which would be the
Planck-scale. However for the vacuum to be stable or at least sufficiently long-lived, it
is required that the Higgs mass is of the order of the electroweak scale [53], 16 orders
of magnitude smaller. This problem is nowadays named the naturalness problem. By
renormalizing the theory the Higgs mass can be brought down to the electroweak scale,
however this requires extensive fine-tuning. No other known theory requires such an
extensive amount of fine-tuning and consequently people named this the fine-tuning
problem. The corrections to the Higgs mass have the following form:

∆m2
H(fermions) ∝ −|λf |

2

8π2

[
λ2
UV − 3m2

f ln
(
λ2
UV /m

2
f

)
+ ...

]
, (2.19)

∆m2
H(bosons) ∝ λB

16π2 [λ2
UV − 2m2

Bln (λ2
UV /m

2
B) + ...] , (2.20)

mf and mB being the masses of the fermion and the boson, λUV being the cut-off scale
and λf and λB being the couplings of the fermion and boson to the Higgs. Quite re-
markably, they enter with different sign.
Many solutions to aforementioned problems have been developed, here the focus is only
on one. Looking at the Higgs mass corrections the question rises: "What if new particles
are added?" Assuming all other properties would be exactly the same, adding a partner to
each Standard Model field which only differs by 1/2 in spin, the corrections would cancel
and the need for fine-tuning would be eliminated. This is the concept of supersymmetry.

2.3. Supersymmetry
Supersymmetry is not a theory by itself, it is a concept which introduces a symmetry
between fermions and bosons. Not only is it used in particle physics, but also e.g. in
nuclear physics when calculating the binding energy of given states [54, 55]. Simply
speaking, to each fermionic degree of freedom a bosonic one is associated and vice versa
with the only difference being the spin, all other quantum numbers are identical. Apply-
ing this to the Standard Model of particle physics and oversimplifying things one could
say that the particle content of the Standard Model is being doubled. Superpartners are
commonly denoted by the same letters as their Standard Model partners, only adding
a tilde on top of them, the t e.g. becomes t̃. The bosonic partners of the Standard
Model fermions are named like their counterparts, only a "s" is prefixed, so e.g. the
superpartner of the tau is called stau. In case of the Standard Model bosons "-ino" is
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2.3. Supersymmetry

suffixed to the name, like e.g. the W becomes the wino. However, depending on the ac-
tual model, usually the observed gauginos are mixtures of the bosinos: four neutralinos,
χ0

1,2,3,4 and two charginos, χ±1,2.
If supersymmetry were an exact symmetry, the superpartners would have the same mass
as their Standard Model counterparts. Obviously they don’t, because no superpartners
have been found yet. Consequently supersymmetry is a broken symmetry. The exact
mechanism of supersymmetry-breaking is unknown. Many different proposals exists, all
have one thing in common: they try to avoid introducing new quadratic divergencies,
which is called soft supersymmetry-breaking. The breaking usually occurs in some kind
of hidden sector, meaning that it is decoupled from the Standard Model particles and
their superpartners, the visible sector. It is then mediated by messenger particles to
the visible sector, e.g. by the gravitino or by the gauginos 12. In the following, if not
stated otherwise, no assumptions about the breaking mechanism will be made, instead
focus will be on the implications of supersymmetry at low energy scales compared to
the supersymmetry-breaking scale.

R-parity and the proton R-parity is a new quantum number often introduced in
supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model.

PR = (−1)3(B−L)+2s, (2.21)

B being the baryon number, L being the lepton number and s being the spin of a
particle. Its value is +1 for particles while it is -1 for sparticles. To prevent arbitrary
sources of B and L number violation, many supersymmetric extensions of the Standard
Model assume R-parity to be conserved. The main implication of R-parity violation
would be that the proton would be allowed to decay via sparticles, like shown in the
Feynman graph in Figure 2.5. Current measurements however show that the proton is
most probably stable. Its lifetime is currently measured to be at least O (1038 s) [6].
Nonetheless R-parity is not strictly required to obtain a proton having a lifetime that
long, some possibilities are sketched in [2], however, all models considered in this thesis
assume R-parity conservation unless stated otherwise. The main implication of R-parity
conservation is that the lightest supersymmetric particle, short lsp, will be stable and
thus be created in every decay chain involving supersymmetric particles. In R-parity
conserving scenarios supersymmetric particles will always be created in pairs, such that
at least two lsps will be created in the subsequent decay chain.

Dark Matter If the lsp is neutral and stable, it will become a natural candidate to
explain cold Dark Matter. Its particle nature can be constrained from fits to the Dark
Matter relic abundance. Sneutrinos, the superpartners of neutrinos, are expected to an-
nihilate very rapidly in the early universe, resulting in a too low relic density. Lightweight
gravitinos, the superpartners of the graviton, have to be classified as hot dark matter.
However the large scale structures observed in today’s universe are inconsistent with a
12More details about supersymmetry-breaking can be found in the following reference: [2].
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Figure 2.5.: Example of a R-parity violating decay of the lightest neutralino.

hot dark matter universe. Heavy gravitinos on the other hand are hardly detectable
since they only interact gravitationally. As a result the only currently viable candidates
for detectable cold dark matter are the neutralinos, to be more specific, the lightest one.

Unification of couplings The slope of the renormalization group equations describing
the running of the couplings depends on the accessible particle spectrum. Consequently
introducing supersymmetry into the Standard Model, the running of the couplings will
change. In supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model the running of the cou-
plings of the three known forces can thus be altered such that they meet with rather
high accuracy, as can be seen on the right hand side of Figure 2.2.

Fine-tuning The amount of fine-tuning needed to stabilize the Higgs mass at the elec-
troweak scale naturally vanishes in supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model,
at least mostly. Problems arise if supersymmetry is not exactly conserved, which it
isn’t. The corrections to the Higgs mass then become proportional to the difference of
the masses squared of the particles and their superpartners. Rendering the amount of
fine-tuning needed dependent on the energy scale at which the superpartner masses are,
the lower the mass of the superpartners the less fine-tuning required. Since a lot of the
phase-space below the TeV scale has already been investigated and ruled out, people
expect supersymmetry to be found at around the TeV scale.

Parameters, Possible Constraints and Simplifications While the Standard Model al-
ready has 18 free parameters which have to be measured, supersymmetry brings in lots
of new parameters. The most general supersymmetric Lagrangian which is minimal in
terms of new fields, the MSSM, adds 150 new parameters to the game. If R-parity con-
servation is at play, 45 parameters become dependent on others and 105 free parameters
remain. This is still a lot. Most of these parameters actually stem from supersymmetry-
breaking. If one assumes a certain supersymmetry-breaking mechanism, one can actually
reduce the number of parameters quite a lot.
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Figure 2.6.: Two mSUGRA mass spectra, the common parameters in both cases are:
sign (µ) = 1, tan β = 10,m0 = 500 GeV. (a) m1/2 = 200, A0 = 1000; (b) m1/2 = 1000, A0 = 10.
In (a) the sleptons are heavier than all neutralinos and charginos, while in (b) the right handed
sleptons are in between the lightest neutralino and the degenerate next-to-lightest neutralino
and lightest chargino masses. Spectra generated using [60].

Assuming for example supersymmetry-breaking being mediated via gravity and con-
structing a realistic, minimal, model for N = 1 supergravity, called mSUGRA, one ends
up with 4 parameters and a sign, being:

• m0, the common mass of scalars at the GUT scale,

• m1/2, the common mass of gauginos and higgsinos at the GUT scale,

• A0, the common trilinear coupling,

• tan β, the ratio of the vacuum expectation value of the two Higgs doublets,

• sign (µ), the sign of the higgsino mass parameter.

While having just 4 parameters is very attractive, it of course cannot capture all the
phenomenology the full 150 parameter MSSM exhibits. Nonetheless it already pro-
vides a rich phenomenology to study, as can be seen in Figure 2.6 which shows the
mSUGRA particle spectrum for two different parameter-sets. Recent results claim to
have shown that most of mSUGRA’s parameter space is excluded [56, 57, 58]. However,
it can be shown that this is not the case if one actually evaluates the electroweak symme-
try breaking at its true scale, the Higgs-vacuum expectation value instead of √mt̃Rmt̃L

which is currently commonly in use in mSUGRA particle spectrum generators. The
change of scale initially was made to make the one loop corrections negligible, however
if one also adds the dominant two loop contributions, one can evaluate the electroweak
symmetry breaking at the true electroweak scale [59].
In gauge-mediated supersymmetry-breaking, GMSB, the symmetry breaking is mediated
from the hidden to the visible sector via the Standard Model’s gauge interactions via
massive messengers which are charged under the Standard Model’s charges. Instead of
supersymmetry-breaking occuring at the Planck scale in GMSB it occurs at relatively
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low scales [61]. In terms of the number of parameters GMSB scenarios are as attractive
as mSUGRA models, 4 parameters and a sign:

• Mmess, the overall messenger scale

• Nmess, parametrizes the structure of the messenger scale

• Λ, the soft supersymmetry-breaking scale felt by the low-energy sector

• tan β, the ratio of the vacuum expectation value of the two Higgs doublets,

• sign (µ), the sign of the higgsino mass.

Remarkably the gravitino, G̃, is always the lsp in GMSB models, lifting the next-to-
lightest-supersymmetric particle, nlsp, into the role of being the one to drive the phe-
nomenology of the model:

• Neutralino nlsp scenario, mχ0
1
< (mτ̃1 −mτ ), decay chains will typically end with

the decay: χ0
1 → G̃γ,

• Stau nlsp scenario, mτ̃1 < Min
(
mχ0

1
, ml̃R

)
−mτ , featuring mostly τ̃1 → G̃τ decays,

as well as kinks in the track of the semi-stable τ̃1,

• Slepton co-nlsp scenario, ml̃R
< Min

(
mχ0

1
, mτ̃1 +mτ

)
, l̃R → G̃l decays become a

significant possibility in addition to the already known stau nlsp signatures

• Neutralino-stau co-nlsp scenario,
∣∣∣mτ̃1 −mχ̃0

1

∣∣∣ < mτ and mχ̃0
1
< ml̃R

, this scenario
allows for both the neutralino nlsp scenario as well as the stau nlsp scenario decay
signatures.

This phenomenology is only to be regarded as indicative. Fine-tuned points in the
model’s phase space can of course exhibit largely different phenomenology, these are
just the most ’typical’ scenarios as quoted by [61].
Another approach is to constrain the MSSM physically, instead of assuming a specific
breaking mechanism. In case of the phenomenological MSSM, pMSSM, the following
three assumptions are made:

• no new source of CP violation,

• no flavor changing neutral currents,

• first and second generation universality.

These assumptions result in 19 new parameters in the framework of the pMSSM:

• M1,M2,M3, the three gaugino masses,

• mA, the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson,
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• µ, the higgsino mass parameter,

• tan β, the ratio of the vacuum expectation value of the two Higgs doublets,

• mq̃,mũR ,md̃R
,ml̃,mẽR , first and second generation squark and slepton masses,

• mQ̃,mt̃R ,mb̃R
,mL̃,mτ̃R , third generation squark and slepton masses,

• At, Ab, Aτ , the third generation trilinear couplings.

This is still a huge parameter space making it hard to classify the pMSSM parameter
space into groups of similar phenomenology, making the pMSSM parameter space hard
to study. Later in this thesis a study will be presented which faces this problem.
Since the supersymmetric parameter space remains huge even after applying several
phenomenologically motivated constraints, the dominantly used class of approaches to
search for supersymmetry at the LHC are simplified models [62, 63]. As the name
suggests these models are simplified a lot. Usually only a small set of supersymmetric
particles is assumed to be at or around the TeV scale. The rest of the supersymmetric
particle spectrum is assumed to be mostly ’decoupled’ by setting their masses to arbi-
trarily high scales. If the masses of the set of particles at the TeV scale is small and
the masses are distinct, meaning that they differ by at more than a few GeV, decay
chains are short. However, if several particles are chosen to be at the TeV scale with
not so large mass differences (at most a few GeV) several equally likely decay channels
open up and thus decay chains become diverse and sometimes rather long. Branching
fractions of the superpartners into Standard Model particles are often either assumed to
be 100% or only specific decay modes are considered. Thus the remaining ’parameters’
of these models are usually just the masses of the sparticles. This makes the models very
handy to study, but at a first glance they don’t seem very general. However, usually
the results of studying those simplified models can be expressed in a rather general way,
namely upper limits on the cross section times the branching fraction for a given process.
Calculating this quantity in ’real’ models, like e.g. the pMSSM, and comparing it to
the result from the simplified models, one can often tell whether this model is excluded
or not. Later in this thesis results obtained from simplified models will be compared
with a study of a larger part of the pMSSM phase space, to investigate the strength of
simplified models.
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3. Statistical Interpretation
The following is a short summary of the statistical methods and terminology used in the
interpretation of results in this thesis. It is inspired by the statistics reviews found in
[6] and [64].

Motivation One of the many challenges in finding physics beyond the Standard Model is
that it is predicted to be very rare, the Standard Model holds up pretty well so far. Most
models do not provide a smoking gun signature. Instead, most models provide signatures
which are also expected in the Standard Model, but with different rates, for example
the decay of a particle into two taus in the final state together with weakly interacting
particles escaping the detector is possible via a neutralino or a Z-boson. Consequently
one has to count how many events with a given signature are predicted by an extension
of the Standard Model and has to compare this to the Standard Model expectation.
However the question whether a single observed event more than expected by the Stan-
dard Model proves new physics or not cannot be generally answered, instead it needs a
careful treatment taking into detail the most important sources of uncertainty. In the
following a summary of this treatment shall be given1.
Usually cut-and-count analyses are performed in one or more signal regions. Signal re-
gions use requirements on kinetic and event shape variables to distinguish signal events,
meaning events from physics beyond the Standard Model, from Standard Model events.
The expected event yield due to Standard Model background is estimated using either
simulated samples or data-driven methods, depending on how well the simulated de-
scription of the process of interest is performing. The expected event yields for models
beyond the Standard Model are obtained form simulated samples. Both expectations
are then compared to the data. Simply speaking, the probability for the observed data
to be described by the null hypothesis (the null hypothesis is the assumption that only
the Standard Model is realized in nature) is compared to the probability that the data
is described by the extension of the Standard Model under consideration. Depending on
that, the extension might be excluded or not and in the best case it might be found to
explain the fluctuation observed. This is done using the so-called CLs method, which
needs as inputs the p-values and thus the profile likelihood functions.

Profile Likelihood Method In case the Standard Model would be the whole truth, the
expected number of events would be equal to the number obtained in the background-
only case. If the extension of the Standard Model, in the following called signal, is

1It shall be noted here, that different viewpoints on the statistical interpretation of results exist. We
will only present one here, the one being commonly used by most SUSY searches in ATLAS.
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realized, the expected number of events would be the number of expected signal plus
background events. To allow for uncertainties in the calculation of the cross section and
to make the approach a bit more general, the signal strength µ is introduced as follows:

E (n) = µs+ b, (3.1)

where E denotes the expectation value of the number of expected events n, s the number
of expected signal events and b the number of background events. Usually the estimate
of b is split up, e.g. by splitting it into processes or final states. Thus b is estimated
from the individual components as follows:

b =
∑
i

τibi, (3.2)

where the bi denote the individual components and τi = LMC
i

Ldata is the scaling factor needed
to scale the luminosity of the simulated sample to the one of the recorded dataset. The
expectation value for each of those background components can be expressed as follows:

E (ni) = τibi, (3.3)

where E denotes the expectation value of the number of expected events from process
i, ni, and bi the number of background events from process i. A likelihood function is
defined as the probability density P of a measurement x, given a parameter µ:

L (µ|x) = P (x|µ) . (3.4)

The best estimate of µ is the one which maximizes L (µ|x). In case of a cut-and-count
experiment, the likelihood function can be defined as a product of Poisson probabilities:

L (µ|n, ni) = PPoiss(µs+ b, n)ΠiPPoiss(bi, ni), (3.5)
with

PPoiss(λ, x) = λx

x! e
−λ. (3.6)

Statistical and systematical uncertainties enter the estimate in form of the so-called
nuisance parameters, in the calculation of the likelihood function L. Take for example
the integrated luminosity measurement and assume that the measured value is Gaussian
distributed around a mean value l̄ with width σl. It is included in the likelihood by
multiplying:

L (µ, l|n) = L (µ|n)G
(
l|l̄, σl

)
, (3.7)

where l is a so-called nuisance parameter used in the calculation of µ. The profile
likelihood ratio λ (µ) is then used to test a set of values for the parameter µ and is
defined as:
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λ (µ) =
L
(
µ, l̂′|n

)
L
(
µ̂, l̂|n

) , (3.8)

where l̂′ is the value of l which maximizes L for a given value of µ, while µ̂ and l̂ in the
denominator are the values maximizing the likelihood function. Thus λ is found to be
in the range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. It is often convenient to look at the degree of incompatibility
between the data and the proposed value of µ:

tµ = −2 ln (λ (µ)) . (3.9)

So values of tµ close to 0 indicate the data being described by the hypothesized value of
µ well.

p-value The level of disagreement can be quantified using the so-called p-value,

p (µ) =
∞∫

tµ, obs

P (tµ|µ) dtµ. (3.10)

Here tµ, obs denotes the tµ value obtained from measured data, while P (tµ|µ) denotes the
probability density function of tµ given the parameters µ. Useful approximations can
be found in [65]. Simply speaking the p-value is the probability of getting the observed
result or a result more incompatible with the hypothesis of the given parameter µ, under
the assumption that the null hypothesis is true. Rephrased this means that the p-value
is the probability of obtaining the measured data if the null hypothesis is valid.

Significance The p-value and the significance Z are related:

Z = φ−1 (1− p) , (3.11)

where φ−1 is the quantile of the standard Gaussian. It is a measure of how many Gaussian
standard deviations away from the mean the measured value is. By convention the p-
value of 0.05 is used for excluding a signal hypothesis. It corresponds to a significance
of Z = 1.64. The quantity significance is quite useful because in the limit of large s and
b it can be approximated by Z = s√

b
, an easy to use formula. If not noted otherwise,

the significance will be evaluated numerically using the BinomialExpZ function from
ROOT ’s RooStats framework [66].

CLs Method While the p-value measures the level of disagreement of a hypothesis
with the observed data, the confidence level is a measure of the opposite, namely how
well the data agrees with the hypothesis. It is the probability, P (tµ < tµ, obs), that tµ is
less than the observed value and thus related to the p-value by:

CL = P (tµ < tµ, obs) = 1− p. (3.12)
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However, using CL values as a mean to exclude a hypothesis is only meaningful if the
distributions of both hypotheses are sufficiently well separated. This might e.g. not be
the case for models which the experiment is not sensitive to and where thus the signal-
plus-background hypothesis and the background-only hypothesis are nearly identical.
Consequently at LEP the CLs method was introduced:

CLs = CLs+b
CLb

= p (s + b hypothesis)
1− p (b only hypothesis) . (3.13)

Strictly speaking CLs is not a confidence level but instead a ratio of a p-value and
a confidence level. A hypothesis is excluded if the CLs value falls below a certain
threshold α. Nowadays this value is usually chosen to be α = 0.05 in high energy
physics. To illustrate the problem and how the CLsmethod solves it: imagine a signal
model with tiny cross section compared to an overwhelming background. CLs+b and
CLb will then become approximately equal, because in both cases approximately the
same number of events are expected. Now imagine further that the measurement is
incompatible with the background such that a CLs+b value of less than a given threshold
is reached. Consequently if you only set a limit based on the CLs+b value, you might
falsely exclude the signal plus background hypothesis. In case of the CLs method this
is not the case, because CLs will become one (remember, the background-only and the
signal + background hypotheses are near identical) and thus you would not exclude the
model yet, saving you from false exclusions in case of models which you are not sensitive
to.
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4. The LHC and ATLAS
The CERN is located at the border between France and Switzerland, near Geneva. Its
name originates from the initial letters of its provisional founding board, the "Conseil
Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire". The laboratory was founded in 1954 with the
aim of gaining a better understanding of the structure of particles. Currently it hosts
25 experiments. In the past it hosted several important colliders, amongst them the
large-electron-positron collider, LEP. The experiments at the LEP contributed a lot
to our understanding of the Standard Model by precisely measuring properties of the
Standard Model. Researchers at CERN also discovered the W -, the Z-, as well as
the Higgs boson. Not to mention, CERN has always been and still is a major driving
force behind many technical advancements, like e.g. the world wide web [67]. Today,
CERN hosts the world’s currently largest hadron collider, the Large Hadron Collider, or
short the LHC. The LHC, the ATLAS experiment, one of the experiments at the LHC,
as well as CERN’s computing facilities, the Grid, will be the focus of this chapter.

4.1. The Large Hadron Collider
Plans for the LHC were already announced four years before the tunnel to host its
predecessor, the LEP, was completed at the Lausanne workshop in 1984. Initially the
plan was to build a proton-proton collider with a centre-of-mass energy of

√
s = 18 TeV

and an instantaneous luminosity of L = 1033 cm−2s−1. At the La Thuille workshop in
1987 however, this was already decreased to

√
s = 16 TeV, just to be decreased again

in the first "Conceptual Design Report" to the final value of
√
s = 14 TeV, while the

instantaneous design luminosity was raised by one order of magnitude to the final value of
L = 1034 cm−2s−1 [69]. Additionally plans were made to also use the LHC for heavy-ion
physics at

√
s = 1000 TeV with an instantaneous design luminosity of L = 1027 cm−2s−1

to e.g. study the quark-gluon plasma.
When the construction started in 1998 the first collisions were scheduled to happen in
2008 at lower energies, followed by a ramp up to the final design energy in the following
year. Unfortunately, while the first proton bunches were circulating, a major technical
incident happened. After more than a year, in march 2010, eventually the first proton-
proton collisions were recorded. One year later the LHC finally started to take data at
large scale at half its design center-of-mass energy, at

√
s = 7 TeV, the highest center-

of-mass energy reached so far. In 2012 this was increased to
√
s = 8 TeV. Afterwards

the LHC entered an extended period of downtime to execute maintenance and to do
upgrades of essential parts of the detectors as well as the collider. After the extended
shutdown, the LHC resumed operation in 2015 at and a record-breaking center-of-mass
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4.1. The Large Hadron Collider

Figure 4.1.: Overview of the CERN accelerator complex and its current experiments as well
as its individual accelerators. The years given below the names of the accelerators are the
years they started operation. Figure from [68].
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energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. The same energy at which it operates in 2016.

At the very beginning of the LHC’s acceleration chain is hydrogen which is accelerated
by a chain of individual accelerators to increasingly higher energies. A bunch of hydrogen
molecules is at first separated into atoms and then stripped of its electrons by using an
electric field to obtain protons. These are then injected into the Linear Accelerator 2
where they are accelerated using radiofrequency cavities in conjunction with cylindrical
conductors to about 50 MeV. In the next step protons are injected into the Proton
Synchrotron Booster where they are accelerated to 1.4 GeV, followed by the Proton
Synchrotron accelerating the protons to 25 GeV and the Super Proton Synchrotron which
boosts the energy of the protons to 450 GeV. Eventually the protons are injected into
the LHC’s two beam pipes, in which the two beams circulate in opposite directions and
are being accelerated to their final energy, 3.5/4.0 TeV in Run I (2011, 2012) and 6.5 TeV
in Run II (2015, 2016) and eventually it will be risen to the design value of 7.0 TeV. On
overview of CERN’s current accelerator complex is depicted in Figure 4.1.
Some interesting details [70]:

• it takes 4 minutes and 20 seconds to fill each ring,

• it takes 20 minutes to accelerate the protons to their current maximum energy of
6.5 TeV,

• protons are circulating in the LHC in bunches each containing O (1011) protons,

• the minimal spacing between the bunches has been 50 ns throughout Run I and
25 ns throughout most of Run II.

Actually the LHC is not a perfect circle, but instead consists of 8 different straight
sections followed by arcs connecting the different sections. To force the protons on
a circular path throughout the arcs, magnetic fields of a strength of about 8.3 T are
needed at

√
s = 14 TeV. These are generated by 1232 dipole magnets which make

use of superconducting cables which are cooled down to 1.9K, cooler than the universe.
Focusing of the bunches is done using 392 quadrupole magnets. The straight sections
contain the accelerating cavities, the beam dump mechanism, two cleaning areas as well
as four collision points where the main experiments are located [71]:

• A Large Ion Collider Experiment, ALICE, a special-purpose detector optimized to
reconstruct heavy-ion collisions to study the quark-gluon plasma in more detail.

• LHC beauty, LHCb, a special purpose detector to study hadrons containing b-
quarks to obtain hints about e.g. additional sources of CP violation.

• Compact Muon Solenoid, CMS, a multi purpose detector incorporating a strong
solenoid magnet.

• A Toroidal LHC Apparatus, ATLAS, the other multi purpose detector at the LHC,
acting as the counterpart of CMS. The data presented throughout this thesis is
recorded using the ATLAS detector. Thus it will be discussed in more detail in
the next section.
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4.2. The ATLAS detector

Figure 4.2.: The ATLAS detector and its subsystems. Figure from [74].

Three additional experiments are located at the LHC. They are not located at one of
the four collision points, but instead focus on forward particles coming from nearby
interaction points.

4.2. The ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector, depicted in Figure 4.2, has been designed to be a multi purpose
detector able to analyse both, proton-proton as well as heavy-ion collisions [72, 73]. It
is about 44 meters long, 25 meters tall and weights 7000 tonnes. If one would wrap the
ATLAS detector and flood the cavern, it would actually swim opposed to CMS which
would actually sink.
By convention a right-handed cylindrical coordinate system is used to describe events in
the ATLAS detector. The origin is placed in the center of the detector where the bunch
crossings are expected to happen, the x-axis points towards the inner of the LHC-ring,
the y-axis points up and the z-axis is chosen parallel to the beam axis. If quantities are
measured, defined or calculated in the transverse plane, transverse is meant with respect
to the beam axis: the x− y-plane. The azimuthal angle φ is measured in the transverse
plane, while the polar angle θ is measured with respect to the z-axis. φ = 0 corresponds
to the positive x-axis. Instead of the polar angle the pseudorapidity, η, is used, because
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differences in η are invariant under Lorentz-boosts along the z-axis1:

η = − ln
(

tan
(
θ

2

))
. (4.1)

Since particles usually have a very high energy at the LHC compared to their rest-mass,
their energy becomes approximately equal their momentum and thus the pseudorapidity
becomes approximately equal to the rapidity y often used in high-energy physics. The
distance between two particles, ∆R, in ATLAS is usually expressed in differences in η
and φ:

∆R =
√

∆η2 + ∆φ2. (4.2)

ATLAS is built cylindrically symmetric to cover the complete solid angle around the
interaction point. The different sub-detectors of ATLAS are arranged in an onion-like
structure, each specialized for different types of physics. Their aims are:

• cover the whole 4π-range,

• track the path of particles,

• measure their momenta,

• and measure their energy.

4.2.1. Inner Detector

The sub-detector closest to the interaction point is called the inner detector or tracker.
Its outer diameter is 2.3 meters while being 7 meters long and covering the pseudorapidity
range up to |η| < 2.5 [75, 72]. It has been designed to trace the path of charged particles.
Since the tracker is located inside a strong magnetic field, the curvature of the particles’
tracks can be used to determine their momentum. The transverse momentum resolution
is σpT/pT = 0.0004 · pT ⊕ 0.02, where the ⊕ symbol indicates a quadratic sum and the
pT is measured in GeV. The ATLAS tracker system was made up of three sub-systems
during Run I and is depicted in Figure 4.3.

Pixel Detector The innermost part throughout Run I was the Pixel Detector, in radial
direction only 5.05 cm away from the interaction point. Roughly 82 million silicon pixels
providing a spatial resolution of 12 µm are used, they are 50 µm x 400 µm in size and
organized in 3 separate layers.

1As long as the particles’ masses are negligible, because in that case the pseudorapidity becomes equal
to the rapidity used in special-relativity. The assumption of negligible particle masses is usually well
justified, because of the high center-of-mass energy which the LHC is operating at.
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Figure 4.3.: The ATLAS inner detector and its subsystems. Figure from [76].
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Semiconductor Tracker The next part is the Semiconductor Tracker, located about
30 cm from the interaction point. It consists of four layers of silicon strips. Each
strip having a size of 80 µm x 12 cm and a spatial resolution of 17 µm in the direction
transverse to the readout strips placed on the silicon, while having a resolution of 580 µm
in the z-direction. In the barrel region four layers are installed, while in the end-cap
section 9 are installed on each side.

Transition Radiation Tracker Last but not least in the inner detector is the Transition
Radiation Tracker. It starts about 55 cm from the interaction point and contains about
300 000 straw drift tubes made of Kapton filled with a mostly Xenon based gas mixture.
Materials with alternating optical density have been used. Charged particles passing
through the boundary of two layers of different optical density emit photons proportional
to E/m. The photons ionize the gas mixture in the tubes, thus making it possible to
distinguish between electrons and hadrons.

IBL and Run II During the long shutdown period between Run I and the start of
Run II, a new layer was inserted into the tracking system in between the beampipe
and the Pixel Detector, the insertable B-layer, IBL. Since the IBL is even closer to
the interaction point than the Pixel Detector, new read-out chips and new silicon-based
sensor technologies had to be developed to cope with the high radiation as well as
the high occupancy. By reducing the size of the pixels an improvement in the physics
performance could be achieved. [77].

4.2.2. Calorimeters
Calorimeters are used to measure the energy of incoming particles. Common feature of
all calorimeters is that the measurement process is destructive, meaning that after the
measurement the particle is fully absorbed, it will not be available for further measure-
ments. The ATLAS calorimeters are depicted in Figure 4.4: the systems "Tile barrel",
"Tile extended barrel" as well as the liquid argon (LAr) hadronic end-cap systems make
up the hadronic calorimeters, while the liquid argon electromagnetic barrel and the liq-
uid argon electromagnetic end-cap systems make up the electromagnetic calorimeter
[78, 79].

Electromagnetic Calorimeters The electromagnetic calorimeters are designed such
that electrons and photons will loose all their energy via pair production and brems-
strahlung. Thus the energy deposited by an electron or photon inside the calorimeter
will be proportional to the total initial energy of the particle. The electromagnetic
calorimeter is divided into two regions, the barrel region, |η| < 1.475 and the end-cap
region, 1.375 < |η| < 3.2. It achieves an energy resolution of σE/E = 10%/

√
E ⊕ 0.7%,

where E is measured in GeV and the ⊕ symbol indicates a quadratic sum [78].
It is made of alternating layers of active and passive material. Lead is used as passive
material while liquid argon is used as active material. The passive material is used to
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Figure 4.4.: The ATLAS calorimeter systems. Figure from [80].

absorb incoming particles: while passing through the passive material, particles emit
bremsstrahlung and electron-positron pairs, which is also called showering. The ac-
tive material on the other hand is used to measure the energy of the created shower
originating form the incoming particle.

Hadronic Calorimeter While hadrons also deposit energy in the electromagnetic calori-
meter, they do not deposit all their energy there. Consequently a second calorimeter
is needed to measure the energy of hadrons. This feature is used in the reconstruction
of leptons and hadrons to distinguish between them. The energy resolution of the
hadronic calorimeter is σE/E = 50%/

√
E ⊕ 30%, where E is measured in GeV and

the ⊕ symbol indicates a quadratic sum [78, 79]. The layout is similar to the layout of
the electromagnetic calorimeter, it also uses alternating active and passive materials. To
stimulate interactions between the active material and hadrons a cost-efficient material of
high-density is chosen. In the barrel region, spanning the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.7,
iron is used as the active material, while scintillating plastic tiles are used as the passive
material, hence the name Tile Calorimeter. The end-cap region, 1.5 < |η| < 3.2, of the
hadronic calorimeter is using copper and liquid argon as active and passive materials
respectively.
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4.2.3. Muon Spectrometer
The last sub-detector is the Muon Spectrometer. Since interactions of leptons in the
electromagnetic calorimeter scale with the inverse of the particle’s mass, muons will not
be absorbed by the calorimeter system. This makes it possible to identify muons with
high accuracy, because they are the only particles which leave the calorimeters2. In
ATLAS the muon spectrometer consists of four different sub-systems [72]:

• The Monitored Drift Tubes cover the area |η| < 2.7. They are approximately 3 cm
thick and filled with an Argon-CO2 gas mixture. When muons cross atoms are
ionized and drift to the wall of the tube, while the electrons drift towards the
central wire.

• Cathode Strip Chambers are used to complement the Monitored Drift Tubes in the
more forward area of the detector, 2.0 < |η| < 2.7. They are being used in the
central area of the end-caps, because they are more stable with respect to higher
particle rates. A single chamber consists of crossed anode strips and cathode copper
wires. Muons passing through ionize the contained gas. The ion and the electrons
then drift towards the cathode and the anode respectively, causing a measureable
signal. Since the anode and cathode are crossed, positional information can be
extracted.

• Resistive Plate Chambers are similar to the Cathode Strip Chambers, however
instead of the strips and wires, plates are used as electrodes which are placed only
2 mm apart from each other, resulting in a faster response time, making them
suitable for triggering events. Resistive Plate Chambers are used in the region
|η| < 1.05.

• Thin Gap Chambers again are similar to Cathode Strip Chambers, but instead the
distance between the wires is smaller than the distance between the wires and the
anode. Their response time is also fast and thus they are also suitable to trigger
events. Thin Gap Chambers are used in the region 1.05 < |η| < 2.4.

The muon spectrometer is depicted in Figure 4.5, it is the outermost sub-detector of
the ATLAS detector and thus also the largest. This huge scale makes high precision
measurements of the transverse muon momentum possible. The resolution for muons is
quite good, it is only about 3% for 100 GeV muons.

4.2.4. Magnets
To extract momenta of charged particles, the bending of their tracks inside magnetic
fields is used. However at the LHC particles which are created usually have rather high
energies. Consequently also strong magnetic fields are needed to achieve well measurable
curvatures of the particles’ tracks.

2Except for neutrinos of course, however since they only interact weakly, they are not detectable in
ATLAS in one way or another.
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Figure 4.5.: The ATLAS muon systems. Figure from [81].
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Superconducting magnets are used to generate the magnetic fields needed. In the inner
region of ATLAS detector a solenoid magnet is used to generate a homogeneous field
with a bending power of 2.1Tm. The field in the outer detector region, meaning the
muon spectrometer, is generated by eight toroid magnets in the barrel region and two
end-cap magnets in the end-cap regions, creating fields achieving a bending power of
3Tm in the outer region and 6Tm in the end-cap region.

4.2.5. Forward Detectors
To also cover the forward region, 3.1 < |η| < 4.9, a calorimeter using liquid argon as
active material is installed. It is divided into three parts which are distinguished by
the passive material used. The first part uses copper and is optimized for electromag-
netic measurements, whereas the second and third one use thungsten to predominantly
measure the energy from hadrons. In addition, special purpose detectors exist outside
the ATLAS cavern, one example being the Zero Degree Calorimeter. They are used to
study the range |η| > 8.3. However the forward detectors are not used in the presented
analyses.

4.2.6. Trigger and Data Acquisition
At a bunch spacing of 25 ns collisions happen in ATLAS at a rate of 40 MHz. All the
data recorded in one event usually takes up approximately 1.5 Mb of disk space. Thus
recording each and every event would not just require an enormous bandwidth, but
also far too much disk space, approximately one petabyte per second3. Consequently, a
system to filter events already prior to recording them to disk is been used, the trigger
system.
The system has been split into three levels during Run I [72, 82] and is being split into
two levels in Run II [83, 82] which subsequently filter events. Each level has a given
amount of time to determine whether an event is interesting or not. Subsequent levels
build on the information of prior levels and extend it by taking into account additional
detector systems and computing further derived quantities.
The first level, L1, is implemented completely in hardware, reducing the trigger rate to
about 75 kHz. It takes inputs from the calorimeters and the muon spectrometer and
defines so called Regions of Interest, RoIs, areas in which signatures of particles have
been identified. If L1 deems an event to be interesting, it is passed on to the Read out
Drivers, RoDs.
In Run I information from the RoDs has been passed on to L2, which has been im-
plemented solely in software, meaning that it is being processed on a computing farm.
L2 only reads information within the RoIs to save bandwidth. Using information from
all ATLAS subdetectors it examines the RoIs with higher precision, computing more
complex, derived, quantities and reducing the event rate to about 3.5 kHz.

3Most of the currently available hard disk drives provide about one to five terabyte of space, three
orders of magnitude less.
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Eventually in Run I the data was processed by the Event Filter, EF. The EF trigger
level ran algorithms similar to the actually used algorithms in the main physics analysis,
making use of the full event information. It reduced the event rate to about 600 Hz and
steers the final decision of whether an event is written to disk or not [84].
Quite often lower values are quoted for the L2 and EF rates, namely 2 kHz and 200
Hz respectively. These are the design values. During Run I the data output performed
better than had been anticipated, thus the rates could be raised.
Between Run I andRun II the trigger system has been reworked. L2 and the EF have
been merged and become the High Level Trigger, short HLT. It mostly focuses on the
RoIs found by L1. However contrary to the Run I L2, unseeded reconstruction is also
possible at the HLT level. In addition new algorithms have been developed. While
the available network bandwidth was a major bottleneck throughout Run I, merging of
L2 and EF into the HLT improved the situation, because lots of transfers via the network
could be changed into in-memory transfers. For Run II the actual rate of the L1 trigger
could not yet be pushed close to its to design value of 100 kHz, with a maximum rate of
80 kHz it is still behind expectations due to bandwidth limitations [84, 85], while for the
HLT trigger the rates could be pushed to its design value of 1 kHz and beyond [84, 85].

4.3. Computing and the Grid
ATLAS alone records several petabyte of data each year of running. In addition an
approximately equal amount of simulated events is needed. Simulating a single event
takes several seconds. However to obtain feasible predictions several billion of events are
needed: a task which cannot be executed on a few computers alone, but instead involves
the coordinated power of several computing farms.
This challenge is addressed by CERN’s Grid [86, 87, 88, 89]. It is a global computing
infrastructure. It provides scientists around the world and especially the experiments at
CERN with the computing resources to store, distribute and analyse the data generated.
More than 42 countries are involved, contributing more than 170 computing centres,
often called sites, as well as several hundred petabytes of storage.
The Grid is split into different levels of access and importance, called tiers. Tier-0 is
located at CERN and probably the most important tier. It is responsible for recording
data, reconstructing and distributing it. Tier-1 sites are used for permanent storage
of data as well as re-processing and analysing it, whereas Monte Carlo simulation and
user analysis jobs are being run on Tier-2 sites. Scientists access the Grid either via
their computing farms at their institutes, which are called Tier-3 sites, or via their own
computers, classified as being Tier-4 sites.
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This chapter will very briefly summarize how the simulation of the Monte Carlo samples
works as well as which datasets will be used. Special emphasis will be put on the fast
simulation used by the ATLAS experiment, specifically its performance when modeling
substructure observables. A complete list of simulated datasets and the generators used
to simulate them can be found in section A.1 of the appendix.

5.1. Simulation of Datasets
Simulation of events in high energy physics is a science on its own. Many different pro-
cesses need to be taken into account. Lots of different interactions need to be accounted
for. Everything needs to be treated in one way or another.
The first step in the simulation chain is to calculate the involved matrix elements for the
hard scattering process as well as the subsequent decays [90, 91]. Phrasing it differently:
the Feynman graph is being drawn and evaluated. Afterwards the parton shower is
being generated. It is the cascade of colored particles which is being created by colored
particles in the final and initial state by emitting additional gluons and quarks until they
eventually reach a (semi-)stable state by forming hadrons. Already at this stage going
through the whole framework of particle physics would take far too much time and is not
feasible anymore, because the problem becomes too complex. Thus simpler models are
used as approximations. Next the underlying event or pile-up is being added: since single
particles cannot be brought into collision easily, bunches of particles are being collided,
consequently not only one pair of protons interacts, but several. Additionally, the proton
itself is a composite object and thus several partons might interact1. As a result, not
just one, but several, superimposed events are observed in the detector. The one with
the highest sum of transverse momenta is usually considered to be the one of interest to
the analysis. The underlying event is added to the hard-scatter event either by adding
minimum bias events on top of the hard-scatter event or by superimposing additional
simulated events on the simulated hard-scatter event. Afterwards hadronization takes
place, meaning that the colored (semi-)stable particles form hadrons. Not much is known
about the process of hadronization so this is again being modeled by approximate models.
However hadrons do not necessarily need to be stable. Eventually the decay of hadrons
is being simulated.

1Recently the fraction of events arising from double-parton interactions in the production ofW bosons
in association with two jets has been measured. It was found to be 0.08± 0.01 (stat.)± 0.02 (sys.)
[92]. In four-jet events it was found to be 0.092+0.005

−0.011 (stat.)+0.033
−0.037 (sys.) [93].
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After hadronization the particles are handed over to programs simulating the interaction
of the particles with the detector material. The ATLAS collaboration uses two different
simulation chains to simulate the response of the detector to the passing particles, the
Full Detector Simulation and the Fast Detector Simulation. However they both differ
only in the treatment of the calorimeters. The propagation of the particles through the
rest of the detector is handled by GEANT4, a toolkit for the simulation of the passage
of particles through matter [94]. In the end the simulated detector response is written
to disk and digitized similarly to the real experimental data.

5.1.1. Calorimeter Simulation
In case of the Full Detector Simulation GEANT4 [94] is used to simulate the propagation
of the particles through the calorimeters. This is rather costly, because the particle
track will be broken down into many smaller steps. At each step individual processes
are applied which may alter the particle’s properties as well as the properties of the
surrounding material, the direction of the particle might for example be changed or
it may deposit energy in the material, even new particles might be created by e.g.
bremsstrahlung. Using Monte Carlo methods the stochastic nature of showering in the
calorimeters is thus well captured.
The fast calorimeter simulation instead uses a custom, self-written, calorimeter simula-
tion called FastCaloSim [95, 96]. Instead of operating at the same level of granularity as
GEANT4, FastCaloSim uses averaged, parametrized, shower shapes [95]. Thus the inter-
action with the material is not simulated, but instead it is obtained from a parametrized
template. The advantage is that far less computing power is need and thus more Monte
Carlo events can be generated. However the downside is that it is less accurate since
everything is averaged out. Especially the tails of variables sensitive to the substructure
of showers, like e.g. the lateral extension of a shower, will be mismodeled, because fluc-
tuations are essentially missing in this approach. However the parametrization and the
shower shapes have been tuned such that they model observables on the physical level,
like e.g. the transverse momentum of a particle, well.
This can be seen in Figure 5.1, which shows the pT as well as φ distributions of pions in
a simulated particle gun experiment using 50 GeV pions. In a particle gun experiment
particles are initialized with fixed conditions, instead of simulating a complete collision.
In this case only a single pion has been used. In order to obtain a clean comparison of
the two different calorimeter simulations, pile-up is not included in the simulation of the
samples.

5.1.2. Performance of Substructure Observables in Fast Simulation
While FastCaloSim has been tuned to get observables on the physical level right, it
could not be tuned to get substructure related variables right. The problem is that the
approach used by FastCaloSim, namely to use parametrized templates, inherently lacks
the stochastic part of the processes which are taking place. If quantum mechanics would
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Figure 5.1.: The (a) pT and (b) φ distributions of 50 GeV pions injected into ATLAS in a
simulated particle gun experiment to compare the performance of the full simulation, black
dots, versus the fast simulation, red dashed line. Both perform rather similar, because the fast
simulation has been tuned to reproduce the full simulation on the physical observable level.

be deterministic there would not be a stochastic part and thus both methods should
yield qualitatively the same results.
Energy deposits in the calorimeter are usually grouped into groups of close-by deposits,
called clusters. By analyzing these clusters, grouping those and adding information from
the inner detector as well as the muon spectrometer, particles are identified. Looking
at the transverse and lateral extensions of the clusters associated to the pions from the
aforementioned particle gun experiment in Figure 5.2, it can be inferred that full and
fast simulation do not agree well anymore. This is a result of the missing fluctuations
in FastCaloSim.
However one has to remark here, that the comparison shown is not the complete truth.
We compare one simulation to another. Both use approximations to obtain results.
Thus it can only be judged whether full and fast simulation perform similar, but a final
conclusion which simulation performs better cannot be drawn. To be able to tell which
simulation performs better both have to be compared to data. This is left for future
studies.

5.2. Data Taken Using ATLAS
The data which will be analyzed in the following has been recorded using the ATLAS de-
tector during 2012 and 2015 at a center-of-mass energy of

√
s = 8 TeV and

√
s = 13 TeV

respectively. To filter events where the detector was not working correctly, a good runs
list, GRL, has been used. A total of 20.3 fb−1 of usable data has been collected in 2012,
a total of 3.5 fb−1 in 2015. While the complete 2012 data was recorded using a 50 ns
bunch spacing, most of the 2015 data has been recorded using a 25 ns bunch spacing.
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Since however the Monte Carlo datasets used in this analysis for the 2015 data were
simulated using a 25 ns bunch spacing, the effectively usable amount of data from the
2015 data reduces to about 3.2 fb−1.
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Figure 5.2.: (a) Exemplaric illustration of a shower in the calorimeter.
√
〈R2〉 is the square-

root of the energy weighted mean of the squared distance of all energy deposits associated
with the particle with respect to the shower’s center of mass in the transverse direction. It
is a measure of the transverse extension of a shower.

√
〈λ2〉 is the square-root of the energy

weighted mean of the squared distance of all energy deposits associated with the particle
with respect to the shower’s center of mass in the longitudinal direction. It is a measure of the
longitudinal extension of a shower. The (a)

√
〈λ2〉 and (b)

√
〈R2〉 distributions of 50 GeV pions

injected into ATLAS in a simulated particle gun experiment to compare the performance of
the full simulation, black dots, versus the fast simulation, red dashed line. On the substructure
level fast and full simulation do not agree well anymore, because fluctuations are essentially
missing in fast simulation.
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Discriminating Variables

The data being recorded by the ATLAS detector and in Monte Carlo simulations is the
response of the detector to particles. Before being able to identify the objects of interest,
the detector response needs to be translated into meaningful quantities like the mea-
sured deposited charge, the measured light and similar. This step is called digitization.
Afterwards this information is connected to build higher level information like tracks
and to identify energy deposits. Eventually, the actual reconstruction algorithms are
run, using the previously generated information to identify particle candidates.
However in any case all information about an event cannot be recorded, thus it is not
possible to reproduce the complete decay chain. As an additional complication not just
one but several interactions take place during one bunch crossing. As a result, several
events are superimposed, detector signals from different particles might overlap. Conse-
quently the reconstruction algorithms need to work very precisely. Each particle passing
through the detector leaves its footprint, because its interaction with the detector sub-
systems depends highly on the particles properties, like its mass or its quantum numbers.
Shower shapes in the calorimeter will be quite different for e.g. electrons, muons and
jets. This is being exploited in the reconstruction, by training the reconstruction al-
gorithms on simulated data sets, where all information about the decay, the so-called
truth information, is available: one exactly knows what happened. The following aims
to provide a brief overview of how reconstruction algorithms define particles. Addition-
ally the procedure to remove overlaps between particle candidates is explained, followed
by the selection applied to events to ensure that all parts of the detector are working
correctly. In the end, observables like the transverse mass will be defined. The main
analyses presented in this thesis are photon agnostic, so photons will not be discussed
in the following.

6.1. Primary Vertex and Pile-up
At particle accelerators bunches of particles are brought to collision, several particles
might interact throughout one bunch-crossing at different locations in the detector. The
location where a collision occurred in the detector is called a collision vertex. Collision
vertices can be reconstructed by reconstructing all inner detector particle tracks and
extrapolating them to r = 0. They have to fulfill requirements on the number of hits
in the silicon tracker as well as have a transverse momentum of at least 400 MeV. In
Run I the primary vertex candidates had to have at least 3 associated tracks, while
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in Run II this requirement was lowered to two. The candidates were sorted by the
sum of the squared transverse momenta over the associated tracks. The one with the
highest sum becomes the primary vertex [97]. All other collision vertices in the same
event are considered to be pile-up. In the analyses presented in this thesis pile-up
vertices are only used to apply corrections to the measured particle energies1. Usually
20 to 40 simultaneous interactions are happening throughout one bunch crossing at
the LHC. The definition of pile-up phrased differently: pile-up collisions are secondary
interactions happening throughout one bunch-crossing, they aren’t considered to be of
physical interest, because the energy-exchange is lower than in case of the primary vertex,
however they have to be used to correct particle energies.

6.2. Electrons
In the region |η| < 2.5 electron candidates are first of all identified using the inner de-
tector and the electromagnetic calorimeter [98]. Since electrons are electrically charged,
they leave tracks in the inner detector. An electron candidate is identified by a cluster in
the electromagnetic calorimeter having ET > 3 GeV and a track from the inner detector
matched to it within |∆η| < 0.05 and |∆Φ| < 0.10. Additionally the momentum of
the inner detector track may not exceed ten times the energy of the cluster inside the
electromagnetic calorimeter. Since the inner detector only extends up to |η| < 2.5, elec-
tron candidates in the region of 2.5 < |η| < 3.7 are identified using the electromagnetic
calorimeter only. Thus the efficiency of electron reconstruction in that region is not as
high as in the more central region, except if specific processes are investigated, e.g. the
decay of heavy particles which constrain the invariant mass, therefore they are not used
in the presented analyses.
However jets will also leave tracks in the inner detector and they will also deposit en-
ergy in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Consequently electron candidates are further
grouped into categories depending on quality criteria on the shower shape, track quality
and the track cluster matching, to account for the different needs of different analyses.
The tighter these criteria, the more electron candidates will be rejected, while the re-
maining electron candidates become more likely to be real electrons. Cut-based, as well
as likelihood based, criteria were available [98] in Run I, however, only the cut-based
criteria will be used in the presented Run I analysis and thus the likelihood based ones
will not be discussed. Throughout Run I the available quality criteria were:

• loose++: |η| < 2.47, limited leakage into hadronic calorimeter, constrained shower
shape in the second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter

• medium++: loose++ criteria, constrain shower shape in the first layer of the
1Showers created by particles from pile-up vertices might overlap with showers from particles originat-
ing from the primary vertex and thus the showers might get merged, although they were originally
two distinct particles, causing the measured energy of the reconstructed particle to be higher than it
should. To compensate for this corrections are applied to the reconstructed particles. Details about
the corrections can be found in the references for each of the particles.
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electromagnetic calorimeter, require hits in the pixel detector and scilicon tracker,
constrain transverse impact parameter |d0| < 1 mm

• tight++: medium++ criteria, require isolation, meaning the transverse energy
around the candidate in a ∆R < 0.2 cone has to fulfill requirements with respect
to the candidates total transverse energy, at least one hit in the vertexing layer is
required, hits in the transition radiation tracker are required, matching between
clusters and tracks is narrowed

In Run II the electron identification changed. Instead of the cut-based approach to
identify electrons, a likelihood-based identification has been developed. The recon-
struction, the initial selection of the electron candidates, however remained the same.
Also the set of variables used to identify electrons remained mostly the same [99, 98].
The likelihood-based selection criteria have been re-optimized yielding signal efficien-
cies of approximately ∼ 95%, 90% and 80% for the loose, medium and tight working
points respectively [100], the corresponding background efficiencies ranging between:
0.8% and 0.3% [100].
For Run I and Run II, correction factors have been obtained by the ATLAS egamma
combined performance group to account for mismodeling of the trigger system in simula-
tion as well as different identification efficiencies observed between data and simulation.
The presented Run I analysis uses electrons identified by the medium++ quality criteria,
while the Run II one uses the loose quality criteria.

6.3. Muons
Muon candidates are being grouped into three different categories, depending on which
detector subsystems they use and depending on how they use these informations [101,
102, 103]. As in the case of electrons, scale factors need to be applied for muons. These
have been obtained by the ATLAS muon combined performance group. Muons stemming
from cosmic processes are discussed in section 6.8.

Standalone Muons Standalone muons are identified using the muon system alone. It
extends up to |η| < 2.7. Tracks are reconstructed by extrapolating the track obtained
in the muon system back to the origin. However this mode is not suitable for rather
soft muons, because they might be stopped before reaching the muon system. The
momentum of the muons is corrected for energy loss in the calorimeter.

Combined Muons Identification of combined muons uses information from the muon
system as well as the inner detector. Full tracks from the inner detector are matched
against full tracks in the muon system2. Different algorithms exist to do the combination
of inner detector tracks and muon spectrometer tracks. The one which will be used in

2The inner detector as well as the muon system consist of several layers. A track is called a full or
complete track if there is a hit in each layer associated with this track.
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this analysis is the staco algorithm [104, 102, 105]. If they can be successfully combined,
the impact parameter of the muon with respect to the primary vertex is calculated from
the inner detector track.

Segment/Calorimeter Tagged Muons Tagged muons make use of information coming
from the inner detector, the muon chambers, as well as the calorimeters. If a track from
the inner detector can be matched to an energy deposit in the calorimeters compatible
with a minimum-ionizing particle, it is called a calorimeter-tagged muon. If however the
track can be extrapolated to a track in the muon chambers which is not complete, it is
called a segment-tagged muon.

Differences Between Run I and Run II While in Run I the track from the inner
detector and the one from the muon spectrometer have been usually combined using
the so called staco algorithm, as mentioned before, in Run II an additional global fit
is performed. The quality of this fit is used in the identification step of the muons
to define different levels of selection criteria to address the needs of different physics
analyses [103], which were not available in Run I. Four categories have been defined, three
inclusive ones plus an additional category targeting analyses requiring high transverse
momentum muons: loose, medium, tight and high-pT.

• loose: specifically optimized to identify Higgs-boson candidates in the four lepton
final state. All muon types are included.

• medium: the default criteria used in ATLAS. Designed to minimize systematic
uncertainties. Only combined and standalone muons are used. Requirements on
the hits in the muon chambers are imposed. Loose criteria on the compatibility
between the inner detector and muon spectrometer momentum measurements are
imposed, suppressing hadrons misidentified as muons. The charge to momentum
significance is required to be less than seven.

• tight: the same criteria as for medium muons are applied. Additionally only com-
bined tracks are considered and further requirements on the tracks as well as on
the normalized χ2 of the global fit of the combined track are applied.

• high− pT: a selection optimized to maximize the momentum resolution for tracks
with high transverse momenta, specifically targeting W ′ and Z ′ analyses. Com-
bined muons are used with additional requirements on the number of hits in the
muon chambers. Regions where the alignment of the muon chambers is not optimal
are vetoed.

In the Run I analysis segment tagged muons are used, while in the Run II analysis muons
passing the medium quality criteria are used.
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6.4. Taus
Taus are tricky objects to reconstruct. Their lifetime is only about O (10−13 s) [6], thus
they decay before reaching the inner detector, inside the beam-pipe. Thus taus cannot
be observed directly, but instead only via their decay products. However, the leptonic
decay channels of the tau cannot easily be separated from other light leptons originating
from the main interaction. Instead one has to use the hadronic decay channel of the
tau. Several pions are usually created in hadronic tau decays. They are grouped by the
number of charged pions which are created. To make up for the initial charge of the
tau, the charged pions have to be created in odd numbers. Thus hadronically decaying
taus are said to be 1-prong taus if only one charged pion is created, analogously they
are called 3-prong taus if three charged pions are created. These decay modes can be
distinguished by counting the number of tracks in the inner detector associated with the
hadronically decaying tau.
The tau reconstruction is seeded by jets [106], defined in the next section. A tau can-
didate’s jet has to have a transverse momentum of at least 10 GeV. Since information
from the inner detector is used it also needs to be in the central region of the detector,
|η| < 2.47. Tracks within a ∆R =

√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 = 0.2 cone and a transverse momen-

tum of at least 1 GeV are associated to the tau candidate. Furthermore requirements on
the number of hits in the pixel detector and the silicon tracker are imposed. To reject
taus from pile-up, cuts on the impact parameter with respect to the tau vertex are also
applied. Simply speaking, the tau vertex is the interaction vertex which the tracks of
the tau are pointing to. For higher-pT objects this is most often the primary vertex as
defined later.
Due to the difference in the decay of taus with respect to jets originating from a quark
or a gluon in the hard-scattering event, taus are corrected to the tau energy scale. It
is calibrated independently of the Jet Energy Scale. A Monte Carlo based procedure
is used which derives corrections by comparing the true and the reconstructed energy
in simulated events. Additional corrections are applied on top which have been derived
using a data-driven method [106].
These requirements however do not allow for an efficient discrimination of taus against
jets. Consequently a separate identification step is needed. Discriminating variables
based on the tracks and the clusters associated to the tau candidate are used. Separate
boosted decision trees have been trained based on these variables for 1-prong and 3-
prong taus. The 5-prong channel is heavily suppressed, the many particles involved
render the possible phase-space small [6], therefore there hasn’t been a separate training
for 5-prong taus. Three different working points have been defined, loose, medium and
tight, to yield a flat signal efficiency for 1/3-prong taus of approximately: 70%/55%,
60%/40% and 40%/30%.
1-prong taus are also likely to be faked by electrons, thus additional discrimination
against electrons is provided using an electron veto, exploiting the fine differences be-
tween electrons and 1-prong taus.

• Transition radiation is more likely to be emitted by an electron and thus their hits
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in the transition radiation tracker usually trigger an even higher threshold than
hadronically decaying taus do.

• The angular distance of the associated track to the direction of the shower in the
calorimeter.

• The ratio of energy deposited in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters,
which should be lower for electrons.

• The amount of energy leaking into the hadronic calorimeter, because electrons
should be mostly confined to the electromagnetic calorimeter.

• The ratio of the energy in the 0.1 < ∆R < 0.2 cone to the energy in the total core
region ∆R < 0.2, because showers caused by electrons are more constrained.

These are again fed into a separately trained boosted decision tree whose decision is
used to veto potential 1-prong tau candidates stemming from prompt electrons.
Muons are already well rejected by removing any tau candidate which overlaps with
a muon candidate, because hadronically decaying taus are unlikely to reach the muon
spectrometer. The remaining contamination from muons is removed using the muon veto
which compares the measured momentum and the measured energy of the candidate. For
high energetic muons which are being stopped in the calorimeter the fraction of energy
deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter is low and the track-pT-to-ET ratio is large,
while for low pT muons which do not reach the muon spectrometer it is the opposite
way around, the fraction of energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter is large
and thus the pT-to-ET ratio low. Simple cuts based on the track-pT-to-ET ratio and
the fraction of energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter are used to reduce the muon
contamination.
For Run II the tau reconstruction has been reoptimized [107]. The identification step as
well as the rejection against jets have been developed along the same lines as for Run I.
Mostly the same input variables have been used to train the boosted decision trees used
to distinguish between jets and taus and to identify taus. One of the major differences
being that a harmonization between the jet rejection on trigger and on analysis level
took place. The changes to the input list can be found in [107]. A dedicated muon veto
is not used anymore.
While the boosted decision tree classifier used to reject jets did not change considerably
compared to Run I, the electron veto changed a lot, making use of the updates to the
electron reconstruction. The electron reconstruction has been specifically optimized to
distinguish charged pions from electrons. Since taus decay mostly to charged pions, the
decision was made for Run II to change the electron rejection step in the tau identification
to a simple overlap removal. Taus which can be matched to an electron candidate with
pT > 5 GeV and a large likelihood score within a ∆R =

√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 < 0.4 cone are

rejected.
The calibration of the energy of the taus has also changed slightly. While the energy
scale is still corrected for by a simulation-based approach similar to the one used in Run
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I, data-driven corrections are not available yet. Both presented analyses make use of
taus passing at least the loose quality criterion.

6.5. Jets
Since the force between colored objects becomes stronger with increasing distance, op-
posed to the electroweak force where it is exactly the opposite, colored objects cannot
exist freely. Thus they hadronize and form hadrons. Usually if a quark or gluon is
created in the hard scattering event not just one, but several hadrons emerge due to
conservation laws and the decay of unstable particles. Calorimeters can currently not
be built fine-grained enough to resolve each single hadron. Instead the resolution of
the calorimeters usually only allows for detection of several hadrons as a cluster. These
clusters of hadrons are called jets.

Definition Jets are cone-shaped groups of hadrons and other particles 3. In ATLAS the
default algorithm to identify jets is the anti-kt algorithm [108]. It uses topological
calorimeter clusters as input. Topological clusters are constructed by taking a seed cell
from the calorimeter. The energy deposited in this cell has to be at least four times the
noise level4. All neighboring cells which posses a signal to noise ratio of at least 2 will
be added to the cluster seed. Eventually all cells neighboring the aforementioned cells
will be added [109], independent of their signal to noise ratio.
Once all cluster candidates have been identified, they are being merged according to
their distance. The distance between two clusters i and j or a cluster i and the beam
axis B are defined as:

dij = min
(

1
k2
Ti
, 1
k2
Tj

)
∆2
ij

R2 , (6.1)

diB = 1
k2
Ti
. (6.2)

Here kT i denotes the transverse momentum of particle i, ∆2
ij = (yi − yj)2 + (φi + φj)2

denotes the distance between the particles in the y − φ-plane, y being the rapidity
y = 1

2 ln
(
E+pz
E−pz

)
, while R is the distance parameter of the algorithm. In ATLAS, as well

as in this thesis, jets are defined using a distance parameter of 0.4. For all clusters i
the distances to all other clusters j and to the beam axis are calculated. If the distance
of one of the clusters to the beam axis is smaller then all other distances, the cluster i
is defined as a jet and removed from the list of available clusters. If not, the cluster i
is merged with the cluster j which yields the smallest dij and another iteration starts.
The advantage of this algorithm is that soft particles tend to cluster with hard particles

3Hadrons might also decay leptonically and thus leptons might be found inside a cone emerging from
a colored object.

4The noise level is measured by computing the RMS of the energy distribution measured in events
triggered at random bunch crossings [109].
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stemming from the prompt interaction, making the algorithm robust against noise and
pile-up.

Calibration and Resolution The problem with the aforementioned soft radiation is
that it is highly possible that it does not stem from the original hard-scattering event,
but instead from pile-up. Thus energy will be attributed to the jet which does not
belong to it. To account for the additional energy of jets caused by pile-up a calibration
procedure is introduced. Jets are calibrated to the so called Jet Energy Scale, JES. It is
derived mainly from simulated samples and consists of an offset correction of ET , based
on the number of primary vertex candidates, giving an estimate of how much pile-up
to expect inside the event, on the pseudorapidity, as well as the bunch spacing. In
addition the direction of the jet is being corrected to originate from the primary vertex.
Eventually a correction of the jet energy is applied which is based on the ratio of the
truth jet energy to the reconstructed jet energy obtained from simulated samples [109].
The Jet Energy Resolution, JER, can be measured in-situ, exploiting the transverse
momentum balance in events containing high pT jets [110].

Pile-up Rejection In Run I a quantity called the Jet Vertex Fraction, JVF, has been
used to distinguish between jets from the primary vertex and pile-up. From the tracks
associated with the jet the transverse momentum stemming from the primary vertex
has been computed and divided by the transverse momentum of all tracks associated
with the jet [111]. If no tracks can be matched to the jet, the JVF will be set to a
value of −1. A cut on this value of 0.64 is being used to suppress jets from pile-up.
However, this introduces a strong dependence of jet-reconstruction on pile-up, because
the more simultaneous interactions happen throughout one bunch-crossing the higher
the probability that tracks from pile-up vertices are matched to a jet which originated
from the primary vertex.
Thus in Run II the method changed. A new tool called the Jet Vertex Tagger has
been developed [112]. It is a multivariate discriminant using two variables as input, the
corrected jet vertex fraction, corrJVF, and RpT , the ratio of the scalar sum of the tracks
that are associated with the jet and originate from the primary vertex over the calibrated
jet pT. The corrected jet vertex fraction is computed similar to the jet vertex fraction, the
only difference being that the transverse momenta of the jets stemming from pile-up are
divided by a factor knPUtrk , where k is chosen to be 0.01 and nPUtrk is the number of tracks
associated with pile-up. The discrimination power of corrJVF between jets from pile-up
and from the primary vertex is independent of the actual choice of k [112]. Both variables
have been combined in a 2-dimensional likelihood function. The output of the likelihood
function is flat with respect to the number of pile-up vertices, the efficiencies of the
jet vertex tagger are compatible within 1% between a measurement in data and Monte
Carlo prediction and the fake rates for given signal efficiencies could be lowered from
1.3%, 2.2% and 4% to 0.4%, 1.0% and 3% for signal efficiencies of 80%, 90% and 95%,
respectively [112].
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b-tagging Hadrons containing a b-quark, just like taus, do not decay instantly, instead
they have a sufficiently long enough lifetime to decay typically well separated from the
primary vertex, but still inside the beam-pipe, making it possible to distinguish between
jets initiated by b-quarks, called b-jets, and other jets. b-tagging algorithms exploit the
finite lifetime of B-hadrons, by reconstructing the decay vertex of the B-hadron and
investigating its properties, like the large impact parameter with respect to the primary
vertex, the large B-hadron mass or its long lifetime.
Throughout Run I the ATLAS collaboration used as default a combination of three
different b-tagging algorithms as input to a neural network, called MV1, to tag b-jets
[113, 114]. The neural network has been trained on simulated samples of b-jets as signal
and light-flavor jets as background. Light-flavor jets are jets which contain only u, d or
s quarks. The inputs used by MV1 are:

• IP3D [115] which uses a likelihood ratio based approach to analyze the impact
parameter significances d0/σd0 and z0/σz0 .

• SV1 [115] using SV0 (which mainly uses the three dimensional decay-length sig-
nificance L/σL as input) in combination with the invariant mass of all tracks
associated to the secondary vertex, the number of vertices with at least two tracks
and the energy ratio of the tracks associated to the secondary vertex to the sum
over the tracks associated to the jet.

• JetFitterCombNN [115] is based on the JetFitter algorithm which tries to recon-
struct the whole decay chain of the B-hadron [115]. In addition, the JetFitter-
CombNN algorithm uses the IP3D algorithm as input and combines both algo-
rithms in a neural network.

The final decision of the MV1 algorithm is computed using a likelihood ratio based
approach taking the output from MV1 ’s neural network as input [115].
For Run II the algorithm has been reoptimized and retuned, leading to MV2c20 [116]. It
still uses the the same three aforementioned taggers as input, however instead of training
a neural network, a boosted decision tree is trained, causing a notable performance gain
in terms of computing resources. Additionally it also uses kinematic information of the
jet as input, namely its pT as well as its pseudo-rapidity. Furthermore the composition
of the training sample changed. While for MV1 b-jets have been used as signal and
light flavor jets as background, the background has been changed to consist of 80% light
flavor jets and 20% c-jets when training MV2c20.
It has been observed that b-tagging performs differently for simulation and data and
thus scale factors have been derived by the corresponding ATLAS performance group
separately for Run I and Run II.

Central and Forward Jets The analysis based on the Run I data further divides jets
into three categories: b-jets, central light jets and forward jets. b-jets are defined by the
aforementioned b-tagging algorithm. Central light jets are required to be found in the
central region of the detector |η| < 2.4, to not be identified as b-jets and to have at least
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one track with a transverse momentum larger than 400 MeV, if its transverse momentum
is less than 50 GeV. Forward jets are jets which are found in the region 2.4 < |η| < 4.5.

6.6. Missing Transverse Energy
While particles interacting electromagnetically or strongly are directly detectable within
ATLAS, particles which only interact weakly or even gravitationally are not. They
escape the detector undetected. However since in the initial state energy and momentum
in the transverse plane are zero, the energy missing due to undetectable particles can be
estimated by imposing energy conservation in the transverse plane:

0 = Emiss
x +

∑
Ei,visible
x , (6.3)

0 = Emiss
y +

∑
Ei,visible
y , (6.4)

where the sum extends over all detected particles. Consequently the missing transverse
energy can be computed as follows:

6ET =
√

(Emiss
x )2 +

(
Emiss
y

)2
(6.5)

The individual contributions to the missing transverse energy, or phrased differently, the
undetectable particles, can not be inferred.

6.7. Overlap Removal Procedure
Particle candidates reconstructed by different algorithms might share the same input
information, like for example tracks in the inner detector or energy deposits in the
calorimeter, consequently double counting might occur. To remove these ambiguities a
so-called overlap-removal procedure is applied which is slightly different between the Run
I and Run II analyses presented in this thesis. Prior to the beginning of Run II the overlap
removal had been re-optimized and synchronized between the different ATLAS analyses.
However, it turned out that this overlap removal procedure not optimal for all analyses,
so some Run II analyses deviated from the official recommendations. The subsequent
steps used in the presented analyses are found in Table 6.1 for Run I and Run II.

6.8. Event Cleaning Procedure
To make sure that only events in which all detector systems were working correctly
during data taking are used, event cleaning criteria are applied. These changed only
slightly between Run I and Run II.
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Object compared
Run I Object removed against Condition
1. baseline electron baseline electron ∆R < 0.05
2. jet baseline electron ∆R < 0.2
3. jet baseline tau ∆R < 0.2
4. loose tau baseline electron ∆R < 0.2
5. loose tau baseline muon ∆R < 0.2
6. baseline muon jet ∆R < 0.4
7. baseline electron jet 0.2 < ∆R < 0.4
8. baseline electron and baseline muon baseline muon ∆R < 0.1
9. both baseline muons baseline muon ∆R < 0.05
10. baseline electron and baseline muon baseline muon minv

eµ < 12 GeV
Object compared

Run II Object removed against Condition
1. loose tau baseline electron ∆R < 0.2
2. loose tau baseline muon ∆R < 0.2
3. baseline electron baseline muon shared ID track
4. jet baseline electron ∆R < 0.2
5. baseline electron jet ∆R < 0.4
6. baseline muon jet ∆R < 0.4
7. jet loose tau ∆R < 0.2

Table 6.1.: Overview of the subsequent steps in the overlap removal used in the two analyses
presented here.

Run I Events are filtered using the following criteria:

• Skip events in which not all sub-detectors were working properly.

• Reject events where particles point to regions of the calorimeter currently suffering
from noise bursts.

• Consider only events where the information about the detector is complete.

• Events not containing a primary vertex with at least 5 tracks are skipped.

• Do not take into account events containing badly reconstructed muons. One speaks
of badly reconstructed muons if: σ

(
q
p

)
/ q
p
> 0.2, where q denotes the charge of the

muon and p the momentum.

• Reject events containing cosmic muons. Cosmic muons are identified by requiring∣∣∣zPV0

∣∣∣ > 1.0 mm and
∣∣∣dPV0

∣∣∣ > 0.2 mm for the longitudinal and transverse impact
parameters with respect to the primary vertex respectively.
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Run II The selection is basically the same like in Run I, except for the requirement on
the primary vertex being lowered to require only two tracks instead of 5 and the cosmic
muon veto being removed.

6.9. Discriminating Variables
This section will define all the discriminating variables which will be used throughout
the following chapters.

• N(Bx): the number of b-jets with a transverse momentum of at least x GeV,

• N(Fx): the number of forward jets with a transverse momentum of at least x GeV

• N(Lx): the number of central light jets with a transverse momentum of at least
x GeV

• Njet: the number of jets with transverse momentum of at least 20 GeV

• Nb−jet: the number of b-jets with transverse momentum of at least 20 GeV

• mT =
√

2pT 6ET

(
1− cos ∆φ

(
object, ~6ET

))
• 6ET the missing transverse energy

• meff = 6ET + pτ1T + pτ2T

• ∆R (τ, τ)2 = ∆η (τ, τ)2 + ∆φ (τ, τ)2, computed using the leading tau pair

• HT = ∑
i p

τi
T +∑

j p
jetj
T

• m12
T = mτ1

T +mτ2
T

• mTsum = m12
T +∑

im
jeti
T

Stransverse mass, mT2 The stransverse mass is a variable specifically designed to
search for pair production of new particles and can be regarded as a generalization of
the transverse mass, which was used in the search for the W boson, from a single parent
particle to two [117]. It assumes that initially two parent particles of same mass are
created which eventually decay into two invisible particles. A generalization to the case
of unequal masses is possible [118], but not discussed here. Although this seems a bit
unnatural at first, imposing such a strong constraint, it is rather natural in some of the
extensions of the Standard Model. In case of R-parity conserving supersymmetry, for
example, supersymmetric particles are created in pairs, and if the lsp is stable, it is the
perfect candidate for the invisible particle. Throughout the decay chain several visible
particles are created, however no assumptions are made about the exact topology of the
decay chain or the actual nature of the particles created. If more than one visible particle
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is created the matching of particles to the corresponding decay branches becomes crucial.
For the sake of understanding however, the most simple case has been chosen.
Assuming that the parent particle which is created, Ã, decays in one step into a Standard
Model particle, s, as well as an invisible particle χ̃, its mass is calculated as follows:

m2
Ã = m2

s +m2
χ̃ + 2 (ETsET χ̃ cosh (∆η)− ~pTs~pT χ̃) , (6.6)

where ~pTs/ETs and ~pT χ̃/ET χ̃ are the transverse momenta/energies of the Standard Model par-
ticle and the invisible particle respectively, while ∆η denotes the difference in rapidity
between the invisible particle and the Standard Model one. Since the cosine-hyperbole
is always ≥ 1, one can also rewrite the equation as an inequality:

m2
Ã ≥ m2

T (~pTs, ~pT χ̃) ≡ m2
s +m2

χ̃ + 2 (ETsET χ̃ − ~pTs~pT χ̃) . (6.7)
In our case, however, not just one, but two parent particles and thus not one but two
invisible particles are created. The missing transverse momentum however cannot be
independently determined for each of the invisible particles, instead only the sum can
be measured:

~6pT = ~6pTχ̃a + ~6pTχ̃b , (6.8)

where the missing transverse momentum, ~6pT, is defined in the same way as the missing
transverse energy in section 6.6, with the energy being exchanged by the transverse
momentum. Consequently the best estimate for the mass of the parent particle is:

mÃ ≥ m2
T2 ≡ min

6pT= 6pTχ̃a+ 6pTχ̃b

[
max

(
m2

T

(
~p s1
T , 6pTχ̃a

)
,m2

T

(
~p s2
T , 6pTχ̃b

))]
, (6.9)

where the unknown missing transverse momenta 6pTχ̃a,b are minimized under the condi-
tion of Equation 6.8, 6pT being the measured missing transverse momentum. As in the
case of the transverse mass, mT2 has a kinematic endpoint at the true mass of the parent
particle mÃ. In case of W -pair production for example, its endpoint corresponds to the
mass of the W .
In the following, mT2 will also be computed for events which might contain more than
two visible particles. In those cases mT2 is computed amongst all possible particle
pairs, assuming that the additional particles stem from secondary interactions. The
combination which yields the largest value is selected.
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7. Searching for Electroweak
Production of Supersymmetric
Particles at

√
s = 8 TeV

In the following, 20.3 fb−1 of data collected with the ATLAS detector in 2012 at a center-
of-mass energy of 8 TeV will be analyzed. An analysis will be presented specifically
targeting final states containing two hadronically decaying taus and missing transverse
energy. Jets will be vetoed, because scenarios characterized by the electroweak produc-
tion of supersymmetric particles will be considered, thus no jets are expected in the
final states. No significant excess over the Standard Model expectation is found. The
results are interpreted in simplified models, as well as pMSSM scenarios. This thesis
specifically focuses on the validation of the diboson background, the optimization of
the channel where one tau decays hadronically and the other leptonically (the tau +
light lepton channel) and the combination of the tau + plus light lepton channel with
the channel where both taus decay hadronically (the di-tau channel). Eventually the
sensitivity at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV is estimated to investigate whether the
analysis will be able to improve its reach using the data collected in 2015. The analysis
is published in [119].

7.1. Targeted Signal Processes and Models
As explained in chapter 2, a plethora of different supersymmetric extensions of the Stan-
dard Model as well as a plethora of different phenomenologies exist. To simplify life,
analyses in high energy physics are usually split into final states instead of models, al-
lowing to focus on the features of a specific final state. Depending on the final state
an analysis targets, the strategy to estimate the background might change consider-
ably, because the background composition changes considerably. While nowadays our
understanding of the Standard Model is rather good and often well modeled in Monte
Carlo, the description of misidentified particles is not so well modeled and thus different
strategies usually need to be employed to estimate backgrounds from so-called fakes.
The presented analysis [119] focuses on scenarios characterized by light charginos, next-
to-lightest neutralinos, relatively light sleptons and the lightest neutralino being the
lightest supersymmetric particle. To be more exact, the supersymmetric partner of the
tau lepton, the stau, τ̃ , and its neutrino are considered to be the only light sleptons. A
phenomenology which can be observed in the framework of the pMSSM [120, 121, 122].
Corresponding final states commonly include hadronically decaying taus, as well as a
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Figure 7.1.: Diagrams characterizing the three processes the analysis presented here focuses
on. (a) The production of a pair of lightest charginos decaying via a pair of intermediate staus
or tau-sneutrinos to a pair of neutralinos, a pair of tau neutrinos as well as a pair of taus.
(b) The production of a lightest chargino togetwher with a next-to-lightest neutralino. Both
decaying via intermediate staus or tau sneutrinos to a pair of neutralinos and three taus plus
a tau neutrino or three tau neutrinos plus a tau. (c) Direct production of a stau pair decaying
to two taus as well as a pair of neutralinos.

lot of missing transverse energy due to the tau neutrinos and the neutralinos escaping
the detector undetected. Three exemplaric processes will be considered in this thesis,
pair production of the lightest chargino, associated production of a lightest chargino
and a next-to-lightest neutralino as well as the direct production of a stau pair. The
corresponding Feynman diagrams can be found in Figure 7.1. Two simplified models, as
well as three different pMSSM models are investigated.

One of the simplified models targets χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 production, the other one χ̃±1 χ̃0
2 production.

In both models all sparticles except for the χ̃±1 , the χ̃0
2, the χ̃0

1, the τ̃ partner of the
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left-handed τ 1 and the tau sneutrino are assumed to have masses of the order of 2 TeV.
Thus the heavier next-to-lightest neutralino and the lightest chargino exclusively decay
via intermediate staus or tau sneutrinos which are assumed to be mass degenerate. A
situation favored by pMSSM scenarios with large mass splitting between the lightest
chargino and the lightest neutralino. The mass of the left-handed stau and its sneutrino
are set to be halfway between the lightest chargino and neutralino. To achieve a maximal
coupling to the left handed stau the χ̃±1 and the χ̃0

2 are assumed to be purely wino and
additionally degenerate in mass. The χ̃0

1 on the other hand is assumed to be purely
bino. In both models the parameters being varied are the mass of the lightest chargino,
as well as the mass of the lightest neutralino, the first in the range between 100 and
500 GeV, the latter in the range between zero and 350 GeV. The resulting cross section
of supersymmetric particles in both models ranges from 0.01 to 2 pb.
One of the pMSSM models is focusing on direct-stau pair production. It incorporates
the spartners of the left-handed as well as the right-handed taus, but no tau sneutrinos.
All sparticle masses are set to 2.5 TeV, except for the staus and the lightest neutralino.
The staus are not set to be mass degenerate, instead the right-handed stau is set to be
the lightest one. Model points with stau masses in the range from 90 to 300 GeV have
been generated. The lightest neutralino is bino-like and its mass is varied in the range
from zero to 200 GeV. In this model the direct-stau pair production cross section solely
depends on the stau mass and decreases from 176 to 1.4 fb for the left-handed stau and
from 70 to 0.6 fb for the right-handed stau in the aforementioned stau mass range.
The remaining two pMSSM models are both characterized by a large value of tan β = 50
and masses of all squarks, gluinos and sleptons, other than the spartner of the of the
right-handed tau, being set to 3 TeV. The parameter M1 is set to 50 GeV in the first
model, while it is being set to 75 GeV in the second one. The right-handed stau is
considered to be the lighter one and its mass is set to 95 GeV in the first model and
to (χ̃0

2 + χ̃0
1)/2 in case of the second. M2 and µ are being varied between 100 GeV

and 500 (600) GeV in the first (second) case. Depending on the values of M2 and µ
the dominant processes change. In the first model this can either be the associated
production of the lightest chargino together with the next-to-lightest neutralino or the
pair production of lightest charginos or of staus. Since the two chosen parameters only
change the gaugino and higgsino masses, the cross section of direct-stau pair production
is constant for all models: 163 fb. The cross section for the associated production of a
next-to-lightest neutralino and a chargino varies from 5× 10−3 to 40 pb, in case of the
chargino pair production it varies from 0.01 to 16 pb. Due to the varying stau mass in
the second model, the dominant processes are either the pair production of charginos
or the associated production of the next-to-lightest neutralino and a lightest chargino.
The direct-stau production cross section varies from 0.4 to 42 fb, the chargino pair
production cross section varies from 8 × 10−4 to 0.9 pb while the chargino neutralino
associated production cross section varies from 5× 10−4 to 1.2 pb.

1Although this is physically not correct, it will be, for the sake of simplicity, in the following be
abbreviated as the left-handed stau, the supersymmetric partner of the right-handed τ as right-
handed stau.
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Three reference points are being defined. They have been chosen to illustrate typical
features of the three different processes studied, found in Figure 7.1.

• Reference point 1 : simplified model for χ̃±1 χ̃0
2 production with mass of χ̃±1 /χ̃0

1 equal
to 250/100 GeV,

• Reference point 2 : simplified model for χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 production with mass of χ̃±1 /χ̃0
1 equal

to 250/50 GeV,

• Reference point 3 : pMSSM model targeting direct-stau production with mass of
the right/left-handed τ̃ equal to 127/129 GeV and massless χ̃0

1.

7.2. Event Selection
When events are selected for analysis, they are first of all required to pass the event
cleaning procedure as outlined in section 6.8. The trigger used to select events re-
quires two hadronically decaying taus, having a transverse momentum at trigger level
of 29/20 GeV in case of the first/second one. To ensure that the trigger operates in its
efficiency plateau, meaning the region at which it starts to operate at constant efficiency
independently of the properties of the triggering objects, the transverse momentum of
the more/less energetic tau is further constrained to be at least 40/25 GeV [123]. One
of the taus is required to pass the tight tau quality criteria, while the other one only has
to pass the medium criterion, to maintain a reasonable signal efficiency while rejecting
most of the multi-jet background. Di-tau pairs from low mass resonances are removed by
requiring the invariant mass of any oppositely charged (also called opposite-sign or short
OS) tau pair to be larger than 12 GeV. Since supersymmetric particles are rather heavy,
this cut has a negligible effect on the studied signal. Except for the background estimate,
events containing additional light leptons are vetoed, to allow for statistical combination
with ATLAS searches targeting final states including light leptons [124, 125].
To separate the supersymmetric signal from the known Standard Model processes, fur-
ther requirements are applied to define so-called signal regions. A priori the targeted
final states do not contain any jets, thus a jet veto would be a viable option. However
jets from initial state radiation as well as pile-up might end up in our selection. Com-
pared to jets from the decay of a top-quark, these are rather soft and do not contain
b-jets. Consequently three different types of jet-based vetoes have been developed:

• b-jet veto: rejects events containing b-jets with a transverse momentum of at least
20 GeV,

• jet veto: requires N(B20) +N(L30) +N(F30) = 0,

• looser jet veto: N(B20) +N(L50) +N(F30) = 0.

Also Z bosons are not expected in the targeted final states. To veto events containing a
Z boson, events where at least one of the oppositely charged tau pairs has an invariant
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mass within 10 GeV of the visible Z boson mass, 81 GeV, are vetoed. It is crucial
to note here that the visible Z boson mass in the di-tau final state is not equal to
the true Z boson mass, because in the decay of the tau momentum is carried by the
undetected neutrinos. The visible Z mass has been obtained by fitting the invariant
mass distribution of oppositely charged tau pairs in simulated Z → ττ events.
In total four signal regions have been defined to search for electroweakly produced su-
persymmetric particles in final states containing two hadronically decaying taus. The
aforementioned jet and Z vetoes have been used to suppress Standard Model processes
containing high energetic jets or events containing a Z boson. Additionally the missing
transverse energy, 6ET, the stransverse mass, mT2, the sum of the transverse masses of
the two taus, mτ1

T +mτ2
T , the effective mass, meff , as well as the separation between the

taus, ∆R (τ, τ) have been used to define the signal regions. mT2 actually has a rather
good discrimination power between signal and background processes and is thus used in
all four signal regions, which are not designed to be exclusive.

SR-C1N2 This signal region has been specifically optimized for the simplified model
targeting associated χ̃±1 χ̃

0
2 production. The corresponding diagram is depicted in Fig-

ure 7.1 (b). Even though three hadronically decaying taus are expected in the final
state, only two are actually required, because the reconstruction efficiency for taus is
only about 40% for 1-prong taus passing the tight quality criterion and only about 60%
for 1-prong taus passing the medium criterion [106]. For 3-prong taus the situation is
even worse. Since at least three invisible particles are expected, a moderate cut on the
missing transverse energy of 40 GeV as well as a high cut on the stransverse mass of
100 GeV are applied. These two cuts already reject most of the Standard Model back-
ground, because neither a lot of missing transverse energy is expected in those events,
nor are high energetic taus expected which might also cause a high mT2 value. To veto
events which contain top-quarks, a b-jet veto is additionally applied.

SR-C1C1 SR-C1C1 has been optimized to target pair production of the lightest chargino.
In the simplest possible decay chain involving staus, depicted in Figure 7.1 (a), only two
taus are created. Consequently exactly two taus are required. To reject multijet events,
a jet veto is applied. Other Standard Model processes are vetoed using a cut on mT2 of
at least 30 GeV, as well as on the sum of the transverse masses of the taus of at least
250 GeV. Processes taking place in the Standard Model do not predict such large trans-
verse masses for taus.

SR-DS-highMass and SR-DS-lowMass If staus are pair produced they are usually
boosted, because the sum of their masses is larger than the mass of any known Standard
Model boson, requiring the Standard Model boson to have a rather large transverse
momentum. Consequently the distance between them is usually less than in the case of
a particle at rest decaying into two particles. Thus for both direct-stau signal regions
∆R (τ, τ) < 3.0 is required. When optimizing the cuts to define the direct-stau signal
regions, it turned out that the looser jet veto yields a better signal acceptance than
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SR-C1N2 SR-C1C1 SR-DS-highMass SR-DS-lowMass
≥ 2 OS taus 2 OS taus ≥ 2 OS taus ≥ 2 OS taus
b-jet veto jet veto looser jet veto looser jet veto

Z veto
∆R (τ, τ) < 3.0 ∆R (τ, τ) < 3.0

6ET > 40 GeV mT2 > 30 GeV mT2 > 60 GeV mT2 > 30 GeV
mT2 > 100 GeV mτ1

T +mτ2
T > 250 GeV meff > 230 GeV meff > 260 GeV

Table 7.1.: Signal region definitions used in the presented analysis. A mnemonic naming
convention has been used, denoting χ̃±1 with C1, χ̃0

2 with N2 and direct-stau production with
DS. Table from [119].

the jet veto. To investigate direct-stau pair production two different signal regions have
been defined, one targeting the high-mass and one the lower-mass region, both cutting
on the same variables, mT2 and meff . The high-mass signal region, SR-DS-highMass,
cuts harder on mT2, since it is a measure for the mass of the parent particles, namely
at 60 GeV, while the low mass signal region only cuts at 30 GeV. The cut on the
effective mass, meff , is 230 GeV in case of SR-DS-highMass and 260 GeV in case of
SR-DS-lowMass. Both variables suppress Standard Model backgrounds well, because
Standard Model process tend to lower values for both.
The signal region definitions are summarized in Table 7.1.

7.3. Background Estimate
In the following the methods to obtain estimates for the Standard Model processes in
the signal regions will be described. The list of datasets used for each process can be
found in the appendix. The main processes contributing to the considered final states are
multi-jet, W+jets and diboson events. While the tau candidates picked up in diboson
events are usually real taus, meaning that they have been correctly identified, inW+jets
events one of the tau candidates is usually a fake, while in multi-jet events both taus are
fakes, meaning that they originate from misidentified jets or misidentified light leptons.
The most notable difference between true and fake-taus is that the latter is not as well
understood as the first. True taus are modeled well in Monte Carlo and thus events
containing two true taus can be solely estimated based on simulated data. To estimate
backgrounds containing fake-taus more elaborate, data-driven, methods have to be used
or they have to be suppressed well using cuts.
In the signal regions, the contribution from the Standard Model Higgs boson decaying
to two taus is negligible, less than 0.1%, and thus not considered. Contributions from
processes involving top-quarks, the Z boson or two Standard Model bosons are estimated
solely from Monte Carlo, because either they involve two real taus or are considered to be
negligible. The multi-jet contribution is estimated from data using the so-called ABCD
method. An estimate for the W+jets process is obtained using a dedicated control
region to normalize the estimate from Monte Carlo. Eventually a simultaneous profile
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likelihood based fit, including uncertainties, is performed for each signal region to obtain
the event yields of the W+jets and the multi-jet background in the corresponding signal
regions.

7.3.1. Multi-jet Estimate
Although the probability to fake a tau is at most 1% [126], multi-jet events are still one
of the dominant backgrounds in the signal regions, because at LHC the cross section for
the production of multi-jet events is huge. The estimate is obtained using the so-called
ABCD method which defines four exclusive regions in a two-dimensional plane of two
uncorrelated variables, meaning that the ratio of the number of events can be factorized
into two independent functions each depending only on one of the variables:

rA/B (v1, v2) = NA (v1, v2) /NB (v1, v2) = f (v1) g (v2) , (7.1)

v1,2 denoting the two uncorrelated variables, NA,B denoting the number of events in
region A and B while f/g are two functions depending solely on v1/v2. If region D is the
signal region, the number of events in the signal region can be computed by computing
a transfer factor from two of the regions, say C and B, and applying it to the third one,
A:

ND = NAT, (7.2)
T = NC/NB. (7.3)

It is not expected for taus to behave significantly different when requiring different iden-
tification quality criteria, thus the identification quality requirement of taus is assumed
to be uncorrelated with other variables and thus has been chosen as one of the two vari-
ables used in the ABCD estimate. The other one depends on the signal region: mT2 for
SR-C1N2, mτ1

T + mτ2
T for SR-C1C1 and meff for the direct-stau signal regions. Region

D is defined in the same way as the corresponding signal regions, while region A is also
defined in the same way except that all taus must satisfy the loose, but fail the tight tau
quality criterion to be exclusive with respect to the signal region which requires at least
one tightly identified tau. Control regions B and C share the same tau-identification cri-
teria as regions A and D with the requirements on the kinematic variables being changed,
leaving enough phase-space to define validation regions called E and F. Regions E and F
are used to validate the method and to estimate systematic uncertainties. The control
region definitions of region A, B and C are found in Table 7.2, while the kinematic cut
values for the validation regions E and F can be found in Table 7.3. A schematic sketch
of the method can be found in Figure 7.2.
To obtain a multi-jet estimate cleaned from contaminations of other Standard Model pro-
cesses, Standard Model processes are estimated from Monte Carlo and subtracted. Re-
sults obtained in the validation regions are summarized in Table 7.4. The agreement
between data and the Standard Model estimate is well within errors. The results of the
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Regions A B C
CR- mT2 > 100 GeV mT2 < 40 GeV mT2 < 40 GeV
C1N2 ≥ 2 loose taus ≥ 2 loose taus ≥ 1 medium tau

tight tau veto tight tau veto ≥ 1 tight tau
CR- mτ1

T +mτ2
T > 250 GeV 80 < mτ1

T +mτ2
T < 150 GeV 80 < mτ1

T +mτ2
T < 150 GeV

C1C1 ≥ 2 loose taus ≥ 2 loose taus ≥ 1 medium tau
tight tau veto tight tau veto ≥ 1 tight tau

CR-DS- meff > 230 GeV 130 < meff < 150 GeV 130 < meff < 150 GeV
highMass ≥ 2 loose taus ≥ 2 loose taus ≥ 1 medium tau

tight tau veto tight tau veto ≥ 1 tight tau
CR-DS- meff > 260 GeV 100 < meff < 150 GeV 100 < meff < 150 GeV
lowMass ≥ 2 loose taus ≥ 2 loose taus ≥ 1 medium tau

tight tau veto tight tau veto ≥ 1 tight tau

Table 7.2.: The multi-jet control region definitions. Only those requirements that are different
in the control regions with respect to the signal regions are listed. Table from [119].

Regions E/F
VR-C1N2 40 GeV < mT2 < 100 GeV
VR-C1C1 150 GeV < mτ1

T +mτ2
T < 250 GeV

VR-DS-highMass 150 GeV < meff < 230 GeV
VR-DS-lowMass 150 GeV < meff < 260 GeV

Table 7.3.: The requirement on the kinematic variables used to define the validation regions
E and F. Only those requirements that are different with respect to the corresponding control
and signal regions are given. Table from [119].

multi-jet estimate in all control regions as well as the obtained estimate in the signal
regions are summarized in Table 7.5.

7.3.2. W+Jets Estimate
Another important background in the signal regions is the production of W bosons in
association with jets where one of those jets is misidentified as a tau. Although one of
the two taus required in the analysis has to pass the tight tau-identification criteria to
suppress contributions from fake-tau backgrounds, the other one does not have to pass
these. Consequently W+jets events entering our selection are usually events in which
the W decays into a tau and a jet is misidentified as a tau, the real tau being the one
passing the tight identification criteria.
A semi-data-driven method is employed to estimate the contribution of W+jets events
in the signal region: a control region is defined to normalize the Monte Carlo expectation
to data. The expectation is that, since one real tau is still present in W+jets events
passing our signal region selection, the kinematics are modeled at an acceptable level
while only the production cross section for the final state is off. However, defining a
control region enriched inW+jets events in the two hadronically decaying tau final state
is not possible, because the contamination from multi-jet events is too large and cannot
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Tau ID 1 medium  
1 tight 

mT2 or 
meff or 
mTτ1+mTτ2 

Multi-jet 
VR-E 

Multi-jet 
VR-F 

Used for validation  
and systematics 

  2 loose 
(tight veto)  

Multi-jet  
CR-A 

Used for nominal  
ABCD method 

Multi-jet  
CR-B 

Multi-jet  
CR-C 

SR D 

T = C/B 

Τ = C/B 

Figure 7.2.: Illustration of the ABCD method for the multi-jet background determination.
The control regions A, B, C, and signal region D for the ABCD method described in the text
(labelled as Multi-jet CR-A/B/C and SR D) are drawn as light blue boxes. Shown in green
and labelled as Multi-jet-VR are the regions E and F, which are used to validate the ABCD
method and to estimate the systematic uncertainties, as will be described in the next section.
The transfer factor T is calculated from the event counts in regions C and B and applied to
the event count in region A to obtain an estimate in the signal region. To obtain an estimate
in region F the transfer factor is applied to validation region E. Figure from [119].

be reduced without cutting away too many events, making the statistical errors on the
estimate large. Consequently, the decision has been made to instead design a control
region requiring a muon and a hadronically decaying tau. Muons have been chosen
instead of electrons, because the rate for jets to fake muons is less than to fake electrons,
reducing the multi-jet contribution, and because the statistics is higher, as can be seen
in Table 7.7, because of the higher identification efficiency for muons. Electrons are thus
used to define the corresponding validation region. This choice of control and validation
regions reduces the multi-jet contamination in the estimate of the normalization factor.
The selected signal leptons are required to have opposite electrical charge, as in the signal
region. To veto events containing a Z boson, mTτ + mTµ > 80 GeV is required, where
mTτ/mTµ are the transverse mass of the tau and the muon. Additionally, Z events are
rejected by requiring the invariant mass of the muon and the tau, mτ,µ, to be outside the
Z mass window, which is different from the two tau channel, because if a pair of a tau and
muon stems from a Z it must either be new physics or a tau pair where one tau decays
hadronically and the other one into a muon. This involves an additional neutrino and
thus further smears the Z peak comparing to the two tau channel, resulting in a Z mass
window of: 40 GeV < mτ,µ

Z < 100 GeV. As in the two tau channel, low mass resonances
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Sample VR-C1N2 VR-C1C1 VR-DS-highMass VR-DS-lowMass
Data 5585 1846 163 764

SM total 5840± 340 1870± 87 170± 24 860± 110
Multi-jet 5370± 320 1570± 61 120± 19 670± 100
W+jets 320 ± 93 240 ± 60 37 ± 15 130 ± 42
Z+jets 97 ± 39 34 ± 12 5.6 ± 2.9 36 ± 14
Diboson 27 ± 8 15.1 ± 5.4 5.1 ± 1.5 12.9 ± 3.6
Top 24 ± 10 5.0 ± 2.1 3.6 ± 1.7 9.5 ± 3.3

Table 7.4.: Number of events in the multi-jet validation regions F, including both statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The Standard Model Monte Carlo backgrounds are normalized
to the integrated luminosity of the corresponding data, 20.3 fb−1. The multi-jet contribution
is estimated from data using the ABCD method. Table from [119].

are vetoed by mτ,µ > 12 GeV. Events containing top-quarks are vetoed by applying a
b-jet veto, while multi-jet events and Z+jets events are further suppressed by asking
for moderate missing transverse energy, 6ET > 40 GeV, as well as requiring that the
leptons are not back-to-back, |∆φ (τ, µ)| < 2.7 and |∆η (τ, µ)| < 2.0. The corresponding
validation region is defined in exactly the same way with the only difference being that
instead of muons electrons are required. The definition of the W control and validation
region can be found in Table 7.6.
Multi-jet events are estimated differently in the W control and validation regions than
in the signal regions, namely using the OS-SS method. It relies on the assumption
that the ratio of same charged to oppositely charged events is close to unity in case of
multi-jet events which in turn implicitly assumes that the fake rate of jets to taus does
not depend on their charge. To obtain the multi-jet estimate, the number of events
with same charged leptons is computed in data, ndatass , ss indicating the same sign of
the charged leptons. The number of same charged events stemming from Standard
Model processes other than multi-jet production are estimated from Monte Carlo, nmcss .
Finally, the multi-jet estimate in the opposite-sign region, nmulti−jetos , is computed by
subtracting all Standard Model processes in the same sign region from the number of
events in data in the same sign region: nmulti−jetos = ndatass = nmcss .
The event yields in theW+jets control and validation regions can be found in Table 7.7.
The purity is above 75% in both regions, the agreement between the predictions and
data can be considered good. Distributions of kinematic variables in the control region
as well as in the validation region can be found in Figure 7.3. No strong systematic
mis-modeling is observed.

7.3.3. The Diboson Background
Amongst the possible diboson processes contributing to the final signal region selection
the largest contributions stem from WW → τντν and ZZ → ττνν events. All other
processes include either more or less than two taus and usually do not end up in the
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Multi-jet
Sample Region A Region B Region C T = C/B in SR (D)
Data 6 36907 24601
Z+jets 0.28 ± 0.16 730 ± 260 3980 ± 1060
W+jets 1.0 ± 0.4 250 ± 82 590 ± 180

C1N2 diboson 0.51 ± 0.26 14.6 ± 4.8 72 ± 20 0.55 2.3
top 0.10 ± 0.06 17.3 ± 6.1 68 ± 22 ± 0.03 ± 1.4

multi-jet 4.1 ± 2.5 35900 ± 330 19890 ± 1090
Ref. point 1 1.9 ± 0.9 1.4 ± 0.7 17.8 ± 6.2

Data 18 8479 4551
Z+jets 0.06 ± 0.06 21 ± 10 80 ± 25
W+jets 5.6 ± 1.2 71 ± 32 160 ± 46

C1C1 diboson 0.9 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.6 5.4 ± 2.2 0.51 5.8
top 0.11 ± 0.06 0.0 ± 1.0 0.6 ± 0.5 ± 0.01 ± 2.3

multi-jet 11.3 ± 4.4 8390 ± 98 4300 ± 85
Ref. point 2 3.9 ± 1.0 0.13 ± 0.09 1.4 ± 0.4

Data 5 500 268
Z+jets 0.24 ± 0.18 1.0 ± 0.7 1.7 ± 1.0
W+jets 2.2 ± 0.7 12.3 ± 6.6 20.6 ± 9.6

DS- diboson 0.7 ± 0.4 0.2 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.3 0.50 0.9
highMass top 0.06 ± 0.03 0.0 ± 1.0 0.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.05 +1.2

−0.9
multi-jet 1.8 ± 2.4 487 ± 23 244 ± 19

Ref. point 3 0.9 ± 0.4 0.0 ± 1.0 0.20 ± 0.13
Data 8 13419 7632
Z+jets 0.14 ± 0.09 57 ± 26 180 ± 49
W+jets 2.3 ± 0.7 140 ± 51 290 ± 75

DS- diboson 0.40 ± 0.24 3.1 ± 1.4 10.7 ± 3.6 0.54 2.8
lowMass top 0.09 ± 0.05 0.1 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 1.9 ± 0.01 ± 1.7

multi-jet 5.1 ± 2.9 13220 ± 130 7150 ± 130
Ref. point 3 1.4 ± 0.5 0.11 ± 0.11 1.3 ± 0.4

Table 7.5.: The predicted backgrounds in the multi-jet control regions, including both the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. Except for the multi-jet contribution, in italics, all
backgrounds have been obtained from Monte Carlo. The expected multi-jet contribution,
has been obtained by subtracting the total Monte Carlo contributions from observed data, in
bold. Predicted event yields for the reference points are also shown. The estimated multi-jet
contribution in the signal region is given in the last column. The high uncertainty on the
multi-jet estimate for DS-highMass is caused by the low statistics in the corresponding Region
A. If the prediction yields 0 events for a given process, the corresponding error is set to 1 event
to be conservative in the estimate. It is expected that at least a small fraction of events should
contribute to each of the defined regions and thus the simulated statistics is too low if 0 events
are predicted. The details of the systematic uncertainties reported here are discussed in the
next section. Table from [119].
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Figure 7.3.: (a-d) Distributions in theW+jets control region of the kinematic variables which
are used in the signal region definition. (e) An examplaric distribution in the W+jets valida-
tion region, meff is shown. The Standard Model backgrounds other than multi-jet production
are estimated from Monte Carlo simulation and normalised to 20.3 fb−1. The multi-jet contri-
bution is estimated from data using the OS-SS method, as explained in the text. The hatched
bands represent the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties on the total Standard
Model background. For illustration, the distributions of the reference points are also shown
as dashed lines. The lower panels show the ratio of data to the Standard Model background
estimate. Figure from [119]. 69
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Control Region Validation Region
1 tight tau

1 isolated muon 1 isolated electron
opposite charge

b-jet veto
|∆φ(τ, µ)| < 2.7 |∆φ(τ, e)| < 2.7
|∆η(τ, µ)| < 2.0 |∆η(τ, e)| < 2.0

6ET > 40 GeV
mTτ +mTµ > 80 GeV mTτ +mTe > 80 GeV

mτ,µ > 12 GeV mτ,e > 12 GeV
mτ,µ < 40 GeV or mτ,µ > 100 GeV mτ,e < 40 GeV or mτ,e > 100 GeV

Table 7.6.: Definition of the W+jets control and validation regions. Table from [119].

Sample W CR W VR
Data 4120 3420

SM total 4100± 900 3500± 600
W+jets 3300± 800 2600± 500
Top 250± 80 240± 70

Diboson 180± 50 170± 40
Z+jets 140± 40 99± 31
Multi-jet 250± 250 400± 200

Table 7.7.: Event yields in the W+jets control and validation regions. The SM backgrounds
other than multi-jet production are estimated from MC simulation and normalised to 20.3 fb−1.
The multi-jet contribution is estimated using the OS-SS method as explained in the text. The
quoted uncertainty is the sum in quadrature of statistical and systematic uncertainties. Table
from [119].

selection. To validate the modeling and normalization of the WW process, events with
one electron and one muon are used to define validation regions. Events with two
hadronically decaying taus are dominated by the large irreducible QCD background.
Similarly, when requiring one muon and one tau and large MET the W+jets process
largely dominates over WW . In the following the diboson backgrounds are split into
three different categories: WW events, ZV events and other V V events, V denoting
any electroweak Standard Model boson except for the Higgs.
Events with one opposite-sign electron and muon pair are selected. To keep the phase
space as close to the main analysis as possible, the leading-pT lepton is required to have
a pT larger than 40 GeV, whereas the sub-leading lepton is required to have at least 25
GeV. The requirements on kinematic variables were chosen such as to be orthogonal to
the signal regions while still being as close as possible. Therefore the same Z-veto as in
the main event selection is applied, meaning events with |mll − 81 GeV| < 10 GeV are
rejected. In all WW validation regions the jet veto, as defined earlier, has been used
to suppress the top backgrounds. The WW validation regions are listed in Table 7.8
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Signal region Validation region (VR)
at least two taus exactly one OS emu pair

at least 1 OS tau pair
b-jet veto jet veto

SR-C1N2 Z-veto Z-veto
6ET > 40 GeV 6ET > 40 GeV
mT2> 100 GeV 50 < mT2 < 100 GeV
exactly two taus exactly one OS emu pair

at least 1 OS tau pair
jet veto jet veto

SR-C1C1 Z-veto Z-veto
mT2> 30 GeV mT2> 30 GeV

mTτ1 +mTτ2 > 250 GeV 150 < mTe +mTµ < 250 GeV
at least two taus exactly one OS emu pair

at least 1 OS tau pair
looser jet veto jet veto

SR-DS-highMass Z-veto Z-veto
∆R(τ, τ) < 3.0 ∆R(e, µ) < 3.0
mT2> 60 GeV mT2> 60 GeV
Meff > 230 GeV 150 < Meff < 230 GeV
at least two taus exactly one OS emu pair

at least 1 OS tau pair
looser jet veto jet veto

SR-DS-lowMass Z-veto Z-veto
∆R(τ, τ) < 3.0 ∆R(e, µ) < 3.0
mT2> 30 GeV mT2> 30 GeV
Meff > 260 GeV 150 < Meff < 260 GeV

Table 7.8.: Comparison of theWW validation region definition to the signal region definition.

together with their corresponding signal regions.
Relevant distributions of the kinematic variables used to define each validation region
can be found in Figure 7.4. For all kinematic distributions there is good agreement
between data and the Standard Model prediction. No systematic mismodeling of the
WW background is observed. The rather distinct spikes in the Z+jets and W+jets
distributions are due to the low statistics in the used samples.
In Table 7.9 the composition of the backgrounds in each of the validation regions is
shown, while in Table 7.10 the event yields in each validation region are shown. The
fraction of WW events is always above 70%. If the jet veto were loosened, the contri-
bution from the top backgrounds would increase and thus decrease the purity of WW
events. Since the data-over-Standard Model ratios for the leading and sub-leading jet
pT distribution, as well as the signal-jet multiplicity are flat, as shown in Figure 7.5, it
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Figure 7.4.: The distributions one of the cut variables for each validation region before cutting
on them: mT2 in VR-WW-C1N2 (a) mTe + mTµ in VR-WW-C1C1 (b) and Meff in VR-
WW-DS-lowMass (c) and VR-WW-DS-highMass (d). The depicted uncertainty band is a
combination of the statistical and systematic error. All backgrounds are estimated from MC.
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Figure 7.5.: From left to right: the signal jet multiplicity, the pT of the leading jet and the
pT of the sub-leading jet before the jet veto cut. The uncertainty bands depict the combined
statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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VR WW-C1N2 WW-C1C1 WW-DS-highMass WW-DS-lowMass
WW 71 ±9 77 ±9 72 ±10 72 ±9
V V 0.0 ±1.0 0.0 ±1.0 0.0 ±1.0 0.0 ±1.0
ZV 1.7 ±0.4 2.0 ±0.6 1.7 ±0.4 1.7 ±0.5
tt̄ 15.8 ±2.0 11.7 ±1.5 15.4 ±2.1 15.4 ±2.2

Single Top 7.8 ±1.2 6.0 ±0.9 7.2 ±1.2 7.8 ±1.5
Higgs 0.77 ±0.08 0.66 ±0.07 0.242 ±0.033 0.51 ±0.07
Z+Jets 0.0 ±1.0 0.19 ±0.10 0.13 ±0.10 0.0 ±1.0
W+Jets 2.8 ±1.0 2.9 ±0.9 2.8 ±0.7 2.9 ±1.1

Table 7.9.: Contribution of each process (in percent) to the validation regions (VR). The
uncertainties are the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties. Due to rounding the
contributions do not necessarily add up to 100 percent. The diboson backgrounds are split
into three different categories: WW events, ZV events and other V V events, V denoting any
electroweak Standard Model boson, except for the Higgs.

is not expected that a tightening of the jet veto will impact the results.
To judge the need for additional normalization factors for the WW backgrounds, the
normalization of the WW background estimate with respect to data in the validation
regions is computed. Contributions from other Standard Model processes are subtracted
using estimates from Monte Carlo. The normalization factors in each validation region
are calculated according to the following formula:

SF (V R) = Nd −
∑

all processes except WWNp

NWW

, (7.4)

where Nd is the number of events observed in data and Np is the number of expected
events for the process, obtained from Monte Carlo. The resulting normalization factors
can be found in Table 7.11. For all validation regions, the normalization factors are
compatible with 1. Their deviation from 1 is within the error on the WW cross section
(5%), and the total systematic uncertainty is significantly larger than the deviation of the
normalization factors from 1. It is assumed that the di-tau channel and the electron +
muon channel are equally well modeled in the WW samples, because in both cases both
leptons are real, only misidentified leptons are expected to be modeled badly. Therefore
no normalization factor is needed in the di-tau channel as well.

7.3.4. Remaining Backgrounds
The remaining backgrounds are mainly the Z+jets background as well as backgrounds
containing top-quarks or Drell-Yan processes. They are estimated solely from Monte
Carlo. To check the modeling of the Z+jets and the top-quark pair production back-
grounds, two additional validation regions are defined.
The Z+jets validation region is defined requiring one tight tau and an isolated muon
or electron. The pair of selected leptons has to be oppositely charged and its invari-
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VR WW-C1N2 WW-C1C1 WW-DS-highMass WW-DS-lowMass
WW 800± 60 1170± 80 790± 60 295± 21
V V 0.0± 1.0 0.0± 1.0 0.0± 1.0 0.0± 1.0
ZV 19± 4 30± 7 18.6± 3.5 7.0± 1.5
tt̄ 179± 13 178± 13 168± 12 63± 5

Single Top 88± 9 92± 10 78± 8 32± 4
Higgs 8.7± 0.4 10.1± 0.5 2.63± 0.21 2.10± 0.18
Z+Jets 0.0± 1.0 3.0± 1.4 1.4± 1.0 0.0± 1.0
W+Jets 31± 10 45± 11 30± 6 12± 4

SM 1130± 60 1530± 80 1090± 60 411± 22
data 1071 1503 1055 403

Table 7.10.: Event yields in the validation regions. The luminosity of the Monte Carlo sam-
ples has been normalized to 20.3 fb−1. The errors are the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainty. The diboson backgrounds are split into three different categories: WW events,
ZV events and other V V events, V denoting any electroweak Standard Model boson.

ant mass has to be within the tightened Z-window of 40 GeV < mτ,l < 75 GeV,
to increase purity in Z+jets events. Events containing top-quarks are vetoed using
a b-jet veto, while other Standard Model contributions are suppressed by requiring
mTτ + mTµ < 80 GeV and |∆φ(τ, µ)| > 2.4. Contributions from multi-jet events in
the Z+jets validation region are estimated in the same manner as in theW+jets control
and validation region, namely using the OS-SS method.
The top-quark validation region is defined requiring at least two tau candidates, where
one of them needs to pass the tight tau-identification criteria and at least one tau pair
has to be oppositely charged. Standard Model backgrounds are suppressed by requiring
a non vanishing 6ET, 50 GeV < 6ET < 100 GeV and mτ1

T + mτ2
T > 80 GeV. To obtain

mostly events containing top-quarks, two b-jets are required and the events are required
to be top tagged using the cotransverse mass, mCT [127]. The bounds used in tagging
events containing top-quarks are described in [128]. Last but not least, the scalar sum of
the pT of the two taus and of at least one combination of two jets has to exceed 100 GeV.
A summary of the definition of the Z+jets and top-validation regions can be found
in Table 7.12. In the Z+jetsas well as in the top-validation regions the purity which
could be achieved is above 80%. Data and the Standard Model expectation are in good

VR-WW-C1N2 0.94 ±0.10
VR-WW-C1C1 0.99 ±0.08
VR-WW-DS-highMass 0.97 ±0.10
VR-WW-DS-lowMass 0.98 ±0.13

Table 7.11.: Normalization factors and their combined statistical and systematic error for
each WW validation region.
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Z+jets top
1 tight tau

1 isolated µ or e at least one add. tau
opposite charge

b-jet veto 2 b-jets
|∆φ(τ, l)| > 2.4 -

mTτ +mT l < 80 GeV mτ1
T +mτ2

T > 80 GeV
- 50 GeV < 6ET < 100 GeV
- pT(τ1) + pT(τ2) + pT(j1) + pT(j2) > 100 GeV

40 GeV < mτ,l < 75 GeV top tagged using mCT [128]

Table 7.12.: Definition of the Z+jets and the top validation region.

agreement as can be seen in Figure 7.6 showing relevant kinematic variables.

7.3.5. Fitting Procedure
To incorporate correlations between the background estimates, a simultaneous fit is
performed based on a profile likelihood method [65] to obtain the final background
estimate. The background estimates are simultaneously normalized in the control regions
and the nuisance parameters are obtained. For each control region the number of events
is assumed to be described by a Poisson distribution with the mean being the sum of the
expected contributions from all background sources. Systematic uncertainties are taken
into account as nuisance parameters, assumed to be Gaussian distributed, as explained
in chapter 3. The transfer factors used in the multi-jet estimate are calculated prior
to fitting and are used as inputs to the fit. Further input parameters to the fit are:
the number of observed events in the multi-jet control region A, the corresponding non-
multi-jet and multi-jet contribution, the number of observed events in theW+jets control
region and the corresponding non-W+jets as well as W+jets contributions. The free
parameters in the fit are the normalizations of the W+jets and multi-jet backgrounds.
As detailed in chapter 3, the fit parameters are obtained by maximizing the likelihood
functions.

7.4. Uncertainties
Backgrounds Estimated from Monte Carlo Systematic uncertainties on the back-
grounds estimated from Monte Carlo are split into two larger categories, the experi-
mental and the theoretical uncertainties. The first group encompasses all uncertainties
which are related to the actual measurement, like e.g. resolution effects, the later group
contains all uncertainties related to the modeling of physics, like e.g. the cross section
calculation. In the following a summary of the uncertainties taken into account will be
given. Further details can be found in [119] and the references therein.
Experimental systematic uncertainties on these quantities are considered:
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Figure 7.6.: Distributions in the (a) Z+jets and (b) top validation regions of relevant vari-
ables: mT2 in the Z+jets validation region and mτ1

T + mτ2
T in the top validation region.

The Standard Model backgrounds other than multi-jet production are estimated from Monte
Carlo simulation and normalised to 20.3 fb−1. The multi-jet contribution is estimated from
data using the OS-SS method, as explained in the text. The hatched bands represent the
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties on the total Standard Model background.
For illustration, the distributions of the reference points are also shown as dashed lines. The
lower panels show the ratio of data to the Standard Model background estimate. Figure from
[119].
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Source W+jets Diboson Z+jets Top
MC statistics 16–36% 15–28% 44–80% 23–50%

Theoretical uncertainty 17–30% 17–27% 25–30% 10–20%
Tau ID and trigger 10–18% 20–21% 10–20% 22–28%
Tau Energy Scale 12–20% 3–13% 4–12% 2–7%

Others 1–10% 3–9% 5–10% 10–20%
Total 34–48% 35–44% 58–85% 43–62%

Table 7.13.: Summary of the various sources of uncertainty for the backgrounds estimated
from Monte Carlo. The first row shows the uncertainty due to the limited statistics in the
simulated samples. The second row shows the total systematic uncertainty from theory. The
main experimental systematic uncertainties are given in the rows labelled with “Tau ID and
trigger” and “Tau Energy scale”, while the row “Others” shows the contribution from the
remaining sources of experimental systematic uncertainty as described in the text. The “Total”
uncertainty is the sum in quadrature of each source. Table is taken from [119].

• jet energy scale and resolution,

• 6ET energy scale and resolution,

• b-tagging efficiency and mis-identification rate,

• tau-identification, trigger efficiency and energy scale,

• luminosity.

Theoretical uncertainties on these quantities are considered:

• simulation of pile-up,

• renormalization and factorization scales,

• parton density function,

• parton jet matching,

• parton shower modeling,

• cross section,

• ISR modeling (found to be negligible).

The dominant uncertainties are the tau-related uncertainties, namely the uncertainty
on the tau-identification, the tau trigger efficiency, as well as the tau energy scale. A
summary of the most important uncertainties can be found in table Table 7.13.
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7.5. Results

Systematic Source SR-C1N2 SR-C1C1 SR-DS-highMass SR-DS-lowMass
Correlation 4.9% 1.6% 8.0% 14%

Monte Carlo systematics in Region A 8.0% 12% 21% 13%
Monte Carlo systematics in Region B 1.0% 0.4% 1.2% 0.5%
Monte Carlo systematics in Region C 2.7% 1.4% 3.6% 2.0%

Statistics in Region A 61% 38% 133% 57%
Statistics in Regions C and B 1.0% 2.0% 8.4% 1.5%

Total 62% 40% 135% 60%

Table 7.14.: Summary of the systematic uncertainties for the multi-jet background estima-
tion. The total uncertainty is the sum in quadrature of each source. Table extracted from
[119].

Multi-jet The systematic uncertainties on the multi-jet estimate can be roughly grouped
into the three following categories: correlation, systematic errors in the estimate of other
processes and statistical errors. The correlation between the kinematic variable used in
the ABCD estimate and the tau-identification is estimated by comparing the transfer
factor computed from regions B and C to that computed from regions E and F. System-
atical uncertainties in the multi-jet estimate are estimated by considering the systematic
uncertainty of the Standard Model processes in their Monte Carlo estimates. Statistical
errors are considered analogously to the systematical ones, additionally taking the error
on the obtained event yield from data into account. A summary of the uncertainties on
the multi-jet background estimate can be found in Table 7.14. The dominant uncertainty
clearly is the limited statistics in region A.

7.5. Results
The results obtained from the fit described in section 7.3.5 can be found in Table 7.15.
Signal contamination in the control regions is neglected. They can be summarized in
one sentence: no significant excess above the Standard Model expectation has been
found. In all signal regions except for SR-C1C1, the observed number of events is well
in agreement with the Standard Model prediction, a downwards fluctuation is observed
in SR-C1C1.
The background contributions are extracted from the fit. The normalization factors
obtained by the fit do not deviate from unity by more than one percent. The error on
the multi-jet estimate is, looking at Table 7.14, clearly dominated by statistics, so to
reduce it, a new method needs to be developed to estimate the multi-jet contribution
or more data needs to be collected. However the total uncertainty is well under control
and always about or less than 30%.
The p0 value, giving the probability of the background-only hypothesis to fluctuate to
the observed number of events or higher, as described in chapter 3, has also been com-
puted and is given for each signal region in Table 7.15. For technical reasons, it is
clamped at a value of 0.5. Additionally, the expected and observed upper limits on the
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SM process SR-C1N2 SR-C1C1 SR-DS-highMass SR-DS-lowMass
Top 0.30 ± 0.19 0.7 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.6

Z+jets 0.9 ± 0.5 0.20 ± 0.17 0.6 ± 0.4 0.40 ± 0.27
W+jets 2.2 ± 0.8 11.2 ± 2.8 2.7 ± 0.9 4.1 ± 1.2
Diboson 2.2 ± 0.9 3.8 ± 1.4 2.5 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 1.0
Multi-jet 2.3 ± 2.0 5.8 ± 3.3 0.9 ± 1.2 2.8 ± 2.3
SM total 7.9 ± 2.4 22 ± 5 7.5 ± 1.9 11.5 ± 2.9
Observed 11 12 7 15

Ref. point 1 11.3 ± 2.8 8.5 ± 2.2 10.2 ± 2.6 7.5 ± 2.0
Ref. point 2 9.2 ± 2.1 20 ± 4 12.4 ± 2.8 12.8 ± 2.7
Ref. point 3 0.8 ± 0.5 7.6 ± 1.9 3.8 ± 1.0 5.2 ± 1.3

p0 0.20 0.50 0.50 0.21
Expected σ95

vis (fb) < 0.42+0.19
−0.11 < 0.56+0.25

−0.14 < 0.37+0.17
−0.10 < 0.51+0.18

−0.15
Observed σ95

vis (fb) < 0.59 < 0.37 < 0.37 < 0.66

Table 7.15.: Observed and expected numbers of events in the signal regions for 20.3 fb−1.
The contributions of multi-jet and W+jets events were scaled with the normalisation factors
obtained from the fit described in section 7.3.5. The shown uncertainties are the sum in
quadrature of statistical and systematic uncertainties. The correlation of systematic uncer-
tainties among control regions and background processes is fully taken into account and, as
a result, the numbers given here may be different from those in Table 7.5 and Table 7.13.
Expected event yields for the SUSY reference points (see section 7.1) are also shown. The
one-sided p0-values and the observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on the visible non-SM
cross section (σ95

vis), obtained from the fit described in section 7.5, are given. Values of p0 > 0.5
are truncated to p0 = 0.5. Table extracted from [119].

visible non Standard Model cross section at 95% confidence level using the CLs pre-
scription as described in chapter 3 are given. The visible cross section is the product of
the acceptance of events times the reconstruction efficiency times the production cross
section, so it should not be confused with the production cross section. Figure 7.7
shows distributions of relevant kinematic variables and compares data, the Standard
Model prediction as well as the benchmark models. The agreement between data and
the Standard Model prediction is good. Background estimates are obtained as explained
in section 7.3.

7.6. Interpretation
Since no significant excess over the Standard Model background expectation has been
observed, model-dependent exclusion limits are derived. The limits are calculated at
95% confidence level using the CLs method as used to compute the limits on the visible
cross sections in section 7.5 and, as explained in chapter 3, the only difference being that
signal contamination in the control regions is now taken into account. Since the signal
regions were not defined to be exclusive, but instead optimized for specific processes,
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Figure 7.7.: Distributions of relevant kinematic variables before the requirement on the given
variable is applied: (a) mT2 for SR-C1N2, (b) mτ1

T + mτ2
T for SR-C1C1, (c) meff for SR-DS-

highMass, and (d) meff for SR-DS-lowMass. The stacked histograms show the expected SM
backgrounds normalised to 20.3 fb−1. The multi-jet contribution is estimated from data using
the ABCD method. The hatched bands represent the sum in quadrature of systematic and
statistical uncertainties on the total SM background. The lower panels show the ratio of data
to the total SM background estimate. Figures extracted from [119].
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a simple statistical combination of the signal regions cannot be done. Instead for each
specific point in the model parameter space, the signal region which yields the best
expected limit is chosen. This does not necessarily coincide with the observed limit and
also does not imply that the observed limit will also always be the best, however in
order to avoid to bias the analysis by looking at the observed limit and data first, this
approach was chosen.
The exclusion plots, shown in the following, show the observed and expected exclusion
contours as solid and dashed lines, respectively. The yellow band around the expected
limit shows the ±1σ variations including all uncertainties except the one on the signal
cross section. That is indicated by the dotted lines around the observed limit. To give a
conservative limit, all observed limits in the following will be reduced by 1σ of the signal
cross section.

7.6.1. Simplified Models
The exclusion limits for the simplified models introduced in section 7.1 are shown in
Figure 7.8. They are targeting chargino pair production, χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 , as well as associated
chargino-neutralino production χ̃±1 χ̃0

2. For sake of comparability to the results published
by the ATLAS three-lepton analaysis [125], Figure 7.8 (a) shows the limit obtained when
considering chargino pair production and associated chargino-neutralino production si-
multaneously.
In the case of simultaneous χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 and χ̃±1 χ̃0

2 production, χ̃±1 /χ̃0
1 masses of up to 410/140 GeV

can be excluded, while in the case of χ̃±1 pair production alone, chargino/neutralino
masses of up to 345/90 GeV can be excluded. A clear improvement compared to the
ATLAS three-lepton analysis [125], depicted as solid blue line in Figure 7.8 (a). Since
however the three-lepton analysis does not have noticeable sensitivity to two lepton
final states, as in the case of χ̃±1 pair production, there is no comparable limit from
the three-lepton analysis in Figure 7.8. It is interesting to note that in case of high
chargino masses in both cases SR-DS-highMass performs best in both scenarios, whilst
in case of low chargino masses the signal regions developed with the corresponding pro-
duction process in mind perform best, SR-C1C1 for χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 production and SR-C1N2 for
χ̃±1 χ̃

0
2 production, as can be seen in Figure 7.8 (c) and (d).

7.6.2. Direct-Stau Production
Since the cross section for the direct production of stau pairs is generally lower compared
to χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 and χ̃±1 χ̃0

2 production (see section 7.1), the sensitivity of this analysis to direct-
stau production is lower. As a result, only one of the simulated model points can be
excluded. Consequently upper limits on the cross section were derived and are shown
in Figure 7.9. The limits are shown separately for the production of right-handed stau
pairs on the left and for left-handed stau pairs on the right. Interestingly for low stau
masses, SR-C1C1 yields the best expected exclusion limit, resulting in an even stronger
observed limit than expected, because a downwards fluctuation is observed in SR-C1C1.
In case of higher stau masses SR-DS-highMass provides the best upper limits.
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Figure 7.8.: (a, b) 95% CL exclusion limits for simplified models with (a) a combination of
chargino–neutralino and chargino–chargino production and (b) chargino–chargino production
only. See text for details of exclusion curves and uncertainty bands. Also shown is the LEP
limit [129] on the mass of the chargino. The blue contour in (a) corresponds to the observed
limit from the ATLAS three-lepton analysis [125], where only χ̃±1 χ̃0

2 production was considered.
(c, d) Signal region with best expected p0-value for each point in the simplified model with
(a) associated chargino-neutralino and chargino-chargino production and (b) chargino pair
production only. SR-C1N2 is indicated with 1, SR-C1C1 with 2, SR-DS-highMass with 3 and
SR-DS-lowMass is indicated with 4. Figure from [119].
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Figure 7.9.: Upper limits on the cross section for production of only (a) τ̃Rτ̃R or (b) τ̃Lτ̃L
pairs. Figure from [119].

Limits on the signal strength have been computed for the associated production of pairs
of the spartners of the right-handed and left-handed tau. The signal strength is defined
as the ratio of the excluded cross section of the model at 95% confidence level to the
theoretical cross section. It is shown as a function of the right handed stau mass for
different lsp masses in Figure 7.10. The best observed upper limit is found for a mass of
about 90 GeV for the staus and massless lsp. However the point can barely be excluded,
only in case of the combined production of right handed and left handed stau pairs the
signal strength get lower than 1, 0.95 to be exact.

7.6.3. pMSSM
For the two parameter planes chosen within the pMSSM framework, limits are set on the
M2 and µ parameters and can be found in Figure 7.11. In case of the model with fixed
stau mass, Figure 7.11 (a), the region at lowM2 can in general not be excluded using this
analysis, because the mass of the stau is fixed to 95 GeV and thus for low values of M2
the chargino and neutralino would become lighter than the stau and thus the production
of staus in the final state becomes disfavored. Since the direct-stau production in this
model is constant while the production cross section of charginos and neutralinos varies
withM2 and µ, the direct-stau production becomes the dominant process at large values
of M2 and µ and thus dominates in the remaining allowed region.
The case of variable stau mass is shown in Figure 7.11 (b). It behaves similarly. For both
models similar chargino mass ranges are excluded, namely approximately 100−350 GeV,
as can be inferred from the grey iso-mass lines depicted in the exclusion plots. Going to
larger values of µ while keeping M2 in the range of 100 − 350 GeV, it is expected that
the limits behave similar, because the masses and couplings of the involved particles
do not change much, as can also be inferred from the grey iso-mass lines. The same
holds true for the case of going to larger values of M2 while keeping µ in the range of
100− 350 GeV.
SR-DS-highMass provides the best exclusion at high µ and M2 for the model with fixed
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Figure 7.10.: Upper limit on the signal strength for the associated production of τ̃Rτ̃R and
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(a) pMSSM model (fixed stau mass)
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(b) pMSSM model (variable stau mass)

Figure 7.11.: 95% CL exclusion limits in the µ–M2 mass plane for the pMSSM models with
(a) fixed and (b) variable stau mass. See text for details of exclusion curves and uncertainty
bands. The areas excluded by the −1σ expected limit are shown in green. The LEP limit [129]
on the mass of the chargino is also shown in red. Figure from [119].

stau mass, while at lower values SR-C1N2 and SR-C1C1 provide better limits. For the
other model SR-C1N2 and SR-DS-highMass compete for the best sensitivity over the
whole parameter space studied.

7.7. Tau + Light Lepton Channels
The previously presented analysis addresses final states where both taus decay hadroni-
cally, in the following also called di-tau channel. In this section, final states with one tau
decaying hadronically and one tau decaying into a light lepton, i.e. an electron or muon,
will be considered. By convention these final states will be called after their detector
signature in the following, namely a tau-tagged jet and a light lepton, the corresponding
channels will be referred to as τ + e and τ + µ channels.
The modeling of the Standard Model backgrounds taken from Monte Carlo, especially
of the relevant kinematic distributions, will not be studied here. Instead the modeling
has been studied in [130]. The bottom line is that the event yields in the tau + light
lepton channels are significantly overestimated by the Monte Carlo in parts of the phase
space where the contribution ofW+jets production is dominant. However, this does not
depend on the event kinematics, instead it is an overall offset in the production cross
section of the final states considered. This can be taken into account by introducing
appropriate scale factors [130] to re-weight the different types of backgrounds which are
affected (0.414 for W+jets, 1.339 for Z+jets, 0.826 for tt̄). Good agreement between
distributions found in data and Monte Carlo could be achieved. However, to be inde-
pendent from the aforementioned mis-modeling in the Monte Carlo simulation, for the
studies presented in this section, the approach of assuming that there is no SUSY signal
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in the data is adopted. A small subset (here: 5 fb−1) of data is used as background
estimation.
In the following, a short overview of the tau + light lepton analysis is given. The
sensitivity has been studied using a cut-and-count-based approach.

7.7.1. Motivation
In the following the sensitivity of the τ + e and τ + µ channels compared to the di-tau
channel will be studied. Taus decay with a probability of approximately 1/6 into an
electron and with about the same probability into a muon, whereas they decay with
a probability of approximately 4/6 into hadrons. As a result, when considering final
states with two taus, an equal amount of events is expected in the combined tau + light
lepton channels and the di-tau channel, as illustrated in Figure 7.12 (a): the number
of events with two hadronically decaying taus (indicated by the yellow area) is the
same as the number of events with one hadronically and one leptonically decaying tau
(indicated by the green area). The latter are shared in equal parts between the τ+e and
τ + µ channels.
For reasons of orthogonality to other ATLAS analyses the focus is on chargino-chargino
production where exactly two taus are expected in the final state, as shown in Figure 7.12
(b), and thus constrain to final states containing exactly one hadronically decaying tau
and exactly one leptonically decaying tau. The impact of this rather strict requirement
will be investigated later on. The pMSSM model with direct stau pair production also
has final states with two taus, however, as explained before, the production cross section
is far lower, causing the sensitivity in the di-tau channel also to be rather low and leaving
a lot of room for improvement. Results on the direct stau pair production model are
presented in section 7.7.3.

Trigger In both channels, the τ + e and the τ + µ channel, the corresponding lowest-
threshold unprescaled tau + light-lepton trigger is used. The triggers use considerably
lower thresholds than the di-tau trigger. The threshold cut used to ensure that the
trigger is operating in the efficiency plateau of its tau leg can be lowered to about
25 GeV while the cuts on the electron- and muon-trigger leg are only about 20 GeV.
These significantly lower thresholds should result in more signal events being selected.
However, in contrast to the di-tau channel, an additional light lepton neutrino is created
in the decay chain of the tau + light lepton channel (cf. Figure 7.12, (b)). Thus in total,
instead of 6 invisible particles, as in the di-tau channel, 7 invisible particles are created
in the tau + light lepton channels. This in particular softens the visible pT spectrum
of the reconstructed objects as can be seen in Figure 7.13 (b). The visible pT refers to
the measured pT of the object. It does not contain any information about the neutrino,
because it leaves the detector undetected. From the visible pT spectra the loss on the
expected significance is not negligible, since the light leptons become much softer due
to the additional lepton neutrino than a second hadronically decaying tau would be.
The left plot in Figure 7.13 shows the true visible pT spectrum of the two taus coming
from the SUSY decay chain or their decay products. The pT shown in this plot is the
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Figure 7.12.: Left: Illustration of the combinatorics arising from the branching ratios of a
tau into light leptons (Γe/Γ = 17.9%, Γµ/Γ = 17.4%) or hadrons (rest). The size of the colored
areas is proportional to the number of events expected for different final states. Right: Decay
chain including tau decays in the tau + light lepton channels, exhibiting 7 invisible particles
in total.
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Figure 7.13.: True visible pT spectrum (a) and reconstructed pT spectrum (b) of the taus or
their decay products, respectively, in the 3 different channels. For these plots the χ̃±1 χ̃

∓
1 grid

point with m(χ̃±1 ) = 325 GeV, m(χ̃0
1) = 75 GeV has been used.
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(a) χ̃±1 χ̃
∓
1 production (b) χ̃±1 χ̃0

2 production

Figure 7.14.: Signal gain in the τ + e channel when allowing for additional taus while still
vetoing additional light leptons for the simplified model targeting χ̃±1 χ̃

∓
1 production (a) and

the simplified model targeting associated χ̃±1 χ̃0
2 production (b). The τ + µ channel yields very

similar results.

pT of the tau minus the pT of the tau neutrino for a hadronically decaying tau, or the
pT of the electron or muon into which the tau decays otherwise, extracted from the
Monte Carlo truth information. It can be seen that the impact of the additional νe
or νµ is quite substantial, and moves the peak of the distribution from around 40 GeV
to about 20 GeV. This unfortunately pretty much nullifies the gain from using lower
trigger thresholds. The right plot in Figure 7.13 shows the reconstructed pT spectra,
measured for the two selected signal leptons corresponding to each channel. It is very
similar to the left plot, showing that the pT of the selected signal leptons behaves the
same as the true pT spectra. For these plots the χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 grid point withm(χ̃±1 ) = 325 GeV,
m(χ̃0

1) = 75 GeV has been used.

Impact of Orthogonality Requirement To be able to combine the results with the
di-tau analysis and the three-lepton analysis, additional taus and light leptons have to
be vetoed. The impact of the additional tau veto can be seen in Figure 7.14, which shows
the signal gain in percent in the τ + e channel when allowing for additional hadronically
decaying taus. On the left side of Figure 7.14 the signal gain in the simplified model
describing χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 production is shown. The gain by loosening the additional lepton veto
is negligible O (1%), because additional leptons are not expected. However, for the
simplified model targeting associated χ̃±1 χ̃0

2 production (right side of of Figure 7.14), the
events with more than one tau and one light lepton are O (20− 50%), which is expected,
because in this model one expects three taus in the final state. In the following the focus
will be on the simplified model targeting χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 production, because it targets two tau
final states and thus it better fits this analysis.
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(a) τ + τ channel
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(b) Comb. tau + light lepton channel

Figure 7.15.: The expected significance ZN scaled to a luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 in the simplified
model targeting χ̃±1 χ̃

∓
1 production for the τ+τ channel (a) and the combination of the τ+e and

τ + µ channels (b), using a modified SR-C1N2, as explained in the text. An error of 30% on
the background estimate has been assumed when calculating ZN . The background has been
estimated from 5 fb−1 of data, assuming that there is no SUSY signal in data.

7.7.2. Expected Significance Using Di-Tau SR

In Figure 7.15 the expected significances ZN in the χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 simplified model, scaled to a
luminosity of 20.3 fb−1, for the τ + τ channel and the combined τ + e and τ +µ channel
are shown using a slightly modified SR-C1N2: in each of the channels exactly one tau
+ exactly one electron, muon or tau are required. The expected significance in the
combined tau + light lepton channel is not of the same order as the significance of the
τ+τ channel, as expected by the combinatorics depicted in Figure 7.12, it is significantly
smaller. The significances for each grid point of the τ + e and τ + µ channels have been
combined, assuming statistical independence, as follows:

ZN =
√

(ZTE
N )2 + (ZTM

N )2, (7.5)

where ZTE
N denotes the significance in the τ + e channel, ZTM

N the significance in the
τ + µ channel and ZN the combined significance of both channels.
The problem is rooted in different shapes of the distributions. In the tau + light lep-
ton channels the signal is buried under the background, at least in case of the variables
which have been used to define SR-C1N2, the visible tau pT spectrum, Figure 7.13,
already hinted at this. This is caused by the additional lepton neutrino in the leptonic
decay of the tau. Its effect can be seen in Figure 7.17, showing the 6ET distribution
on the left and the mT2 on the right after requiring at least two taus and applying the
Z veto for, from top to bottom, the τ + e, the τ + µ and the di-tau channel. The
dotted lines show exemplaric signal points: they are more distinct from the Standard
Model background in the case of the di-tau channel. Consequently the signal acceptance
is lower, as can be seen in Figure 7.16. Therefore, an optimization in the tau + light
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(a) Comb. τ + e & τ + µ channel
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(b) τ + τ channel

Figure 7.16.: Signal acceptance in the combined tau + light lepton channel on the left
compared to the signal acceptance in the di-tau channel on the right. The signal acceptance
in these plots is defined as being the ratio of the number of Monte Carlo events in SR-C1N2
over the number of Monte Carlo events after event cleaning, the requirement of 2 OS signal
leptons and the b-jet veto.

lepton channels is needed to obtain a better background rejection.

7.7.3. Cut and Count Based Optimization
The following section summarizes the cut and count based analysis performed to optimize
the significance for the tau + light lepton channels in the χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 model, as well as for the
pMSSM model targeting direct-stau pair production (see section 7.1). More details can
be found in the appendix, section A.2.1. The improvement when combining all three
channels, the impact of the signal-jet veto, replacing the Z-veto by a cut on mT2, as
well as alternate definitions of mT2 have also been studied. To simplify the analysis, the
error in the calculation of ZN has always been assumed to be 30% instead of calculating
the full systematics.

χ̃±1 χ̃
∓
1 Production To find a set variables with good discrimination power between

background and signal, the correlation of potential cut variables has been studied. The
correlation between variables a and b has been calculated as follows:

χTE = 〈ab〉 − 〈a〉〈b〉√
(〈a2〉 − 〈a〉2)(〈b2〉 − 〈b〉2)

, (7.6)

where the index TE denotes the τ+e channel and the averages run over all events which
belong to this channel, without any kinematic cuts applied except for the event cleaning
as described in section 6.8 and the trigger cuts.
The correlations between different event variables are shown in Figure 7.18 for differ-
ent processes: a χ̃±1 pair production signal benchmark point is shown in Figure 7.18
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Figure 7.17.: Distributions of 6ET (left) and mT2 (right). The τ + e, τ + µ and τ + τ
channels (from top to bottom) are shown. The QCD estimate is missing, and this explains the
discrepancy between data and SM predictions in the τ + τ channel.
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(b) W+jets events
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(c) Z+jets events

Figure 7.18.: Correlations as defined in the text, for one grid point of the χ̃±1 χ̃
∓
1 signal sample

(a), a simulated W → τν + jets (b) and a simulated Z → ττ + jets sample (c). All three plots
are ATLAS work in progress.
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(a), while, for the sake of comparison, the correlations in simulated W+jets events,
Figure 7.18 (b), and in simulated Z+jets events, Figure 7.18 (c) are also shown. As
expected, the correlations between the observables are different for different processes.
For example, the missing transverse energy in W+jets events is correlated stronger with
the transverse masses than in case of Z+jets events, because missing transverse energy
is not expected in Z+jets events, whereas it is expected in W+jets events, because of
the neutrino created in the W decay.
Cut variables are picked which are mostly uncorrelated in case of the χ̃±1 pair production
benchmark point: the stransverse mass mT2, the transverse mass of the leading pT
lepton, the transverse mass of the sub-leading lepton pT, the missing transverse energy
6ET, the effective mass meff and HT. In addition, also a set of commonly used variables
will be studied: the transverse momentum pT of the leading signal lepton, as well as
the difference in pseudorapidity η and the angle φ in the transverse plane between the
selected leptons.
To reduce the set of variables further, the power of each variable to discriminate signal
from background is estimated by investigating the signal-over-background-ratio when
cutting on these variables. The complete set of signal-over-background-ratio plots can
be found in the appendix in section A.2.1 for a set of exemplaric signal points. In
summary: for all variables under investigation it is impossible to find cut values yielding
a signal-over-background-ratio larger than 1, instead the signal-over-background-ratio
usually stays way below 1. The signal-over-background-ratio does not improve much
when using ∆η or ∆φ. The spread in the values at which the signal-over-background
distributions reach a value close to 0 is too large for the pT of the leading signal lepton
and HT, meaning that for different signal points different cut-values are optimal. For
the purpose of further optimization, the list of variables has been slimmed to include
mT2, the transerve mass of the leading-pT lepton, meff and 6ET.
A combination of variables is needed to achieve a better significance. To decide which
variables to use for further optimization, two criteria were considered: on the one hand
the deviation of the end points of the signal-over-background distributions for different
signal points, because the background should be rejected equally well throughout the
whole parameter space and on the other hand the maximum signal-over-background-
ratio so decent statistics can be retained after cutting, i.e. O (10) events or more.
To reduce the processing power needed2 to perform the optimization, only one mT defi-
nition is being used. The detailed comparison of the different mT definitions, including
also the sum of the transverse masses, can be found in the appendix, section A.2.3. In
summary: the transverse mass of the leading pT lepton has been chosen as the trans-
verse mass of interest, because its power to discriminate between signal and background
becomes better with increasing mass of supersymmetric particles, because the mT spec-
trum becomes harder.
After a brute-force optimization, trying different combinations of at most three variables,
two signal regions are defined to cover the low and high mass region and another one

2The computation time needed to try all possible combinations of variables increases exponentially
with the number of variables tried.
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specifically optimized for the di-tau channel for the sake of comparison:

• SR-TL-lowMass: b-jet veto, Z-veto, HT > 275 GeV, mT > 140 GeV and 6ET >
80 GeV;

• SR-TL-highMass: b-jet veto, Z-veto, mT2 > 100 GeV and 6ET > 40 GeV;

• SR-TT: b-jet veto, Z-veto, mT > 140 GeV and 6ET > 100 GeV.

In SR-TL-highMass (for high mass charginos), the optimization did not yield a large
improvement. The significance stays below one, as can be seen in Figure 7.19 (a).
Interestingly, this signal region was already quite optimized with respect to the high
sparticle mass region. However, for the low sparticle mass region, cuts were found
which performed better in the tau + light lepton channels, namely using the transverse
mass of the leading pT lepton and HT as cut variables instead of mT2: SR-TL-lowMass.
The resulting significance has been depicted in Figure 7.19 (b). In this region, the
combined tau + light lepton channel outperforms the di-tau channel, as can be seen
when comparing (b) and (c) of Figure 7.19. However, when optimizing for the di-tau
channel independently of the tau + light lepton channel, it is possible to find signal
regions which outperform the tau + light lepton channels in SR-TL-lowMass. This can
be seen by comparing (b) and (d) in Figure 7.19. In Figure 7.19 (d) the cuts have been
optimized for the di-tau channel: SR-TT.

pMSSM DStau For the cut and count analysis in the direct stau pMSSM model it has
been assumed that the correlations between the observables do not differ significantly
from those observed in the χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 production model. Consequently the same variables
as before are used as a starting point, with the exception that the sum of the transverse
masses, m12

T = m1
T +m2

T, was added to the list of cut variables, as well as the pT of the
sub-leading lepton to the list of cut-variable candidates. The detailed results can again
be found in the appendix, section A.2.1.
The optimization of the tau + light lepton channel for the pMSSM model focusing on
direct stau pair production however sadly suffers from the same problem as before: it
is impossible to find suitable cuts to reach a signal-over-background-ratio larger than 1.
Consequently again a set of variables which perform best (according to the same criteria
as before) is selected and combined to achieve a better significance. After optimization
two signal regions are defined:

• SR-TL-DS: Jet50-jet veto, Z-veto, HT > 175 GeV, 6ET > 80 GeV and m12
T >

350 GeV.

• SR-TL-DS-TT: Jet50-jet veto, Z-veto, HT > 175 GeV, 6ET > 80 GeV, m12
T >

280 GeV and mT2 > 20 GeV.

The resulting significances can be found in Figure 7.21 (a) and (b). In SR-TL-DS, both
channels are approximately equally strong. However, as can be seen by comparing the
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(a) SR-TL-highMass
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(b) SR-TL-lowMass
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(c) SR-TL-lowMass
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(d) SR-TT

Figure 7.19.: Significance in the combined tau + light lepton channels after optimization
for SR-TL-highMass (a) and SR-TL-lowMass (b). For comparison the bottom plot shows the
significance in the di-tau channel only for the SR-TL-lowMass (c) and following cuts (d): b-jet
veto, Z-veto, mT > 140 GeV and 6ET > 100 GeV. These cuts have been optimized for the
di-tau channel. The background estimate is computed from 5 fb−1 of data assuming that there
are no supersymmetric events in data. The channel is given in the caption of each plot.
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upper and the lower plots, the cut values in the SR-TL-DS signal region are not optimized
for the di-tau channel. When optimizing with respect to the di-tau channel, obtaining
SR-TL-DS-TT, one is able to achieve a better significance than in the combined tau +
light lepton channel, as can be seen in Figure 7.21 (c).
A few more ways to increase the sensitivity of the tau + light lepton channels have been
tried, and are presented in section A.2.4 (a jet-veto has been compared to a b-jet veto,
mT2 cut to replace the Z-veto, asymmetric mT2). However, no significant improvement
has been found.

7.7.4. Improvement When Combining all Three Channels
To improve the analysis, the statistical combination of all three channels, as done for the
tau + light lepton channels in Equation 7.5, is studied in the following. As a reference
the sensitivity of the channel performing better in the considered signal region is chosen:
the di-tau channel is chosen as reference in the SR-TL-highMass signal region and the
combined tau + light lepton channel as reference in the SR-TL-lowMass. The improve-
ment in sensitivity when combining the tau + light lepton with the di-tau channel is
shown in Figure 7.20 (the strong improvement seen along the diagonal is a computational
artifact). In SR-TL-highMass the significance does not improve much when combining
all three channels, because the significance in the combined tau + light lepton channels
is always lower than in the di-tau channel. In the tau + light lepton channels it is harder
to discriminate the signal from the background than in the di-tau channel, because of
the additional neutrino which softens the spectrum of the lighter signal lepton, as seen in
Figure 7.13. In SR-TL-lowMass one could gain up to 20% or more in ZN when combin-
ing all three channels. The combination of all three channels, however, gives significant
improvement only in regions where the overall significance of both channels is approx-
imately equal. Looking at Equation 7.5, it can be inferred that the maximum gain in
sensitivity when statistically combining the three channels is

√
3 if all three regions per-

form equally well. Since the di-tau analysis found also for the low sparticle mass region
a signal region (namely SR-C1C1) which is far more sensitive than the signal region
proposed here, a statistical combination of all three channels is not expedient.

7.8. Estimating the Sensitivity at
√
s = 13 TeV

The data used so far was collected by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC at a center-
of-mass energy of

√
s = 8 TeV throughout 2012. In 2015 the LHC resumed operations

at a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. Initial predictions of the amount of data to

be collected were of the order of 10 fb−1, while eventually only 3.2 fb−1 were collected,
significantly less than in 2012 (about 20 fb−1). Consequently an estimate is needed
whether the analysis presented in the preceding sections is worthwhile pursuing using
the data collected in 2015: on the one hand, the production cross sections increase
proportionally to the mass of the particles produced when raising the center-of-mass
energy, consequently especially for higher-mass signal points a higher increase in the
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(a) SR-TL-highMass
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(b) SR-TL-lowMass

Figure 7.20.: Comparison of the significance of all three channels combined: for SR-TL-
highMass, (a), and for SR-TL-lowMass, (b): the ratio of the significances when statistically
combining all three channels over only using the stronger channel is shown, i.e. the di-tau
for SR-TL-highMass and the combined tau + light lepton channel for SR-TL-lowMass. The
improvement seen along the diagonal in SR-TL-highMass is an artifact of a division by zero.
The individual significances can be found in Figure A.3.

production cross section is expected than for Standard Model backgrounds, on the other
hand less data is available.

Background Estimate To estimate the Standard Model background in the signal re-
gions it is assumed that the event kinematics do not change when going to a higher
center-of-mass energy, instead it is assumed that only the production cross sections will
change due to the change in the parton density function when going to a higher center-
of-mass energy. As a result, the data sets used in the preceding sections, simulated at√
s = 8 TeV, can be re-used to obtain an estimate of the Standard Model background

event yields and the signal event yields at
√
s = 13 TeV.

The package LHAPDF [131] is used to re-weight the Monte Carlo datasets simulated
at
√
s = 8 TeV to 13 TeV by using the energy of the interacting partons as input. The

probability to encounter partons with the given energy is computed at a center-of-mass
energy of 8 TeV and 13 TeV. Eventually the event is weighted to 13 TeV by applying
the re-weighting factor:

w = p(x1, 13 TeV)p(x2, 13 TeV)
p(x1, 8 TeV)p(x2, 8 TeV) , (7.7)

where p(x1, 13 TeV) is the parton density function, the first parameter, xi, denotes the
energy fraction of the i-th parton, while the second parameter denotes the center-of-
mass energy at which the parton density is evaluated. The same is done for signal
samples. The multi-jet contribution, however, has to be estimated differently, because
no information about the interacting partons is available in recorded data. It is estimated
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(a) SR-TL-DS τ + e & τ + µ
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(b) SR-TL-DS τ + τ
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(c) SR-TL-DS-TT τ + τ

Figure 7.21.: Significance for SR-TL-DS after optimization in the combined tau + light
lepton channels (a) and the di-tau channel (b). The bottom plot, (c), shows SR-TL-DS-TT
which is better optimized for the di-tau channel. The tau + light lepton does not show any
significance in the SR-TL-DS-TT signal region and thus a combination is not feasible.
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Figure 7.22.: Ratio of the inclusive cross section at 13 TeV at the LHC over the inclusive
cross section at 8 TeV at the LHC for different processes. The increase in the cross section for
multi-jet events is of the same order as for minimum bias events. Figure from [132].

by using the prediction from Run I and scaling it up. A factor of 2.8 has been chosen
for the main results to emulate a worst-case scenario3, while the expected increase in
the production cross section of multi-jet events is only about 20%, as can be seen in
Figure 7.22.

Validation of Background Estimate To validate the initially made assumption, namely
that the event kinematics are not changed when going to a higher center-of-mass energy,
normalized distributions of the transverse momenta of the leading and sub-leading tau
are compared in Figure 7.23 for a sample from the pMSSM model tuned for the direct
production of staus. The unweighted sample simulated at a center-of-mass energy of
8 TeV is depicted in green, the re-weighted sample is depicted in black and the sample
simulated at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV is depicted in red. The ratios of the re-
weighted sample and the sample simulated at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV to the
unweighted sample, depicted in the lower panels of Figure 7.23, are flat within statistical
errors. A nice agreement is found and thus a sensible prediction can be made using this
technique.

3The expected exclusion contours for different multi-jet scaling factors are compared in section A.3
using SR-C1C1 and an expected luminosity of 5 fb−1.
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(b) pT(τ2) [GeV]

Figure 7.23.: Upper panels show the normalized distributions of the transverse momenta of
the (a) leading tau and (b) the sub-leading tau in pT. A sample from the pMSSM model tuned
for the direct production of staus is used with mτ̃ = 200 GeV and mχ̃0

1
= 0 GeV. Depicted

in green is the unweighted sample simulated at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV, in black the
same sample reweighted to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and in red the sample simulated
at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The lower panels show the ratio of the re-weighted
(black) sample and the sample simulated at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV (red) to the
unweighted sample simulated at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. The uncertainties depicted
in the lower panels are statistical uncertainties. The agreement is remarkably well, as expected
there is no difference in the event kinematics.

Sensitivity at
√
s = 13 TeV The expected significance at a center-of-mass energy

of
√
s = 13 TeV is shown in Figure 7.24 for three different integrated luminosities as

well as the unweighted samples corresponding to the analysis at a center-of-mass energy
of
√
s = 8 TeV. About 10 fb−1 are needed to achieve a similar exclusion limit to the

analysis using the 2012 dataset, as can be seen by comparing Figure 7.24 (c) and (d).
The comparable level of sensitivity makes a statistical combination of both datasets
worthwhile, see Figure 7.24 (e): the exclusion limits can be pushed beyond the limits
of the available signal points, while the limits for claiming evidence can be pushed from
about 250 GeV in the lightest chargino mass to about 350 GeV. While this prospect
is highly encouraging, the actual amount of data collected by ATLAS in 2015 was less
than needed, only 3.2 fb−1 were collected. Consequently one cannot expect to achieve
a comparable sensitivity to the Run I analysis using the 2015 data, consequently, also
a statistical combination becomes unfavorable, resulting in the decision to target final
states additionally containing jets when analyzing the 2015 data in chapter 9.

7.9. Summary
An analysis has been presented searching for electroweak production of supersymmetric
particles in events with at least two hadronically decaying taus, missing transverse en-
ergy and low jet activity, where 20.3 fb−1 of proton-proton collision data taken by the
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(a) 5 fb−1
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(b) 7.5 fb−1
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(c) 10 fb−1
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(d) Unweighted
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(e) Combination of (c) and (d)

Figure 7.24.: Expected significance obtained by weighting the Standard Model backgrounds
taken from Monte Carlo to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and using the multi-jet estimate
from Run I multiplied by a factor of 2.8 for different expected integrated luminosities: (a)
5 fb−1, (b) 7.5 fb−1 and (c) 10 fb−1. In (d) the expected significance using the unweighted
samples is shown, corresponding to the 2012 analysis. Sub-figure (e) depicts the statistical
combination of (c) and (d), the estimated significance when combining the 2012 and expected
2015 data. The black-dashed line corresponds to the region which can potentially be excluded,
while the green-dashed line corresponds to the region where one can potentially claim evidence
for supersymmetry and the blue-dashed line corresponds to the region where one can claim
discovery of supersymmetry if it exists within that region. To achieve a comparable sensitivity
to the Run I analysis, about 10 fb−1 are needed.
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7.9. Summary

ATLAS experiment throughout 2012 at
√
s = 8 TeV have been used. To estimate the

multi-jet background, the data-driven ABCD method has been used. All other Standard
Model backgrounds have been taken from Monte Carlo, control regions have been used
to correct for potential errors in the cross section calculation and validation regions have
been used to investigate the quality of the extrapolation of the estimates from the con-
trol to the signal regions. Four signal regions have been defined targeting different final
states. No excess over the Standard Model expectation has been found, instead only a
downwards fluctuation has been observed and consequently limits were set in simplified
models, a pMSSM model targeting direct-stau pair production, as well as two further
pMSSM parameter planes, one with fixed stau mass, the other with the stau mass set
to (mχ̃0

1
+mco)/2.

Compared to the results presented by the three-lepton analysis [125], the limits could be
improved by approximately 50 GeV in the lightest chargino mass and between 10 GeV
to 50 GeV in the next-to-lightest neutralino mass. In the case of simultaneous χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 and
χ̃±1 χ̃

0
2 production, χ̃±1 /χ̃0

1 masses of up to 410/140 GeV can be excluded, while in the
case of χ̃±1 pair production alone, chargino/neutralino masses of up to 345/90 GeV
can be excluded. Due to the small cross section, the analysis presented here is not yet
sensitive to large parts of the phase-space of the pMSSM model targeting direct-stau pair
production. In the other two pMSSM parameter planes with tan β = 50, where in one
case the stau mass is fixed and in the other it is set halfway between lightest neutralino
and the lightest chargino, similar lightest chargino mass ranges can be excluded, namely
approximately 100 GeV − 350 GeV. The obtained model independent observed upper
limit on the visible cross section, 〈σvis〉95

obs, is 0.37 fb.
From the combinatorics alone, see Figure 7.12, a combination with the tau + light lep-
ton channel looks promising at first, but it does not improve the results significantly.
Only a minor gain is observed while the analysis is complicated significantly by: intro-
ducing new systematics, introducing the need to validate the modeling of the background
prediction in the tau + light lepton channels and also by the need to ensure that there
is no overlap between the tau + light lepton control/signal/validation regions and the
W control and validation regions, because this would make a simple statistical combi-
nation impossible. The reduced sensitivity of the light lepton channels is caused by the
additional neutrino created in the leptonic decay of the tau. It makes the light leptons
softer and thus more Standard Model like, making the distinction from the Standard
Model background processes harder than in the di-tau channel.
Under the assumption that only the production cross sections, not the event kinematics,
change when raising the center-of-mass energy from 8 TeV to 13 TeV, the sensitivity of
the presented analysis at

√
s = 13 TeV was studied by re-weighting simulated 8 TeV

events to 13 TeV using the LHAPDF package. An estimate of the multi-jet contribution
has been obtained by scaling the estimate obtained from the 2012 data by a worst
case factor of 2.8. It turns out that about 10 fb−1 are needed for the analysis to become
approximately as sensitive as when using the 2012 data, making a statistical combination
feasible. Since only 3.2 fb−1 of data were collected in 2015 by the ATLAS experiment,
the decision was made to search for strong production of supersymmetric particles in
the 2015 data and thus to include jets in the final states.
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8. ATLAS Results on the Search for
Supersymmetry After Run I and the
pMSSM Summary Paper

For a selection of analyses the excluded mass ranges at 95% confidence level, using the
CLs prescription, are shown in Figure 8.1. These limits have been obtained by the AT-
LAS collaboration using the data collected throughout Run I of the LHC. Most of the
analyses are carried out using simplified models. If more general models are used, like
e.g. mSUGRA, most of the parameters are fixed such that the final state of interest
is observed more frequently, usually leaving only two free parameters to study. Conse-
quently one always has to take these limits with a grain of salt, because supersymmetry
might not manifest itself by single distinct signatures, which the parameters of those
models are optimized for, but instead allow for a plethora of different decay chains to
take place, significantly lowering the probability to encounter specific processes and thus
rendering the limits considerably weaker.
The pMSSM summary paper [134] is an attempt to investigate the effect of aforemen-
tioned simplifications by reinterpreting ATLAS searches in the framework of the pMSSM,
applying physics constraints from other sources like e.g. observations in astrophysics or
flavor physics. In total 22 ATLAS searches were taken into account, amongst them is
the search for electroweak production of supersymmetric particles with two hadronically
decaying taus in the final state which will be presented in chapter 7. In the following
the idea of the analysis will be briefly summarized, assuming the reader is familiar with
the basic concepts of a cut-and-count analysis in high energy physics. The focus is on
the comparison of the results to the aforementioned limits obtained by studying simpler
models and simplified models.

8.1. Idea of the Analysis
Instead of trying to investigate the behavior of a small number of kinematically accessi-
ble sparticles, decoupling all others under the assumption that they do not play a role,
the complex interplay between competing processes is studied by not fixing any of the
parameters of the pMSSM. The set of parameter values studied however has been con-
strained by requiring the points in the pMSSM phase-space to fulfill constraints from e.g.
astrophysics or flavor physics. Additionally the sparticles are required to have masses
below 4 TeV. The complete list of constraints is given in chapter 3 of [134]. Using the
constraints to filter the pMSSM phase-space one is still left with about 300.000 different
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GMSB (ℓ̃ NLSP) 1-2 τ + 0-1 ℓ 0-2 jets Yes 20.3 tanβ >20 1407.06031.6 TeVg̃

GGM (bino NLSP) 2 γ - Yes 20.3 cτ(NLSP)<0.1 mm 1507.054931.29 TeVg̃

GGM (higgsino-bino NLSP) γ 1 b Yes 20.3 m(χ̃
0
1)<900 GeV, cτ(NLSP)<0.1 mm, µ<0 1507.054931.3 TeVg̃

GGM (higgsino-bino NLSP) γ 2 jets Yes 20.3 m(χ̃
0
1)<850 GeV, cτ(NLSP)<0.1 mm, µ>0 1507.054931.25 TeVg̃

GGM (higgsino NLSP) 2 e, µ (Z) 2 jets Yes 20.3 m(NLSP)>430 GeV 1503.03290850 GeVg̃

Gravitino LSP 0 mono-jet Yes 20.3 m(G̃)>1.8 × 10−4 eV, m(g̃)=m(q̃)=1.5 TeV 1502.01518865 GeVF1/2 scale

g̃g̃, g̃→bb̄χ̃
0
1 0 3 b Yes 20.1 m(χ̃

0
1)<400 GeV 1407.06001.25 TeVg̃

g̃g̃, g̃→tt̄χ̃
0
1 0 7-10 jets Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

0
1) <350 GeV 1308.18411.1 TeVg̃

g̃g̃, g̃→tt̄χ̃
0
1

0-1 e, µ 3 b Yes 20.1 m(χ̃
0
1)<400 GeV 1407.06001.34 TeVg̃

g̃g̃, g̃→bt̄χ̃
+
1 0-1 e, µ 3 b Yes 20.1 m(χ̃

0
1)<300 GeV 1407.06001.3 TeVg̃

b̃1b̃1, b̃1→bχ̃
0
1 0 2 b Yes 20.1 m(χ̃

0
1)<90 GeV 1308.2631100-620 GeVb̃1

b̃1b̃1, b̃1→tχ̃
±
1 2 e, µ (SS) 0-3 b Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

±
1 )=2 m(χ̃

0
1) 1404.2500275-440 GeVb̃1

t̃1 t̃1, t̃1→bχ̃
±
1 1-2 e, µ 1-2 b Yes 4.7/20.3 m(χ̃

±
1 ) = 2m(χ̃

0
1), m(χ̃

0
1)=55 GeV 1209.2102, 1407.0583110-167 GeVt̃1 230-460 GeVt̃1

t̃1 t̃1, t̃1→Wbχ̃
0
1 or tχ̃

0
1

0-2 e, µ 0-2 jets/1-2 b Yes 20.3 m(χ̃
0
1)=1 GeV 1506.0861690-191 GeVt̃1 210-700 GeVt̃1

t̃1 t̃1, t̃1→cχ̃
0
1 0 mono-jet/c-tag Yes 20.3 m(t̃1)-m(χ̃

0
1 )<85 GeV 1407.060890-240 GeVt̃1

t̃1 t̃1(natural GMSB) 2 e, µ (Z) 1 b Yes 20.3 m(χ̃
0
1)>150 GeV 1403.5222150-580 GeVt̃1

t̃2 t̃2, t̃2→t̃1 + Z 3 e, µ (Z) 1 b Yes 20.3 m(χ̃
0
1)<200 GeV 1403.5222290-600 GeVt̃2

ℓ̃L,R ℓ̃L,R, ℓ̃→ℓχ̃01 2 e, µ 0 Yes 20.3 m(χ̃
0
1)=0 GeV 1403.529490-325 GeVℓ̃

χ̃+
1
χ̃−
1 , χ̃

+
1→ℓ̃ν(ℓν̃) 2 e, µ 0 Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

0
1)=0 GeV, m(ℓ̃, ν̃)=0.5(m(χ̃

±
1 )+m(χ̃

0
1)) 1403.5294140-465 GeVχ̃±

1

χ̃+
1
χ̃−
1 , χ̃

+
1→τ̃ν(τν̃) 2 τ - Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

0
1)=0 GeV, m(τ̃, ν̃)=0.5(m(χ̃

±
1 )+m(χ̃

0
1)) 1407.0350100-350 GeVχ̃±

1

χ̃±
1
χ̃0
2→ℓ̃Lνℓ̃Lℓ(ν̃ν), ℓν̃ℓ̃Lℓ(ν̃ν) 3 e, µ 0 Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

±
1 )=m(χ̃

0
2), m(χ̃

0
1)=0, m(ℓ̃, ν̃)=0.5(m(χ̃

±
1 )+m(χ̃

0
1)) 1402.7029700 GeVχ̃±

1
, χ̃

0

2

χ̃±
1
χ̃0
2→Wχ̃

0
1Zχ̃

0
1

2-3 e, µ 0-2 jets Yes 20.3 m(χ̃
±
1 )=m(χ̃

0
2), m(χ̃

0
1)=0, sleptons decoupled 1403.5294, 1402.7029420 GeVχ̃±

1
, χ̃

0

2

χ̃±
1
χ̃0
2→Wχ̃

0
1h χ̃

0
1, h→bb̄/WW/ττ/γγ e, µ, γ 0-2 b Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

±
1 )=m(χ̃

0
2), m(χ̃

0
1)=0, sleptons decoupled 1501.07110250 GeVχ̃±

1
, χ̃

0

2

χ̃0
2
χ̃0
3, χ̃

0
2,3 →ℓ̃Rℓ 4 e, µ 0 Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

0
2)=m(χ̃

0
3), m(χ̃

0
1)=0, m(ℓ̃, ν̃)=0.5(m(χ̃

0
2)+m(χ̃

0
1)) 1405.5086620 GeVχ̃0

2,3

GGM (wino NLSP) weak prod. 1 e, µ + γ - Yes 20.3 cτ<1 mm 1507.05493124-361 GeVW̃

Direct χ̃
+
1
χ̃−
1 prod., long-lived χ̃

±
1 Disapp. trk 1 jet Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

±
1 )-m(χ̃

0
1)∼160 MeV, τ(χ̃

±
1 )=0.2 ns 1310.3675270 GeVχ̃±

1

Direct χ̃
+
1
χ̃−
1 prod., long-lived χ̃

±
1 dE/dx trk - Yes 18.4 m(χ̃

±
1 )-m(χ̃

0
1)∼160 MeV, τ(χ̃

±
1 )<15 ns 1506.05332482 GeVχ̃±

1

Stable, stopped g̃ R-hadron 0 1-5 jets Yes 27.9 m(χ̃
0
1)=100 GeV, 10 µs<τ(g̃)<1000 s 1310.6584832 GeVg̃

Stable g̃ R-hadron trk - - 19.1 1411.67951.27 TeVg̃

GMSB, stable τ̃, χ̃
0
1→τ̃(ẽ, µ̃)+τ(e, µ) 1-2 µ - - 19.1 10<tanβ<50 1411.6795537 GeVχ̃0

1

GMSB, χ̃
0
1→γG̃, long-lived χ̃

0
1

2 γ - Yes 20.3 2<τ(χ̃
0
1)<3 ns, SPS8 model 1409.5542435 GeVχ̃0

1

g̃g̃, χ̃
0
1→eeν/eµν/µµν displ. ee/eµ/µµ - - 20.3 7 <cτ(χ̃

0
1)< 740 mm, m(g̃)=1.3 TeV 1504.051621.0 TeVχ̃0

1

GGM g̃g̃, χ̃
0
1→ZG̃ displ. vtx + jets - - 20.3 6 <cτ(χ̃

0
1)< 480 mm, m(g̃)=1.1 TeV 1504.051621.0 TeVχ̃0

1

LFV pp→ν̃τ + X, ν̃τ→eµ/eτ/µτ eµ,eτ,µτ - - 20.3 λ′
311

=0.11, λ132/133/233=0.07 1503.044301.7 TeVν̃τ

Bilinear RPV CMSSM 2 e, µ (SS) 0-3 b Yes 20.3 m(q̃)=m(g̃), cτLS P<1 mm 1404.25001.35 TeVq̃, g̃

χ̃+
1
χ̃−
1 , χ̃

+
1→Wχ̃

0
1, χ̃

0
1→eeν̃µ, eµν̃e 4 e, µ - Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

0
1)>0.2×m(χ̃

±
1 ), λ121,0 1405.5086750 GeVχ̃±

1

χ̃+
1
χ̃−
1 , χ̃

+
1→Wχ̃

0
1, χ̃

0
1→ττν̃e, eτν̃τ 3 e, µ + τ - Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

0
1)>0.2×m(χ̃

±
1 ), λ133,0 1405.5086450 GeVχ̃±

1

g̃g̃, g̃→qqq 0 6-7 jets - 20.3 BR(t)=BR(b)=BR(c)=0% 1502.05686917 GeVg̃

g̃g̃, g̃→qχ̃
0
1, χ̃

0
1 → qqq 0 6-7 jets - 20.3 m(χ̃

0
1)=600 GeV 1502.05686870 GeVg̃

g̃g̃, g̃→t̃1t, t̃1→bs 2 e, µ (SS) 0-3 b Yes 20.3 1404.250850 GeVg̃

t̃1 t̃1, t̃1→bs 0 2 jets + 2 b - 20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2015-026100-308 GeVt̃1

t̃1 t̃1, t̃1→bℓ 2 e, µ 2 b - 20.3 BR(t̃1→be/µ)>20% ATLAS-CONF-2015-0150.4-1.0 TeVt̃1

Scalar charm, c̃→cχ̃
0
1 0 2 c Yes 20.3 m(χ̃

0
1)<200 GeV 1501.01325490 GeVc̃

Mass scale [TeV]10−1 1

√
s = 7 TeV

√
s = 8 TeV

ATLAS SUSY Searches* - 95% CL Lower Limits
Status: July 2015

ATLAS Preliminary√
s = 7, 8 TeV

*Only a selection of the available mass limits on new states or phenomena is shown. All limits quoted are observed minus 1σ theoretical signal cross section uncertainty.

Figure 8.1.: Selection of analyses by the ATLAS collaboration searching for the production
of supersymmetric particles. Targeted models, final states and the amount of data used are
indicated in the first column. The excluded mass ranges at 95% confidence level are indicated
by the bars in the second column. References to the corresponding publications are given
in the last column. Analyses are performed using data taken with the ATLAS detector at√
s = 7 TeV (turquoise) and

√
s = 8 TeV (light green). Figure from [133].
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8. ATLAS Results on the Search for Supersymmetry After Run I and the
pMSSM Summary Paper

sets of parameters to study. Each parameter set will be referred to as a model in the
following. Running each model through a full detector simulation is not feasible, because
it would require enormous computing resources. Instead only the hard-scattering event
is generated for most of the models: information about which particles are being created
in the interaction of the protons and information about the particles which they decay
into, the so-called truth-information. The detector response1 is not simulated.
In measured data, however, truth-information is not available, only the detector re-
sponse is available. The detector response is highly specific to the considered final state,
because the reconstruction and identification efficiencies of different particle types differ
considerably as can be seen in chapter 6. Therefore each analysis group developed a
program which uses the truth-information as input, emulates the detector response and
from the emulated detector response estimates of the number of events in their signal
regions2. These estimates are compared to the Standard Model estimates obtained by
each of the analyses and afterwards confidence levels are computed. The models are then
grouped into three categories: the ones which can certainly be excluded, the ones which
certainly cannot be excluded and the ones where one is uncertain about the exclusion.
Models ending up in the latter category were fed into the fast detector simulation chain
and then analyzed in more detail to see whether they can or cannot be excluded.

8.2. Results
The main result from [134] is Figure 8.2. It shows the fraction of models excluded
versus the mass of the sparticles. Models with gluinos below a mass of 1 TeV can almost
certainly be excluded, as well as models with squark masses below 500 GeV. However,
this is not the case for neutralinos, charginos and sleptons: although quite some analyses
in Figure 8.1 claim strong limits on the mass of neutralinos and charginos, the fraction
of pMSSM models excluded draws a different picture: only a fraction of models with
light neutralinos and light charginos can be excluded when interpreting the analyses in
the context of the pMSSM. This is caused by the competition of different production
processes as well as the competition of different decay possibilities. Thus there is still
plenty of phase-space for supersymmetry to hide at the LHC even though results obtained
using simplified models, shown in Figure 8.1, might suggest otherwise.

1Particles traveling through the detector interact with it and thereby cause signals which can be
measured, like e.g. ionization or Cherenkov light. These signals are the detector response.

2A lot of work in collaboration with Luis Escobar Sawa and Alexander Mann has been put into
developing the program used to emulate the detector response for the analysis presented in chapter 7.
The results of this work have been published in the Master Thesis of Luis Escobar Sawa.
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Figure 8.2.: Fraction of models excluded versus the mass of the sparticles. Interestingly
for quite some particles the fraction of models which can be excluded is not yet above 90%,
although some of the analyses "claimed" that some of those sparticles with masses up to 1 TeV
can be excluded, see Figure 8.1. Figure from [134].
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9. Searching for Strong Production of
Supersymmetric Particles at√
s = 13 TeV

In the following, 3.2 fb−1 of data collected with the ATLAS detector in 2015 at a center-
of-mass energy of 13 TeV will be analyzed. An analysis will be presented specifically
targeting final states containing two or more hadronically decaying taus, jets and missing
transverse energy. Opposed to the analysis presented in chapter 7, this analysis will focus
on the production of supersymmetric particles via the strong interaction, thus motivating
the requirement of jets. The decision to study the strong production of supersymmetric
particles in the 2015 datasets instead of the electroweak production was made, because
the collected amount of data does not suffice to improve the limits over the ones presented
in section 7.6, as has been shown in section 7.8. The following specifically focuses on the
development of the compressed signal region and the multi-jet estimate. An excess over
the Standard Model expectation could not be found, thus the results are interpreted in
a GMSB model as well as in a simplified model. The analysis presented in the following
is published in [135], it is an update of [136] and [137], but only focuses on final states
containing at least two taus.

9.1. Targeted Signal Processes and Models

The presented analysis [135] focuses on scenarios characterized by the presence of light
gluinos, light squarks, a stable and neutral lsp, light charginos, next-to-lightest neu-
tralinos as well as a light stau and tau sneutrino. Models including light staus are of
particular interest in searches for supersymmetry, because light sleptons could play an
important role in the co-annihilation of neutralinos in the early universe, specifically
models with light scalar taus are consistent with dark-matter searches [138]. Like the
previously presented analysis, final states include hadronically decaying taus, as well
as missing transverse energy due to the tau neutrinos and the neutralinos escaping the
detector undetected. In addition final states also contain jets, setting it apart from the
previously presented analysis (see section 7.1).
The search strategy presented in the following is based on two exemplaric processes, first,
the pair production of squarks decaying via intermediate neutralinos and staus into final
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Figure 9.1.: Diagrams characterizing the two processes which the presented search strategy
is based on. (a) The production of a pair of squarks decaying via intermediate neutralinos and
staus/sleptons to a pair of gravitinos, a pair of quarks and up to four taus or a pair of taus plus
a pair of leptons, typical in GMSB scenarios. (b) The production of a pair of gluinos decaying
asymmetrically via a lightest chargino and a next-to-lightest neutralino and via staus or tau
sneutrinos into quarks, neutrinos and a pair of lightest neutralinos.

states containing jets, taus, maybe leptons1, as well as a pair of gravitinos and second,
the pair production of gluinos decaying asymmetrically via a lightest chargino and a
next-to-lightest neutralino and via staus into jets, taus, neutrinos and a pair of lightest
neutralinos. The first process is typical in the framework of gauge-mediated-symmetry-
breaking, GMSB, while the second one is often present in more generic models, like the
pMSSM. Both frameworks have been discussed in section 2.3. The diagrams depicting
the studied processes can be found in Figure 9.1. The second process will be investigated
using a simplified model [139], while the first one will be investigated in the framework
of GMSB.
In the GMSB model studied the messenger mass scale Mmess has been chosen to be
larger than the supersymmetry-breaking scale Λ to avoid tachyonic messengers as well
as charge- and color-breaking vacua. To suppress additional sources of flavor violation,
Mmess has additionally been chosen to be less than the Planck mass: it is set toMmess =
250 TeV. The number of messenger multiplets is set to N5 = 3, the gravitino-mass-scale
parameter has been chosen to be Cgrav = 1 and the sign of the higgsino mass parameter is
chosen to be positive. The model is then probed using the two remaining free parameters
Λ and tan β denoting the supersymmetry-breaking scale as well as the ratio of the

1This actually depends on the mass of the selectron and the smuon. In the models considered in the
following, the stau is always the lightest slepton. Depending on the model used and its parame-
ters,the difference between the stau mass and the selectron and smuon masses varies. For small
mass-differences the selectron and smuon might be produced, while for large mass-differences the
production of selectrons and smuons becomes highly suppressed.
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Higgs-vaccum-expectation-values at the electroweak scale. This choice of parameters
renders the lightest stau the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle for large values
of tan β. For low values of tan β the lightest stau is almost mass-degenerate with the
supersymmetric partners of the right-handed electron and muon. A high value of Λ
favors the squark-antiquark production mechanism as depicted in Figure 9.1 (a). Since
the parameter Cgrav, which controls the decay rate of the next-to-lightest supersymmetric
particle into the lightest, has been chosen to be one, the nlsp decays promptly. The region
of small Λ and large tan β is considered unphysical, because it results in tachyonic states.
The simplified model is inspired by parts of the pMSSM phase-space where R-parity
is conserved, gluino pair production dominant, the stau light and the lsp a neutralino
[139]. In the studied scenario gluinos are assumed to undergo a two-step decay resulting
in tau- as well as jet-rich states, as depicted in Figure 9.1 (b). The stau and its sneutrino
are assumed to be mass-degenerate, as well as the next-to-lightest neutralino and the
lightest chargino. Masses of the chargino and the stau are computed as follows:

mχ̃±1
= mχ̃0

2
= 1

2
(
mg̃ +mχ̃±1

)
,mτ̃1 = mν̃τ = 1

2
(
mχ̃±1

+mχ̃0
1

)
. (9.1)

All other sparticles are kinematically decoupled, leaving us with the mass of the gluino
and the mass of the lsp as the two remaining free parameters of the model. Gluinos
are assumed to decay with equal branching ratio either into χ̃±1 qq̄′ or χ̃0

2qq̄. Decays into
third generation quarks are not allowed, they are considered in separate models [139]
which are not discussed here2, thus q and q′ denote quarks from either the first or the
second generation. Since the stau and its sneutrino are assumed to be mass-degenerate,
the χ̃0

2 decays either to τ̃ τ or to ν̃τντ with equal probability, while the χ̃±1 decays with
equal probability either into τ̃ ντ or ν̃ττ . The last step in the decay chain is always the
stau or the sneutrino decaying into the lsp plus a tau or a neutrino.

9.2. Event Selection
Events are selected by first of all requiring them to pass the event cleaning procedure
for Run II as outlined in section 6.8. Ambiguities between objects are removed by
applying the Run II overlap removal as outlined in section 6.7. To trigger events the
lowest-threshold 6ET trigger that was in place throughout the whole 2015 data-taking
period is used, triggering at 6ET > 80 GeV. By requiring 6ET > 180 GeV and a jet
with pT > 120 GeV the trigger is ensured to work in a region of constant efficiency.
The efficiency of the trigger, as well as the aforementioned, so-called plateau cuts, were
obtained by studying events triggered by the uncorrelated jet triggers in data. Since
at least two jets are expected in the final states (see Figure 9.1), at least two jets are
required. Multi-jet events are rejected by requiring the two leading jets and the 6ET to

2This split is motivated by the large Yukawa coupling of the top compared to the first and second
generation quarks. This allows for significant mass-splittings between the stop and the first and
second generation squarks. Consequently, the resulting final states are quite different, they contain
top quarks, whereas this is not the case in the models studied here.
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Figure 9.2.: Distribution after applying the pre-selection cuts. The last bin includes overflow
events. The shaded bands indicate the statistical uncertainties in the background predictions.
The contribution labeled as “other” includes diboson events and the V+jets processes not
explicitly listed in the legend. Figure from [135].

be well separated in the transverse plane, because it is expected that 6ET in multi-jet
events mostly stem from the mis-measurement of jets and thus 6ET is likely to be aligned
with a high-pT jet in multi-jet events. The pre-selection is completed requiring at least
two loose taus while not vetoing light leptons, because a lepton veto would considerably
impact the ability to select GMSB events.
In Figure 9.2 the sum of the transverse masses,mτ1

T +mτ2
T , of the two leading taus is shown

after pre-selection. Since the individual components of the 6ET, e.g. the neutrinos from
the tau decay, cannot be reconstructed, the transverse mass of the taus is computed from
the transverse momentum of the taus and the full 6ET. As a result, the mτ1

T +mτ2
T distri-

bution extends to rather high values. Within uncertainties the data is nicely described
by the Standard Model prediction, however the uncertainties are rather large due to
low statistics. The low statistics is the result of the high 6ET pre-selection, making it
hard to define signal, control and validation regions with high statistics. The domi-
nant backgrounds after applying the pre-selection are: events containing top-quarks,
W+jets events as well as Z+jets events, as can be seen in Figure 9.2. Multi-jet and
diboson backgrounds do not contribute significantly.
To discriminate between signal and background, three signal regions are defined using
different means to suppress Standard Model backgrounds. Two signal regions are defined
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targeting the simplified model. One to cover smaller mass-splittings (< 900 GeV) and the
other to target larger mass-splittings (> 1200 GeV), the intermediate region is covered
by both. The last signal region is defined to target the GMSB scenario. The signal
regions are summarized in Table 9.1.

High-Mass Signal Region The High-Mass signal region exploits the fact that the
number of jets is usually larger in cases where the gluino-gluino production mechanism
dominates over the squark-anti-squark production mechanism by requiring an additional
jet compared to the pre-selection. HT is used to exploit the harder pT spectrum of the
jets compared to Standard Model backgrounds, because the energy available for the jets
increases with increasing gluino mass. Lastly the High-Mass signal region uses the sum
of the transverse masses of the leading taus, mτ1

T + mτ2
T , to suppress Z+jets, W+jets,

di- and semi-leptonic tt̄ events. Z+jets events passing the pre-selection usually exhibit
rather low values of mτ1

T +mτ2
T , because the trigger plateau cuts primarliy select boosted

Z+jets event topologies where the selected high-pT jet recoils against the Z-boson. If
the Z-boson is boosted, also its decay products become boosted and thus the emerging
tau leptons are usually not well separated in the transverse plane from the neutrinos
resulting in low values of mτ1

T + mτ2
T . Larger values are expected for W+jets, di- and

semi-leptonic tt̄ backgrounds, either because the genuine 6ET is expected to be higher
(di-leptonic tt̄) or because one of the taus has to be a mis-identified jet (W+jets and
semi-leptonic tt̄ events).

Compressed Signal Region While in the GMSB model with its massless lsp the mass-
splitting between initially produced and final state particles is generally large, in the
simplified model scenarios with heavy lsp and about equally heavy next-to-lightest su-
persymmetric paricle, hence small mass-splittings, are included. Scenarios where the
splitting between initially produced and final state particles is small are called com-
pressed. Since the previously presented high mass selection proved less efficient in com-
pressed regions, an optimization is performed in the following.
Compressed scenarios are often characterized by long decay chains, resulting in many
soft decay products. This makes discriminating variables which rely on the properties
of single objects, like e.g. the transverse momentum of the leading tau, less powerful
to distinguish the Standard Model background from the signal. Instead variables which
also take into account properties of other objects, like e.g. the missing transverse energy,
HT or mTsum (the definitions can be found in section 6.9), are more powerful, since
high object multiplicities are not expected in Standard Model processes except for top
backgrounds.
The requirement of large 6ET coming from the trigger plateau cut and the requirement
of two tau candidates already poses a strong rejection for multi-jet events which can
be seen in Figure 9.3 (a) which shows the 6ET distribution after pre-selection. Other
Standard Model backgrounds, especially Z+jets events, are efficiently suppressed by
cutting on mT2, as can be seen in Figure 9.3 (b). Signal events usually prefer higher
mT2 values, because the initial particles in the decay chain, namely the charginos and
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Figure 9.3.: Distributions of 6ET and mT2 after pre-selection. Only statistical uncertainties
are depicted.

neutralinos, are heavier than Standard Model bosons and mT2 yields as a kinematic
endpoint the mass of the initially produces particles. A cut of at least 60 GeV will be
used to discriminate signal from background.
Starting from this, several different observables have been investigated whose definitions
can be found in section 6.9. Specifically variables built from multiple objects like HT,
meff , mTsum and others were investigated. It turned out that on top of the previous
selection the two variables yielding the best results are mTsum and Njet. While a cut on
Njet explicitly exploits the decay topology of the studied simplified model (each gluino
decays into to two quarks and either a chargino or a neutralino, see section 9.1), mTsum
does so implicitly, because the sum over the transverse masses of the jets in mTsum
extends over all jets and thus scales with the number of jets.
The final selection has been determined by an optimization based on the Asimov dis-
covery significance [65]. Uncertainties due to limited Monte Carlo statistics have been
evaluated bin by bin. Additionally, a constant uncertainty of 30% has been assumed and
added in quadrature to the statistic uncertainty to estimate systematic uncertainties.
When optimizing the main attention was given to maximizing the Asimov significance,
while keeping at least 3 expected background events.
The "N-1" plots and the significance scan on Njet and mTsum after applying the pre-
selection and requiring mT2 > 60 GeV can be found in Figure 9.4. In case of the
jet-multiplicity, Figure 9.4 (a), a cut of Njet > 4 is obtained, defining SR-nJets, while
in case of mTsum, Figure 9.4 (b), a cut of mTsum > 1400 GeV is obtained, defining
SR-mTSum. Both signal regions apply the pre-selection and cut on mT2 > 60 GeV in
addition.
Comparing the exclusion power of both signal regions by looking at the respective exclu-
sion contours3, see Figure 9.5, one can see that they behave rather similar. The exclusion
contours in Figure 9.5 have been computed using a simplified setup compared to the full
fit setup used later in section 9.3.3: the background normalizations as well as the nui-

3As defined in section 7.6
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Figure 9.4.: N-1 distributions and significance scans of the jet multiplicity and mTsum for
SR-nJets and SR-mTSum. The upper part of each plot shows the kinematic distribution,
while the lower part shows the significance scans. In the calculation of the significance, the
statistical as well as an additional constant uncertainty of 30% have been taken into account.
The significance has been calculated using the Asimov method [65].

sance parameters have been fixed to one. Since high jet multiplicities are not expected
to be modeled well in Monte Carlo samples, SR-nJets is dropped and the mTsum based
signal region will be referred to as the “Compressed” SR in the following.

GMSB Signal Region In case of the GMSB signal region the same variables as in case
of the High-Mass one have been used, except for the number of jets. In the GMSB signal
region no additional jet is required, because in events triggered by squark-anti-squark
production the expected jet multiplicity is not as high. HT and mτ1

T + mτ2
T still yield

remarkably large discrimination power in the GMSB model, because the same features
are basically present as in the high-mass region of the simplified model. In case of the
GMSB model the decay chains might become even longer and the particle pT spectra
might become even harder due to the low mass of the gravitino leaving more energy to
other particles.

Different Trigger Strategies The gain of using different triggers has been studied,
specifically the gain of using a di-tau trigger has been studied in more detail. As it
turned out, the thresholds of the di-tau trigger are too high, consequently nullifying the
gain of using a non- 6ET based trigger, because a rather strict cut of at least 100 GeV
on 6ET is still needed to efficiently suppress the multi-jet background. All other triggers
studied suffered from the very same problems: the 6ET cut required to efficiently suppress
multi-jet events is too hard, while the requirement on the separation between the 6ET and
jets does not suppress multi-jet events well enough. No other suitable alternative to
suppress multi-jet events could yet be developed. Nevertheless, the insights gained led
to the development of the compressed signal region: using the sum of the transverse
masses as a signal region defining variable to implicitly exploit the signal decay topology.
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Figure 9.5.: Exclusion plots for SR-nJets on the left and SR-mTSum on the right considering
only statistical uncertainties. A simpler fit setup has been used than in section 9.3.3: the
background normalizations as well as the nuisance parameters have been fixed. Figure from
[140].

9.3. Background Estimate
Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3 show example kinematic distributions after pre-selection with-
out applying normalization factors: the data is described well by the simulated datasets.
Consequently the assumption is made that all discrepancies can be absorbed in overall
normalization factors. Similar to the analysis presented in the previous chapter, the
dominant backgrounds are normalized using control regions which are simultaneously
fitted using HistFitter [141]. Control regions are designed to be as pure as possible in
one process while keeping the cuts as close as possible to the signal regions and while
leaving enough phase-space to define validation regions. The validation regions are used
to validate how well the extrapolation of the normalization factors performs. Only
multi-jet events are treated differently, they are estimated using a fake-rate approach
and validated using the OS-SS method to be of negligible impact.

9.3.1. Vector-Boson and Top-Quark Backgrounds
As can be inferred from Figure 9.2, already after pre-selection the dominant backgrounds
are not multi-jet events, but instead Standard Model events either containing vector
bosons in association with jets or events containing top-quarks. For the W+jets and
the top-quark backgrounds the control regions are split into three categories: true, fake
and kinematic, while for Z+jets events only one control region will be defined. The true
tau-lepton control regions are used to correct for theoretical uncertainties in the cross
section computations, experimental uncertainties in the estimation of the integrated lu-
minosity and to account for potential differences in the reconstruction and identification
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Compressed SR High-Mass SR GMSB SR
Trigger plateau 6ET > 180 GeV, pjet1

T > 120 GeV
Tau leptons N loose

τ ≥ 2, pτT > 20 GeV
Multi-jet rejection ∆φ(jet1,2, 6ET) ≥ 0.4
mτ1

T +mτ2
T – > 350 GeV > 150 GeV

HT – > 800 GeV > 1700 GeV
Njet ≥ 2 ≥ 3 ≥ 2
mττ

T2 > 60 GeV – –
mTsum > 1400 GeV – –

Table 9.1.: Selection criteria for the signal regions. Extracted from [135].

efficiencies between data and simulation for tau leptons. Effects absorbed in the nor-
malization factor obtained from the fake tau-lepton control regions are uncertainties in
the modeling and simulation of jets: the shower shapes, the hadronization model and
the quark/gluon composition. Lastly, the mis-modeling of event kinematics, like e.g.
a potential mis-modeling of 6ET or HT, is incorporated into a separate kinematic nor-
malization factor. While the kinematic effects account for mis-modeling on a per-event
basis, the fake- and true-tau normalization factors account for a mis-modeling on a per-
particle basis. Consequently the kinematic normalization factor is only applied once
per-event while the true- and fake-normalization factors need to be applied on a per-tau
basis.

W+jets Events and Top-Quark Backgrounds Control regions forW+jets events and
events containing top-quarks are defined similarly to the signal regions, however instead
of requiring two taus, at least one of the taus is replaced either by requiring a muon or
a jet. The distinction between W+jets events and top-quark backgrounds is made by
vetoing or respectively requiring events containing b-jets.
To obtain the true-tau normalization factor a loosely identified tau, as well as an addi-
tional jet compared to the pre-selection are required. The additional jet takes the role
of the second tau so the basic requirement on the object multiplicity is kept the same as
in the signal region, thus keeping also the topology as close as possible. To additionally
suppress contributions from fake-taus, the transverse mass of the selected tau is required
to be less than 80 GeV, because in case of fake taus it is usually larger, because the taus
are better separated from the 6ET.
The fake-tau control regions are defined requiring one loosely identified tau as well as
exactly one muon4. Since the reconstruction and identification efficiencies are much
higher in case of muons and their fake rate is much less, it is expected that usually the

4To increase statistics it has also been tried to select one loosely identified tau as well as exactly either
a muon or an electron. However, the electron channel is swamped by multi-jet events as shown in
the next subsection.
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muon will be the real lepton stemming from either a top-quark-decay or a W -decay.
Di-leptonic tt̄ decays, where one of the tops decays into a muon and the other into a tau
are vetoed by requiring the transverse mass of the muon to be less than 100 GeV.
To be independent from the modeling of tau kinematics, the kinematic control regions
are defined vetoing taus and requiring exactly one muon and one additional jet compared
to the pre-selection. Opposed to the other two types of signal regions, no additional cut
is required to suppress fake or true-tau backgrounds.
All three types of control regions have a upper bound of HT < 1200 GeV in common
and an extended multi-jet rejection cut of 0.4 < ∆φ

(
jet1,2, 6ET

)
to keep the phase space

close to the signal region but not exactly like the signal region and to veto multi-jet
events respectively.

Z+jets Events The Z+jets background stands out a bit from the aforementioned two,
because it was not possible to apply the same procedure. Not many events which contain
a true and a fake tau are compatible with the Z-boson mass, because this constraint
requires a strong correlation between the two particles whereas real and fake taus are
usually uncorrelated. As a result only a single control region has been defined to estimate
the normalization of Z+jets events, but this is perfectly valid since the only remarkable
contribution is actually coming from Z → ττ events. In the Z control region exactly
two loosely identified taus with opposite charge are required. b-jets are vetoed. The
same multi-jet rejection cut is used as in the signal regions. To avoid any overlap with
the signal regions, HT is required to be less than 800 GeV and mτ1

T +mτ2
T is required to

be less than 150 GeV.

Validation Regions Validation regions are defined using two taus to validate also the
extrapolation in the particle type. Z+jets events used for validation are selected by keep-
ing the upper bound onmτ1

T +mτ2
T , effectively selecting Z+jets events. The extrapolation

in HT is tested by inverting the cut on HT. In the top and W+jets validation regions
Z+jets events are suppressed by inverting the mτ1

T +mτ2
T cut used in the Z+jets valida-

tion region. To avoid overlap with the Z control region HT is required to be less than
800 GeV in the W+jets and top validation regions. Events which might appear in the
compressed signal region are vetoed by inverting the compressed signal region’s cut on
mT2. A distinction between the top and W+jets validation regions is made by requiring
or vetoing b-jets respectively. Multi-jet events are vetoed as in the signal regions, by
requiring the separation between the jets and the 6ET in the transverse plane to be larger
than 0.4.
The defined control regions can be found in Table 9.2 and the validation regions in
Table 9.3. In Figure 9.6 (a) and (b) the HT distribution is shown for the top fake-
tau control region and the Z control region respectively. Overall the agreement between
data and the Standard Model prediction is nice, which in turn suggests that the multi-jet
background is negligible. The number of observed and predicted events in the validation
regions after fitting the control regions are compared in Figure 9.7, only the last three
bins of this plots are of relevance to this analysis. The agreement is not as good as in
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Kinematic CR Fake tau CR True tau CR
W+jets Top W+jets Top W+jets Top Z+jets

Trigger plateau 6ET > 180 GeV, pjet1
T > 120 GeV

Tau leptons N loose
τ = 0 N loose

τ = 1 N loose
τ = 2

opposite charge
Light leptons Nµ = 1 Nµ = 0 –
Njet ≥ 3 ≥ 2 ≥ 3 ≥ 2
Nb−jet = 0 ≥ 1 = 0 ≥ 1 = 0 ≥ 1 = 0
Multi-jet rejection 0.4 < ∆φ(jet1,2, 6ET) < 2.9 ∆φ(jet1,2, 6ET) > 0.4
CR selection HT < 1200 GeV HT < 800 GeV

– mµ
T < 100 GeV mτ

T < 80 GeV mτ1
T +mτ2

T < 150 GeV

Table 9.2.: Overview of the control regions used. Table extracted from [135].

VR W+jets VR Top VR Z+jets
Trigger plateau 6ET > 180 GeV, pjet1

T > 120 GeV
Tau leptons N loose

τ ≥ 2
Njet ≥ 2
Nb−jet = 0 ≥ 1 = 0
Multi-jet rejection ∆φ(jet1,2, 6ET) ≥ 0.4
VR selection HT < 800 GeV HT > 800 GeV

mτ1
T +mτ2

T > 150 GeV mτ1
T +mτ2

T < 150 GeV
mττ

T2 < 60 GeV –

Table 9.3.: Overview of the validation regions defined. Table from [135]

the control regions, but still mostly within one standard deviation. To verify that the
multi-jet background is negligible, it will be estimated in the following.

9.3.2. Multi-jet Estimate
Three different methods to estimate QCD in events containing two hadronically decay-
ing taus as well as at least two jets have been studied: the JetSmearing technique as
described in section A.4.1, the OS-SS method which has already been used in the Run
Ianalysis presented earlier, and a fake-rate based method. In addition, the contribution
of multi-jet events to the signal regions will be discussed.

JetSmearing It turned out that JetSmearing is not usable in practice in final states
containing two hadronically decaying taus. The idea behind the JetSmearing method is
to select multi-jet events and smear the jets according to their response functions, mean-
ing the ratio of their observed pT to their true pT. This is based on the assumption that
6ET in multi-jet events solely stems from mis-measured jets (a more detailed explanation
of the method can be found in section A.4.1). The probability of a multi-jet event to
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Figure 9.6.: HT distribution in the top-quark fake-tau CR and transverse momentum of the
leading tau lepton in the Z(ττ)+jets CR of the channel after the fit, illustrating the overall
background modelling in the control regions. By construction, the total fitted background is
equal to the number of observed events in each CR. The last bin includes overflow events.
The shaded bands indicate the statistical uncertainties in the background predictions. Figure
extracted from [135].

contain two jets faking taus is rather low, it is O (10−4) [126]. Furthermore, most of the
triggers used to collect the multi-jet sample are heavily pre-scaled, meaning that if they
fire, the event is only written to disk every n-th time the trigger fired, this is needed,
because the rate of observing events containing low pT jets is enormous. Consequently
the statistics is very limited, causing a non uniform sampling of event kinematics re-
sulting in spiky behavior in relevant distributions. Additional details are documented in
section A.4.1.

Multi-jet Enriched Control Region Independent of the method used, a control region
was defined to validate predictions. In the main signal regions a 6ET trigger is used
which requires a rather high cut on 6ET to ensure that it is operating in its efficiency
plateau. This cuts away approximately all multi-jet events, as could be seen in Figure 9.2,
showing relevant distributions after pre-selection which includes the trigger plateau cuts.
Consequently a different trigger strategy was needed to define a multi-jet enriched control
region. Instead of triggering on the missing transverse energy in the event, events are
triggered by requiring two hadronically decaying taus with a transverse momentum of
at least 45 GeV and 35 GeV respectively to ensure the trigger is working in its plateau
region. In case the trigger is not available it is emulated by only applying the trigger
plateau cuts. To avoid any overlap with the signal regions the cut on the missing
transverse energy, mTsum and mT2 are inverted. A cut on the transverse momentum of
the leading jet of at least 120 GeV is applied to ensure consistency. The multi-jet control
region definition can be found in Table 9.4.
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Figure 9.7.: Number of observed events, nobs, and predicted background yields after the fit,
npred, in the validation regions of the 1τ and 2τ channels. Here, only the 2τ channel is discussed,
so only the last three bins are of importance. The background predictions are scaled using
normalization factors derived in the control regions. The shaded bands indicate the statistical
uncertainties in the background predictions, and correspond to the σtot uncertainties used in
the lower part of the figure. Figure extracted from [135].

Jet-fake method The limiting factor of the JetSmearing method is statistics which
cannot be easily improved, because the seed events used are taken from data measured
with the ATLAS detector to avoid any simulation-introduced bias. The limited statistics
resulted in a non-representative sample of the phase-space of multi-jet events containing
two taus and thus a spiky behavior of distributions, as can be seen in section A.4.1. To
get a more representative sample of the phase-space, events are selected which trigger
any of the single jet triggers, taus are not required. A combination of all available single
jet triggers is used to obtain an unbiased sample of the phase-space. Pre-scales of the
triggers are taken into account by weighting events accordingly. In addition at least two
jets are required to be present in the event. One of the jets in the event will be randomly
selected and treated as being a lepton, while being removed from the list of available jets.
This is based on the assumption that leptons in multi-jet events are mostly misidentified
jets and therefore share the same kinematic properties.

However, the probability of a jet to fake a lepton largely depends on the jet’s kine-
matic properties, especially the pT, because it is directly related to the resolution of the
ATLAS calorimeters. Without taking the fake probability into account, one will overes-
timate the number of multi-jet events. Hence, every event is weighted by the probability
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Multi-jet CR
Trigger plateau Nτ ≥ 2, pτ1T > 45 GeV, pτ2T > 35 GeV
Njet ≥ 2
Inverted SR mTsum < 1.4 TeV

mT2 < 60 GeV
Boosted regime p

jet1
T > 120 GeV

Multi-jet requirement 6ET < 180 GeV

Table 9.4.: Multi-jet control region definition

of the selected jet to fake a lepton, defined as:

wQCDF (pT) = N`(pT)
N`(pT) +Njets(pT) , (9.2)

where N` and Njets are the number of leptons and jets respectively. This quantity highly
depends on the lepton type and is measured for each lepton type individually.
wQCDF (pT) has been computed in multi-jet Monte Carlo by selecting all events which
contain at least one jet. For taus, electrons and muons the fake-rates are depicted in
Figure 9.8. In the high pT region the statistics are rare, thus the fake-rates have been
fitted:

τ : a ∗ (x ∗ 0.001)b + c+ d ∗ exp(e− f ∗ x), with a = 7.0104 ∗ 10−2, b = −9.5367 ∗ 10−1,
c = 0.125 ∗ 10−3, d = 10−3, e = 20, f = 7 ∗ 10−4,

e: exp(a+ b ∗ x), with a = −8.9, b = 2.25 ∗ 10−6,

µ: 2 ∗ 10−5.

The fitting functions have been chosen by educated guessing, looking at the fake-rate
distributions using different axis scales. The parameters were then chosen to be conser-
vative in a sense that it will overestimate the fake-rate most of the time, leading to an
overestimation of the multi-jet contribution. Statistics were taken into account, so the
parameters have been chosen such that an overestimation is ensured in the high statistic
bins. The errors obtained from the initial fit are on the percent level for taus and of the
order of 10-20 percent for electrons, while for muons it is hard to quote a number since
a constant fit function has been chosen.
Which object is faked depends on the region which is investigated. In case the region
contains at least one tau, the candidate jet will become a tau, otherwise it will become
either an electron or a muon with equal probability, but using the corresponding fake-
factors. This splits the dataset into two equal halves, which is accounted for by applying
an additional factor two to the probability of the jet to fake the electron or muon.
Consequently, in the control regions taus are faked, except for the kinematic control
regions, where electrons and muons are faked.
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Figure 9.8.: Distribution of the jet reweighting factor, wQCDF (pT), for (a) taus (in log-log
scale), (b) electrons (in log-scale) and for (c) muons (log-log scale). Obtained from multi-jet
Monte Carlo. This is used to correct for the dependence of the fake-rate on the pT of the jet.
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Using this technique results in much larger statistics than using the JetSmearing tech-
nique. After applying the trigger and the at least one tau and at least one jet re-
quirements about 150000 events remain, approximately a factor 1000 more than when
applying the JetSmearing technique to two tau final states. It is assumed that the multi-
jet Monte Carlo samples describe the fake-rate of jets to leptons, thus, by construction,
no additional multi-jet control region is needed to normalize the sample. Instead the
proposed multi-jet enriched region will be employed to validate the estimate from the
jet-smearing method.
Figure 9.9 (a) and (b) show the 6ET and the mTsum distributions in the multi-jet enriched
region, further plots can be found in the appendix in Figure A.14. All of them are in
reasonable agreement with data.

OS-SS method To validate the predictions of the jet-fake method, the OS-SS method
is used. It has already been used in the Run I analysis presented previously. This method
relies on the assumption that the jet-to-tau fake-rate is independent of the charge of the
jet. Thus, looking at multi-jet events containing two fake taus, one would expect as many
oppositely charged tau pairs as like-sign pairs. This is exploited in the OS-SS method by
dividing the selected events into two categories, one with an oppositely charged tau pair
(OS) and the other with an equally charged tau pair (SS). For the sake of simplicity
only the leading pT tau pair is considered.
The multi-jet estimate in a signal/control/validation region is calculated from events
in the SS channel. All known Standard Model processes are estimated from Monte
Carlo and subtracted. Negative values in the prediction of the multi-jet contribution
are truncated to zero. To ensure that there is no overlap with the region of interest an
additional OS cut needs to be applied. The multi-jet contribution estimated from the
SS channel is eventually added on top of all the other backgrounds in the OS channel.
Figure 9.9 shows the overall performance of the OS-SS method for two relevant variables,
6ET and mT2. Further plots can be found in the appendix in Figure A.15. The agreement
between data and the Standard Model estimate is comparable to that of the jet-fake
method.
The downside of the OS-SS method is that it will cut away parts of our signal in models
containing three or more taus. Considering the case of three taus, two will always have
the same charge. The leading tau pT pair will be either of equal or opposite charge with
same probability. Assuming that there is no correlation between the charge of the taus
and their pT, effectively half of the signal events will be cut away. The signal efficiency
cannot be recovered, because all modifications to the selection of the tau pair would
introduce a bias incompatible with the initial assumption. This renders the method
unusable in the main analysis. Nevertheless, the OS-SS method can be used to validate
the multi-jet estimate obtained from the jet-fake method.

Comparison Both methods are well in agreement with data in the multi-jet enriched
control region, hence they must also be in nice agreement with each other. Comparing
them "side by side", see Figure 9.9 (a) and (c) for 6ET and (b) and (d) for mT2, indeed a
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Signal Region Contribution [%] Stat. Error [%]
Compressed 7.90 4.37
HighMass 2.37 0.61
GMSB 2.36 0.75

Table 9.5.: Relative multi-jet contribution to the signal regions and their statistical errors
estimated using the jet-fake method.

Signal Region Contribution [%] Stat. Error [%]
Compressed 0 0
HighMass 0 0
GMSB 0 0

Table 9.6.: Relative multi-jet contribution to the signal regions and their statistical errors
estimated using the OS-SS method.

rather nice agreement between both estimates is observed. To disentangle the multi-jet
estimates from the the Standard Model Monte Carlo estimates, solely the multi-jet con-
tributions are compared in Figure 9.9 (e) and (f) for 6ET andmT2 respectively. Additional
comparisons can be found in section A.4.2. Both estimates are well in agreement with
each other within statistical uncertainties. Thus the jet-fake method can be considered
safe to use to estimate the multi-jet contribution in the signal and control regions.

Multi-Jet Contribution in the Signal Regions Using the jet-fake method the contri-
bution of multi-jet events to the signal regions is found to be always below 10%, as can be
seen in Table 9.55. Multi-jet events will therefore be considered a negligible contribution
to the signal regions.
This has been verified using the OS-SS method; the corresponding contributions can be
found in Table 9.56. Quite remarkably, the multi-jet event yield predicted by the OS-SS
method is always 0, which can be understood by looking at the expected background
yields in the signal regions. They are of the order of just a few events, so one does
not expect many events in data in the signal regions as can be seen in Table 9.10.
Consequently, the OS-SS method will not yield sensible results, because the OS-SS
multi-jet estimate is directly estimated from data.

Multi-Jet Contribution in the Control Regions The multi-jet contribution in the
control regions is estimated using the jet-fake method, except for the Z control region
which, by construction, is more suited for the OS-SS method due to the opposite sign
cut applied to select Z events. To investigate whether the statistics can be increased,
instead of requiring exactly one muon, exactly one muon or one electron is selected. The

5The detailed background composition for the different signal regions can be found in tables A.1, A.2,
and A.3 for the compressed, the high mass and the GMSB signal regions respectively.

6While the corresponding background compositions can be found in tables A.10, A.11, and A.12 for
the compressed, the high mass and the GMSB signal regions respectively..
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Figure 9.9.: Distributions of relevant kinematic variables to investigate the performance of
the multi-jet estimates and to compare the methods "side-by-side": jet-fake method (upper)
and the OS-SS method (middle), 6ET (left) and mTsum (right) in the multi-jet enriched two-
tau control region. The lower panel in the aforementioned plots shows the data to Standard
Model ratio. The lower two plots show a normalized comparison of the multi-jet estimates
obtained using the jet-fake method (black) and the OS-SS method (green) for (e) 6ET and (f)
mTsum respectively. In the last two plots the ratio of the OS-SS method to the jet-fake method
is shown. Only statistical uncertainties are depicted.
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Control Region Contrib. [%] Stat. Error [%]
W CR

True 0.81 0.06
Fake 17.00 0.81
Kinematic 0.02 0.00

Contrib.[%] Stat. Error[%]
Top CR

0.99 0.07
12.71 0.74
0.02 0.00

Table 9.7.: Multi-jet contribution in percent to the W and top control regions and their
statistical errors estimated using the jet-fake method.

Control Region Contrib. [%] Stat. Error [%]
W CR

Fake + µ channel 5.41 0.68
Fake + e channel 26.78 1.38

Contrib.[%] Stat. Error[%]
Top CR

6.01 0.72
18.99 1.26

Table 9.8.: Multi-jet contribution in percent to the W and top fake control regions and the
corresponding statistical error when selecting a fake tau plus either a muon or an electron
estimated using the jet-fake method.

resulting multi-jet contribution to each of the W and top control regions can be found
in Table 9.77, the multi-jet contribution in the Z control region is about 6.49 ± 8.06%,
the error only including the statistical uncertainty. For all regions, except for the fake
tau control regions, the QCD contribution to the control regions is always below 10%.
For the true tau and kinetic control regions it is even below the percent level and thus
definitely negligible. The multi-jet contribution in the fake tau control region, however,
is higher, 17% in case of theW fake tau control region and 13% in case of the top fake tau
control region. This is expected because hadronically decaying taus are reconstructed
and consequently the most likely cause for a fake tau is a jet, which multi-jet events
contain many.
To shed more light on this the fake tau control region is split into an electron and a
muon channel. In Table 9.8 the resulting multi-jet contributions to the fake tau control
regions can be found8. In the muon channel the multi-jet contribution is notably lower,
because the probability for jets to fake muons is rather low, jets are usually already
stopped inside the calorimeter and do not reach the outer muon chambers. As a result
only the muon channel will be used to estimate multi-jet events in the fake tau control
regions.

Summary of Multi-Jet Estimates As shown above, multi-jet events are a negligible
contribution in all signal regions. There is however a non-negligible contibution to some
CRs, given electrons are used, hence only muon based control regions are considered to

7The background composition for the different control regions can be found in tables Table A.4,
Table A.5, Table A.6 and Table A.7 for the true tau, kinetic, fake tau and Z control regions,
respectively.

8The corresponding background composition tables for the fake control regions can be found in Ta-
ble A.8 and Table A.9 for the electron and muon channel, respectively.
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limit the multi-jet contribution.

9.3.3. Fitting Procedure
The procedure used to incorporate correlations between the background estimates is
basically the same as in section 7.3.5: a simultaneous fit is performed based on a pro-
file likelihood method [65] to obtain the final background estimate. The background
estimates are also assumed to be Poisson distributed and simultaneously normalized in
control regions. Systematic uncertainties are again assumed to be Gaussian distributed.
Opposed to the previously presented analysis, contributions from multi-jet events are
negligible and therefore not taken into account in the fit. The input parameters to the
fit are the number of observed events in all control regions and the contributions from
the process of interest to the control regions as well as the contaminating processes re-
spectively. The free parameters in the fit are the normalizations of the backgrounds.
As detailed in chapter 3, the fit parameters are obtained by maximizing the likelihood
functions.

9.4. Uncertainties
As in section 7.4 uncertainties can be split into two larger groups, namely the exper-
imental and the theoretical ones. Experimental uncertainties refer to all uncertainties
related to the actual measurement, like e.g. identification, reconstruction and calibra-
tion uncertainties. The later ones include the cross section uncertainties as well as the
generator modeling uncertainties.
Uncertainties considered are basically the same as before; experimental uncertainties on
the following quantities are considered:

• jet energy scale and resolution,

• 6ET energy scale and resolution,

• b-tagging efficiency and mis-identification rate,

• tau identification, trigger efficiency and energy scale,

• luminosity.

Theoretical uncertainties on the following quantities are considered:

• simulation of pile-up,

• renormalization and factorization scales,

• parton density function,

• parton jet matching,
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Source of uncertainty Compressed SR High-Mass SR GMSB SR
Top generator modeling 60 23 22
V+jets generator modeling 4.2 6.3 4.3
Jet energy scale 14 2.0 6.0
Jet energy resolution 8.1 1.2 4.3
b-tagging efficiencies 8.8 5.1 7.7
Tau energy scale 19 13 8.5
Total 72 36 35

Table 9.9.: Dominant systematic uncertainties in the total background predictions, in percent.
The total systematic uncertainty accounts for other minor contributions not listed in this table,
as well as correlations between the uncertainties. Table extracted from [135]

• parton shower modeling,

• cross section,

• ISR modeling.

Further details can be found in [135]. The most important contributions to the total un-
certainty can be found in Table 9.9, given in percent. The total uncertainty in Table 9.9
contains all uncertainties not just the ones shown in the table. Of all uncertainties the
top generator modeling is always the top contributor to the total uncertainty followed
by the tau energy scale. All other contributions are usually significantly lower. Total
uncertainties range from 72% in the compressed region to about 35% in the High-Mass
and GMSB signal regions.

9.5. Results
The results can be found in Table 9.10. They have been obtained from the fit as described
in section 9.3.3. Signal contaminations in the control regions were neglected. As in
section 7.5, the results can be summarized in one sentence: no significant excess above
the Standard Model expectation has been found.
The expected and observed upper limits on the number of non Standard Model events,
〈σvis〉95

obs and 〈σvis〉95
exp, at the 95% confidence level using the CLs prescription, as described

in chapter 3, are given in the lower part of Table 9.10. Additionally, the upper limit
on the visible cross section, 〈σvis〉95

obs, which is defined as the product of the acceptance
of events times the reconstruction efficiency times the production cross section, is given
as well as the confidence level for the background-only hypothesis, CLb. Figure 9.10
shows distributions of relevant kinematic variables and compares data, the Standard
Model prediction as well as benchmark models. The agreement between data and the
Standard Model prediction is within statistical uncertainties. Background estimates are
obtained as explained in section 9.3.
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Compressed SR High-Mass SR GMSB SR
Data 4 0 0
Total background 4.2± 3.0 3.2± 1.2 0.69± 0.24
Top 2.5+2.9

−2.5 0.87± 0.78 0.20± 0.20
W (τν)+jets 0.51± 0.38 1.75± 0.65 0.31± 0.14
Z(ττ)+jets 0.04± 0.02 0.13± 0.06 0.04± 0.02
Z(νν)+jets 0.28± 0.12 0.07± 0.03 0.02± 0.01
W (`ν)+jets 0.37± 0.34 0.12± 0.07 0.02± 0.01
Diboson 0.25± 0.10 0.21± 0.08 0.06± 0.02
Multi-jet 0.21± 0.21 0.07± 0.07 0.06± 0.06
S95

obs (S95
exp) 8.2 (8.0+2.1

−2.0) 3.4 (4.8+1.4
−1.0) 3.4 (3.7+0.5

−0.2)
〈σvis〉95

obs [fb] 2.55 1.07 1.07
CLb 0.53 0.12 0.53

Table 9.10.: Number of observed events and predicted background yields in the three signal
regions. The background prediction is scaled using normalization factors derived in the control
regions. All systematic and statistical uncertainties are included in the quoted uncertainties.
The bottom part of the table shows the observed and expected model-independent upper limits
at the 95% CL on the number of signal events, S95

obs and S95
exp, respectively, the corresponding

observed upper limit on the visible cross section, 〈σvis〉95
obs, and the CLb value, i.e. the confidence

level observed for the background-only hypothesis. Table extracted from [135].

9.6. Interpretation
Since no significant excess over the Standard Model background expectation has been
observed, model-dependent exclusion limits are placed, as in section 7.6. The limits are
calculated at 95% confidence level using the CLs method, as before, the only difference
is that the signal contamination in the control regions is now taken into account. A
simple statistical combination of the signal regions cannot be done, because they were
not defined to be exclusive, instead the signal region yielding the lowest CLs is chosen
for each specific model point. Keep in mind, that this does not necessarily coincide with
the observed limit and also does not imply that the observed limit will also always be
the best. This approach has been chosen in order to avoid any bias the analysis.
The exclusion plots, shown in the following, show the observed and expected exclusion
contours as solid and dashed lines respectively, just like in section 7.6. The yellow band
around the expected limit shows the ±1σ variations including all uncertainties, except
the one on the signal cross section. That is indicated by the dotted lines around the
observed limit. To give a conservative limit, all observed limits in the following will be
reduced by 1σ of the signal cross section.
The results are interpreted in context of the previously introduced simplified model and
the GMSB model, see section 9.1 (a) and (b) respectively. For sake of comparison the
limit obtained by the Run I version of this analysis is indicated by the gray colored area
[139, 137]. Stronger limits could be achieved!
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Quite interestingly, the observed limit in the simplified model is always stronger than
the expected in case of gluino masses above 1.3 TeV, see Figure 9.11 (a). This is caused
by the strong under-fluctuation in the High-Mass signal region (see Table 9.10), which
is in this regime the strongest expected signal region. In case of the GMSB model, see
Figure 9.11 (b), the same effect is observed: an under-fluctuation in the GMSB signal
region is causing a stronger observed than expected limit.

9.7. Summary
An analysis has been presented searching for squarks, gluinos and staus in events with
at least two hadronically decaying tau leptons, jets and missing transverse momentum.
About 3.2 fb−1 of proton-proton collision data collected with the ATLAS detector in 2015
at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV have been analyzed. All Standard Model back-
grounds were taken from Monte Carlo, except for multi-jet events. Dedicated control
regions have been developed to correct for a mis-modeling of kinematic effects, a mis-
modeling of the tau fake rates, as well as for the true tau normalization. Contributions
from multi-jet events were estimated using a fake-rate approach. The rates for jets to
be mis-identified as taus, electrons or muons have been measured in simulated di-jet
events. The method has been validated against the OS-SS method, a nice agreement
was found. Multi-jet contributions to the control and signal regions have been found
to be negligible and were therefore neglected in the background estimate of the signal
regions.
The analysis was optimized for two models, one being a simplified model of gluino pair
production with subsequent decays via a chargino, a next-to-lightest neutralino and
staus or tau sneutrinos into final states containing jets, taus, neutrinos and lightest
neutralinos, the other being a GMSB model with fixed parameters except for tan β and
Λ. Two dedicated signal regions have been developed to target the simplified model.
One focusing on the high gluino mass region, one focusing on the region of small mass-
splittings. Both fulfill their duties well. A third signal region has been developed to
specifically target final states observed in the GMSB model. However, no excess over
the Standard Model expectation has been found. Instead two under-fluctuations have
been observed and limits have been calculated. The limits are stronger than in Run
I [136, 137] over the whole accessible phase-space. In the simplified model the limit in
the gluino mass could be improved by about 300 GeV from 1250 GeV to 1550 GeV, while
the limit on the neutralino mass could be pushed from about 500 GeV to approximately
750 GeV for gluino masses larger than 1 TeV. For the GMSB model gluino masses up
to 2.2 TeV can be excluded for large values of tan β. The obtained model independent
observed upper limit on the visible cross section, 〈σvis〉95

obs, is 1.07 fb.
The main trigger used in the analysis requires a harsh cut on 6ET of at least 180 GeV, thus
it was also tried to use different triggers without a 6ET requirement, however, optimizing
for different trigger topologies did not yield sensible improvements, mainly because a
rather harsh 6ET cut is needed to suppress the multi-jet background efficiently.
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Figure 9.10.: Kinematic distributions for (a) mTsum in the Compressed SR selection without
the mTsum > 1400 GeV requirement, (b) mτ1

T + mτ2
T in the High-Mass SR selection without

the mτ1
T + mτ2

T > 350 GeV requirement, and (c) HT in the GMSB SR selection without the
HT > 1700 GeV requirement. The last bin includes overflow events. The shaded bands indicate
the statistical uncertainties in the background predictions. The signal region is indicated by the
black arrow. Signal predictions are overlaid for several benchmark models, normalized to their
predicted cross sections. For the simplified model, “MM” refers to a medium mass-splitting,
with mg̃ = 1145 GeV and mχ̃0

1
= 265 GeV; “HM” denotes a high mass-splitting scenario,

with mg̃ = 1305 GeV and m
χ̃0

1
= 105 GeV. The GMSB benchmark model corresponds to

Λ = 90 TeV and tan β = 40. Figures extracted from [135].
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Figure 9.11.: (a) Exclusion contours computed for the Simplified Model grid for the com-
bination of the Compressed signal region and the high mass signal region. The combination
is performed by selecting the signal region with the best expected significance for each point
of the signal grid. (b) Exclusion contours computed for the GMSB grid for the GMSB signal
region. The gray-shaded area corresponds to the limits obtained by the Run I iteration of this
analysis [139, 137]. Figure from [140].
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10. Conclusions and Summary
Despite its remarkable successes, the Standard Model, as introduced in chapter 2, has
weaknesses: for example, it neither can explain dark matter nor neutrino masses. Con-
sequently physics beyond the Standard Model must exist.
Supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model are currently amongst the most
promising candidates for physics beyond the Standard Model: by introducing an ad-
ditional symmetry between fermions and bosons, lots of problems of the Standard
Model can be solved. However, so far no supersymmetric particles have been observed
and thus supersymmetry must be broken. Supersymmetry at the TeV-scale is a fa-
vorable option, because, for example, it can solve the fine-tuning problem and if the
lightest supersymmetric particle is neutral and stable, it is a good candidate for cold
dark matter.
This thesis presented two analyses searching for supersymmetry at the TeV-scale. Both
target final states containing two hadronically decaying taus and large missing trans-
verse momentum. One analysis targets the electroweak production of supersymmetric
particles, the other targets the strong production of supersymmetric particles. The pro-
duction mechanism determines whether jets are expected in the final state or not. In
case of the electroweak production of supersymmetric particles no jets are expected,
while in case of the strong production lots of jets are expected.
The analysis targeting the electroweak production of supersymmetric particles was car-
ried out using the full 2012 dataset collected by the ATLAS detector at the LHC at√
s = 8 TeV. Except for multi-jet events, all backgrounds were estimated from Monte

Carlo. The W+jets background was normalized in a separate control region. The con-
tribution from multi-jet events was estimated using the data-driven ABCD method. The
background estimates were validated using validation regions. Four signal regions were
defined, one targeting the production of a pair of lightest charginos, one targeting the
associated production of a lightest chargino and a next-to-lightest neutralino and the
third targeting direct production of stau pairs. No excess over the Standard Model ex-
pectation was found, instead model dependent, as well as model independent limits
were set at 95% confidence level using the CLs method. To optimize the analysis, a
combination of the di-tau channel with the tau + light lepton channel was investigated,
however, as it turns out, it is not feasible, because the additional neutrino in the decay
chain smears the spectra of the light leptons such that they become far too Standard
Model like. With the changed conditions in Run II however this option might become
feasible again, because trigger thresholds for the tau triggers will rise to cope with the
increased activity. Thus, triggering on e.g. light leptons and an additional tau might aid
in improving the sensitivity of the analysis. Additionally, the main analysis needs to be
re-optimized to cope with the changed conditions at

√
s = 13 TeV in Run II: especially
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estimates of the multi-jet and W+jets backgrounds need a revision, because they are
amongst the main sources of uncertainty. However, this is left for further study.
The analysis targeting the strong production of supersymmetric particles is using the full
2015 dataset collected by the ATLAS detector at the LHC at

√
s = 13 TeV with a bunch

spacing of 25 ns. Except for the contribution from multi-jet events, all backgrounds
are taken from Standard Model Monte Carlo. A major update compared to the Run
I analysis was the development of a fake-rate based approach to estimate the multi-jet
contribution in the signal, as well as control regions. It was validated using the OS-SS
method which has also been used in the presented analysis of the 2012 data. Three
signal regions were defined: two targeting a simplified model of gluino pair production
decaying into staus, the other targeting a GMSB model. No excess over the Standard
Model expectation was found, instead model dependent limits were calculated at 95%
confidence level using the CLs method. Model independent limits were calculated as
well. The improvement in the limits is remarkable in case of the simplified model, as
well as in the case of the GMSB model. Already at trigger level a rather harsh cut on
the missing transverse energy has to be applied to ensure that the trigger is working in
its efficiency plateau. This cuts away nearly all multi-jet events in the signal, as well
as control regions, as has been verified by employing a fake-rate based approach. As it
turns out, both work rather well, the limiting factor in both cases is only statistics.
However, in both cases, one has to be careful regarding the limits. Limits have been
set on simplified models or on models under very constrained conditions. As has been
shown in section 8.2, limits obtained from simplified models or models assuming specific
breaking mechanisms have to be taken with a grain of salt. In supersymmetric models
a strong competition between different production and decay processes is a-priori not
excluded and thus the assumption of pure branching fractions might be invalid. Thus,
there is still plenty of room for supersymmetry to hide at the TeV-scale, so new methods
need to be developed to target also scenarios where there is strong competition between
different decay- and production-processes.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Datasets Used

A.1.1. Run I Analysis

The following information is an excerpt from [119].
All Standard Model background processes have been simulated using the full detector
simulation [142, 143], all signal samples using the fast calorimeter simulation [96], as
explained in section 5.1.1.
The diboson samples are generated with SHERPA v1.4.1 [144], with additional gluon–
gluon contributions simulated with gg2WW v3.1.2 [145]. The production of top quark
pairs is also simulated with the SHERPA v1.4.1 generator. Samples of tt̄+V (V = W,Z)
are generated with the leading-order (LO) generator MadGraph 5 v1.3.33 [146] interfaced
to PYTHIA v8.165 [147, 148]. Single-top production is simulated with MC@NLO v4.06 (Wt-
and s-channel) [149, 150, 151] and AcerMC v3.8 (t-channel) [152]. In all samples the
top quark mass is set to 172.5 GeV. Events with Z/γ∗ → `` and W → `ν produced
with accompanying jets (including light and heavy flavours) are generated with ALPGEN
v2.14 [153] interfaced to PYTHIA 6. The gluon fusion and vector-boson fusion production
modes of the SM Higgs are simulated with POWHEG-BOX v1.0 [154], and the associated
production (WH and ZH) with PYTHIA v8.165.
The simulation parameters are tuned to describe the soft component of the hadronic
final state [155, 156]. The next-to-leading-order (NLO) CT10 [157] parton distribution
function (PDF) set is used for SHERPA and MC@NLO. The CTEQ6L1 [158] set is used for
MadGraph, AcerMC, PYTHIA, and ALPGEN.
All SM background production cross sections are normalised to the results of higher-
order calculations when available. The inclusive W and Z production cross sections
are calculated to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in the strong coupling constant
with DYNNLO [159] using the MSTW2008NNLO PDF set [160]. The tt̄ cross section
is normalised to a NNLO calculation including resummation of next-to-next-to-leading
logarithmic (NNLL) soft gluon terms obtained with Top++ v2.0 [161]. The diboson pro-
duction cross section is normalised to NLO using MCFM v6.2 [162, 163]. The production
of tt̄ in association with W/Z is normalised to the NLO cross section [164, 165].
Simulated signal samples are generated with Herwig++ v2.5.2 [166] and the CTEQ6L1
PDF set. Signal production cross sections are calculated to NLO using PROSPINO2 [167].
They are in agreement with the NLO calculations matched to resummation at the next-
to-leading-logarithmic accuracy (NLO+NLL) within ∼2% [168, 169, 170].
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A.1.2. Run II Analysis
The following information is an excerpt from [135].
All simulated samples have been generated at

√
s = 13 TeV. Pile-up has been included

in the simulation using Pythia 8.186 [171] with the A2 [172] parameter set and the
MSTW2008LO [173] parton density function. Simulated events are reweighted such
that the average number of interactions per bunch crossing are the same in data and
simulation. All Standard Model background processes have been simulated using the full
detector simulation [142, 143], all signal samples using the fast calorimeter simulation
[96], as explained in section 5.1.1.
The W+jets and Z+jets processes are simulated with the Sherpa 2.1.1 [174] generator.
Matrix elements (ME) are calculated for up to two partons at next-to-leading order
(NLO) and up to four additional partons at leading order (LO) in perturbative QCD
using the OpenLoops [175] and Comix [176] matrix element generators, respectively.
The polarisation of tau leptons in W (τν)+jets and Z(ττ)+jets events is handled by
the TauSpinner [177] program. The phase-space merging between the Sherpa parton
shower (PS) [178] and matrix elements follows the ME+PS@NLO prescription [179].
The CT10 [180] PDF set is used in conjunction with dedicated parton-shower tuning.
Simulated samples are generated in bins of the transverse momentum (pT) of the vector
boson. The inclusive cross sections are normalised to a next-to-next-to-leading-order
(NNLO) calculation [159] in perturbative QCD based on the FEWZ program [181].
For the simulation of tt̄ and single-top-quark production in the Wt- and s-channels,
the Powheg-Box v2 [182] generator is used with the CT10 PDF set for the matrix
elements calculation. Electroweak t-channel single-top-quark events are generated using
the Powheg-Box v1 generator. This generator uses the four-flavour scheme for the
NLO matrix element calculation together with the fixed four-flavour CT10f4 PDF set.
For all top quark processes, top quark spin correlations are taken into account (for t-
channel production, top quarks are decayed using MadSpin [183]). The parton shower,
hadronisation, and underlying event are simulated using Pythia 6.428 [184] with the
CTEQ6L1 [185] PDF set and the corresponding Perugia 2012 tune [156]. Cross sections
are calculated at NNLO in perturbative QCD with resummation of next-to-next-to-
leading logarithmic (NNLL) soft gluon terms using the Top++ 2.0 program [161].
Diboson production is simulated using the Sherpa 2.1.1 generator with the CT10 PDF
set. Processes with fully leptonic final states are calculated with up to one (4`, 2`+ 2ν)
or no partons (3` + 1ν) at NLO and up to three additional partons at LO. Diboson
processes with one of the bosons decaying hadronically and the other leptonically are
simulated with up to 1 (ZZ) or 0 (WW , WZ) partons at NLO and up to 3 additional
partons at LO. The generator cross sections are used for these samples.
The simplified-model signal samples are generated using MG5_aMC@NLO v2.2.3 [186]
interfaced to Pythia 8.186 with the A14 tune [187] for the modelling of the parton
shower, hadronisation and underlying event. The ME calculation is performed at tree
level and includes the emission of up to two additional partons. The PDF set used for
the generation is NNPDF23LO [188]. The ME–PS matching is done using the CKKW-
L prescription [189], with a matching scale set to one quarter of the gluino mass. The
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GMSB signal samples are generated with the Herwig++ 2.7.1 [166] generator, with
CTEQ6L1 PDFs and the UE-EE-5-CTEQ6L1 tune [190], using input files generated in
the SLHA format with the SPheno v3.1.12 [191] program. The parton shower evolu-
tion is performed using an algorithm described in Refs. [166, 192, 193, 194]. Signal cross
sections are calculated at NLO in the strong coupling constant, adding the resummation
of soft gluon emission at next-to-leading-logarithm accuracy [195, 196, 197, 198, 199].
The nominal cross section and the uncertainty are taken from an envelope of cross sec-
tion predictions using different PDF sets and factorisation and renormalisation scales,
as described in Ref. [200].

A.2. Tau + Light Lepton Channels

A.2.1. Signal-over-Background-Ratios
To reduce the set of uncorrelated variables used in the optimization in section 7.7.3,
the power of each variable to discriminate signal from background has been investigated
using the signal-over-background-ratio.

χ̃±1 χ̃
∓
1 Production

The signal-over-background-ratios for the studied set of variables: ∆η, ∆Φ, HT, 6ET,
mT of the leading pT lepton, mT of the sub-leading pT lepton, the pT of the leading
lepton and meff , are shown in Figure A.1. As explained in the main text, in no case the
signal-over-background-ratio yields a value above 1.
The signal-over-background-ratio in case of ∆η and ∆φ is mostly flat and signal as well
as background perform similarly. The spread in the values at which the signal-over-
background distributions reach a value close to 0 is too large for the pT of the leading
signal lepton and HT, meaning that for different signal points different cut-values are
optimal. Consequently, for the purpose of further optimization, the list has been slimmed
to: mT2, the transverse mass of the leading lepton, meffand 6ET.

pMSSM Direct Stau Production

The signal-over-background-ratios for the studied set of variables: ∆η, ∆Φ, HT, 6ET, mT
of the leading pT lepton, mT of the sub-leading pT lepton, the pT of the leading lepton,
meff , m12

T and the pT of the sub-leading lepton, are shown in Figure A.2. As explained
in the main text, in no case the signal-over-background-ratio yields a value above 1.
As in the previous case, the signal-over-background-ratio in case of ∆η and ∆φ is mostly
flat and signal as well as background perform similarly. The spread in the values at which
the signal-over-background distributions reach a value close to 0 is too large for the pT
of the leading signal lepton and HT, meaning that for different signal points different
cut-values are optimal. Consequently, for the purpose of further optimization, the list
has been slimmed to: mT2, the transverse mass of the leading lepton, meffand 6ET.
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Figure A.1.: Signal-over-background-ratio in the τ + e channel when cutting on different
variables for different signal grid points in the simplified model targeting χ̃±1 pair production.
The number of expected signal events has been scaled to the number of events expected in
20.3 fb−1. The number of background events has been estimated from a small subset, 5 fb−1

of the data collected during Run I, assuming that no SUSY signal is in this set of data. The
plots show (from left to right and top to bottom): ∆η, ∆Φ, HT, 6ET, mT of the leading pT
lepton, mT of the sub-leading pT lepton, the pT of the leading lepton, meff . All plots are to be
considered ATLAS work in progress.
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Figure A.2.: Signal-over-background-ratio in the τ + e channel when cutting on different
variables for different signal grid points in the pMSSM model focussing on direct stau pair
production. The number of expected signal events has been scaled to the number of events
expected in 20.3 fb−1. The plots show (from left to right and top to bottom): ∆η, ∆Φ, HT,
6ET, mT of the leading pT lepton, mT of the sub-leading pT lepton, the pT of the leading
lepton, meff , m12

T , the pT of the sub-leading lepton. All plots are to be considered ATLAS work
in progress.
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A.2.2. Combination of all Three Channels

Figure A.3 shows a more detailed comparison of the significances obtained when combin-
ing all three channels as explained in the text. The significances of the di-tau channel
are compared to the significances when all three channels are combined. Due to the
squared combination of the significances the gain is only noticeable if the significances
are of the same order of magnitude. The maximum gain is, as can be inferred from
Equation 7.5, a factor of

√
3 if all three channels perform equally well.

A.2.3. The Choice of the Transverse Mass Variable

To reduce the processing power needed to perform the optimization, only one of the
available mT definitions will be used. In Figure A.4 the normalized distributions of
different ways to define mT are compared for a set of selected low mass and high mass
points, as well as for data. The discrimination power between signal and background
suffers from high neutralino masses in all cases. The transverse mass of the leading
pT signal lepton (second row in Figure A.4) performs best, because its spectrum is on
average harder for signal than for data. In higher mass regions the transverse mass of
the light lepton, as well as the transverse mass of the sub-leading lepton are also viable
options (left plots of the lower two rows of Figure A.4). However, since they do not
perform equally well in case of the lower mass signal points, the transverse mass of the
leading pT lepton is used as cut variable.
In addition also the sum of the transverse masses of the two signal leptons, m1

T + m2
T,

has been investigated. For higher mass points, this is also a viable cut variable, as can
be seen on the left hand side of Figure A.5. However, for lower sparticle masses it only
shows a weak discrimination between signal and background, as can be seen on the right
hand side of Figure A.5. Consequently the sum of the transverse masses of the two
signal leptons will not be used.

A.2.4. Further Optimizations Investigated

Effect of using a Signal-Jet Veto instead of a b-Jet Veto

The impact of a signal-jet veto (veto also on light quark jets) instead of a b-jet veto is
studied. In Figure A.6 the significance when using a b-jet veto in SR-TL-highMass is
compared to the case when a signal-jet veto in SR-TL-highMass is used, by computing
the ratio of the significances: ZN(b-jet veto)/ZN(signal-jet veto). When combining all
three channels (left side of Figure A.6), the gain is of the order of a few percent, while
when combining the tau + light lepton channels (right side of Figure A.6), it is larger.
However, the problem is that the statistics is low for the tau + light lepton channels
and already minor changes in the number of signal events passing the cuts have a large
impact on the significance. Nevertheless, the b-jet veto is the best choice for the tau +
light lepton channels.
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Figure A.3.: Detailed comparison of the significance of all three channels combined (top) and
the significance of di-tau channel standalone (middle), in the left column for SR-TL-highMass
and in the right for SR-TL-lowMass. The bottom plots show the ratio of the significances
when statistically combining all three channels over only using the stronger channel, i.e. the
di-tau for SR-TL-highMass and the combined tau + light lepton channel for SR-TL-lowMass.
The improvement seen along the diagonal in SR-TL-highMass is an artifact of a division by
zero.
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Figure A.4.: Normalized mT distributions for different possibilities to define mT in the τ +
e channel. On the left side for a selection of high mass points and on the right side a selection of
low mass points for the simplified model targeting χ̃±1 χ̃

∓
1 production. From top to bottom: the

transverse mass of the hadronically decaying τ , the transverse mass of the leading pT lepton,
the transverse mass of the electron and the transverse mass of the sub-leading lepton.
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Figure A.5.: Normalized
∑
mT distributions. On the left a selection of higher mass grid

points, on the right the same for a selection of lower mass grid points.
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Figure A.6.: ZN (b-jet veto)/ZN (signal-jet veto) in the SR-TL-highMass signal region. The
left plot shows the improvement when combining all three channels, the right plot shows the
improvement when combining only the tau + light lepton channels.
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Figure A.7.: Invariant mass of the dilepton system in the τ + e channel before applying the
Z-veto.

Improvement when Replacing the Z-Veto by a cut on mT2

Since the distribution of the invariant mass of the two leptons is smeared by the ad-
ditional neutrino, see Figure A.7, a possible improvement might be achieved by using
mT2. The mT2 distribution of the Z+jetsbackground, as depicted in Figure 7.17, is
rather narrow, while for signal it is rather broad.
In Figure A.8 the ratio of the significances with and without a Z-veto in the SR-TL-
highMass is shown (which applies a cut on mT2), on the left the case of all three channels
combined and on the right the case of combining only the tau + light lepton channels.
An improvement can be seen in the tau + light lepton channels. However, the statistics
are low in the tau + light lepton channels, therefore minor changes in the number of
events passing a cut lead to large changes in the significance. In the case of combining all
three channels, there is no improvement, but instead a loss of significance in this signal
region. In this channel the contribution from Z+jets events extends to high values of
mT2 (see Figure 7.17), and therefore cannot be efficiently suppressed by a cut on mT2.

Using Asymmetric mT2

One of the most important variables employed in this analysis, with very high discrim-
ination power between signal and background, is mT2 [117, 201]. It is defined to be
a generalization of the transverse mass to events with two invisible particles, as is the
case in SUSY events when R-parity is conserved. It is sometimes called the “stransverse
mass”. The decay topology in the SUSY events which are considered is not quite the one
mT2 was designed for, as there is a number of additional invisible particles (the neutri-
nos) and not only the two immediate neutralinos from the SUSY decay chains. Still, in
the di-tau channel it proved very useful to distinguish between signal and background.
In the computation of mT2, one has to make an assumption on the mass of the invisible
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Figure A.8.: The ratio of the significances without and with a Z-veto. Left: for the combina-
tion of all three channels. Right: for the combination of only the tau + light lepton channels.

particle. In the definition of mT2used in the presented analyses, this mass is taken to be
the same in both decay branches of the event. When looking at chargino pair production,
this is the case in the di-tau channel, and also in the tau + light lepton channel the
invisible particle is the same in both branches, the lightest neutralino. However, the two
decay branches in events from the tau + light lepton channels are not symmetric due to
the additional neutrino in the branch where the tau decays to a lighter lepton. One may
therefore hope that an asymmetric mT2 definition may be able to cope better with this
event topology. There are generalizations ofmT2 [202, 203] which take into account either
different parent particle masses or different invisible particle masses. Their application
to the tau + light lepton channel is studied in the following. Note that [202] states
that in the case of non-identical daughters but common-mass parents, one could use
the standard mT2 definition. It is still possible though to use a different value for the
invisible mass in the two branches, as was done e.g. in [204].
Distributions of mT2 when varying the assumed mass of the invisible particles, minvis,
in the calculation of mT2are shown in Figure A.9. The ratio of the masses of the two
invisible particles has been set to 1. Going from lower to higher values of minvis, the
onset of themT2 distribution is shifted to the right. In fact, the onset of the distributions
is and has to be equal to minvis if the ratio of the masses of the invisible particles is
equal to 1. However, the discrimination power of mT2 does not increase by varying
minvis, because this affects all distributions in the same way. The mT2 distribution for
the W+jets background is still very similar to the ones of the signal samples. Therefore,
varying minvis does not help to increase the discrimination power of mT2.
Another modification of the standard symmetric mT2 studied, is to vary the ratio of the
parent masses, while setting minvis to 0 GeV. The results are shown in Figure A.10.
Increasing the ratio of the masses of the parent particles broadens the resulting mT2 dis-
tributions. However, as before, this affects all processes in the same way. As a result, it
does not help in discriminating background and signal. Note that this modification does
not have a direct physical motivation, as in our case in both branches the parent particle
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Figure A.9.: Normalized mT2 distributions for different samples from the simplified model
targeting χ̃±1 χ̃

∓
1 production and two of the main backgrounds in the τ + e channel. The mass

of the invisible particles is varied from left to right: 0 GeV, 100 GeV, 200 GeV. The mass of
both invisible particles is assumed to be equal.
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Figure A.10.: Normalized mT2 distributions for different samples from the simplified model
targeting χ̃±1 χ̃

∓
1 production and two of the main backgrounds in the τ + e channel. The mass

ratio of the parent masses is varied from left to right: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5. The mass of the invisible
particles is assumed to be zero.

is a χ̃±1 . However, as the subsequent decays of the parent particles are asymmetric in
tau + light lepton events, this variation of mT2 was taken into account for completeness.
Yet another modification of the standard symmetric mT2 studied, is by varying the
assumed masses of the invisible particles independently. This is motivated by the fact
that a different number of invisible particles is created in the two branches of the targeted
decays. As can be seen in Figure A.11, the effect on all distributions is again the same
and, as to be expected from the definition of mT2, the lower end of the distribution is
given by the assumed mass of the heavier invisible particle. Therefore, the discrimination
power of mT2 between signal and background does not increase by assuming different
masses for the invisible particles.

A.3. Estimating the Sensitivity at
√
s = 13 TeV

Using the re-weighting technique explained in section 7.8, the expected sensitivity at√
s = 13 TeV has been estimated for a luminosity of 5 fb−1 and different multi-jet

scaling factors, the results are depicted in Figure A.12.
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Figure A.11.: Normalized mT2 distributions for different samples from the simplified model
targeting χ̃±1 χ̃

∓
1 production and two of the main backgrounds in the τ+e channel. The mass of

the two assumed invisible particles is varied independently. For all three plots the mass of one
of the invisible particles is set to 20 GeV, while the other is varied from left to right: 0 GeV,
100 GeV, 200 GeV.

A.4. The Search for Strongly Produced Taus
A.4.1. QCD Estimate
JetSmearing Estimate

The explanation of the technique, as well as the explanation of the seed-selection are
closely following the explanations found in [205].

Technique Given the large cross section for multi-jet production at the LHC, it is
not convenient to make direct use of simulation in order to estimate their background
contribution. Even in the hypothetical situation of sufficiently large MC samples, the
fact that the multi-jet selection efficiency heavily depends on jets mis-identified as taus
and on instrumental 6ET would lead to very large uncertainties in the prediction. Multi-
jet events contain neither prompt taus nor 6ET (except in the case of heavy-flavour jets).
Hence, for such events to end up in one of the signal regions, at least two taus have to
be faked by jets and in addition jets have to mis-measured. Although both are unlikely
cases to happen, yet, the multi-jet contribution cannot be neglected, because its cross
section is very large.
Fake 6ET in multi-jet events is a common problem in many SUSY searches. The so-called
“jet smearing” technique [206] has been developed in the context of the search for su-
persymmetry in events with 6ET, multiple jets and no light leptons (0-lepton search).
This method is based on the idea that the dominant source of 6ET in multi-jet events
is a mis-measurement of the energy of one or multiple jets. Following this reasoning,
one can produce “multi-jet pseudo-data” with fake 6ET by smearing well-measured jets
in the data within their calorimeter response function. They are computed as ratios
between calibrated jet pT and truth jet pT, where truth jets include neutrinos, and both
reconstructed and truth jets include muons which are especially relevant for b-jets. Jet
response functions are initially derived using di-jet Monte Carlo samples. However, cor-
rections are needed to better describe the response distributions in data, especially the
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(a) 5 fb−1, 1.0
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(b) 5 fb−1, 1.4
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(c) 5 fb−1, 1.8
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(d) 5 fb−1, 2.0
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(e) 5 fb−1, 2.4
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(f) 5 fb−1, 2.8

Figure A.12.: Expected significance obtained by weighting the Standard Model backgrounds
taken from Monte Carlo to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and using the multi-jet estimate
from Run I multiplied by different factors for an integrated luminosities of 5 fb−1. The scaling
factors are: (a) 1.0, (b) 1.4, (c) 1.8, (d) 2.0, (e) 2.4, (f) 2.8. The black-dashed line corresponds
to the region which can potentially be excluded, while the green-dashed line corresponds to
the region where one can potentially claim evidence for supersymmetry if it exists within that
region.
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tails of response distributions. These data-driven corrections are not yet available for
Run II and are consequently not used. More details about the technique, the measure-
ments and the Run I parametrization can be found in [206].
In the context of the Run II search presented in this thesis, the only difference with
the above is the presence of reconstructed taus. In multi-jet events, these taus are
misidentified jets. One advantage of using data to estimate the multi-jet background is
that the fake tau content is well modeled, because the seed events are not simulated,
thus there is no need for a jet-to-tau fake-rate correction.

Seed Selection As a starting point, multi-jet “seed events” are selected. Seed events
are required to have well-measured jets, i.e. they should not have a significant amount
of missing transverse energy. Studies showed that imposing a cut directly on 6ET results
in a bias in the jet pT. Instead, a cut on the 6ET significance

S1/2 = 6ET√∑
ET

, or S1/3 = 6ET
(∑ET)1/3

is applied. In Run I, the 6ET resolution was essentially following
√∑

ET, which motivated
the use of S1/2. In Run II, selecting seed events by cutting on S1/2 was found to induce
biases in pseudo-data distributions, especially on the leading jet pT [207]. This might
be due to the fact that the 6ET soft term changed: now it is based on tracks, and not
clusters like in Run I. The alternative definition S1/3 was found not to introduce such
biases, although the fundamental reason is still being investigated. Therefore this latter
definition is used for the seed selection.
Seed events are selected using all single-jet triggers available throughout 2015. Pre-scales
are taken into account by weighting events according to the pre-scale of the highest-
threshold trigger that fired. Trigger plateau cuts are applied to ensure that each of the
triggers is working in its plateau region.

Results A pT threshold of 18 GeV is used to select jet candidates for smearing, Smear-
ing only jets as well as smearing jets and taus has been studied. For the latter case,
the assumption is made that taus in multi-jet events are simply jets which have been
misidentified as taus and therefore the same response function was used for jets and
taus.
Although getting some distributions like 6ET, mTsum and 6ET

meff
right with the jet- and

tau-smearing technique, lots of variables are mismodeled, like e.g. the leading jet pT or
the ∆R between the two leading taus, as can be seen in Figure A.13. This is caused by
limited seed statistics. Only about 1200 multi-jet events containing two taus and jets
were selected prior to applying the 6ET significance cut. Even using 6ET-based triggers
to complement the single jet ones does not improve the situation much. One or two
orders of magnitude more seed events are needed. What limits the usable statistics so
strongly is the requirement of two fake taus, because the jet-to-tau fake-probability is
low. In addition the large pre-scales of events triggered by the low threshold jet triggers
also contribute to the problem, since these result in large per-event weights and in low
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Figure A.13.: Performance of the jet-smearing method in the QCD-dominated two tau se-
lection, based on single-jet triggers and two-tau selection. Jets as well as taus are smeared,
using the same response function. The QCD contribution has been scaled by a factor 10 to
exaggerate the spiky behavior. Depicted uncertainties are only of statistical nature.
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Contribution [%] Stat. Error [%]
Process
Top 52.18 23.54
Z + Jets 9.49 1.46
W + Jets 28.12 7.97
QCD 7.90 4.37
Multiboson 2.30 0.79
SM Total 100.00 -

Table A.1.: Background composition in SR-mTSum. QCD has been estimated using the
jet-fake method. Complements Table 9.5.

Contribution [%] Stat. Error [%]
Process
Top 28.46 20.15
Z + Jets 7.47 1.60
W + Jets 55.02 7.14
QCD 2.37 0.61
Multiboson 6.68 4.00
SM Total 100.00 -

Table A.2.: Background composition in SR-highMass. QCD has been estimated using the
jet-fake method. Complements Table 9.5.

statistics in the low leading jet pT bins. Therefore, alternative approaches for estimating
QCD in the two-tau channel are used, as discussed in section 9.3.2.

Jet-Fake Method

Additional Plots Figure A.14 complements Figure 9.9 (a) and (b) by showing the per-
formance of the jet-fake method in the multi-jet dominated control region for additional
variables.

Estimates in the Signal/Control Regions The following tables supplement the ones
found in section 9.3.2, giving a detailed breakdown of the individual contributions of
each process to the individual control and signal regions. To be more specific the tables
Table 9.5 and Table 9.7 are supplemented by tables A.1, A.2, and A.3 and tables A.4,
A.5, A.6 and A.7 respectively. Table 9.8, showing the multi-jet contributions to the fake
tau control regions, is complemented by Table A.8 and Table A.9 for the electron and
muon channel, respectively.

OS-SS Method

Additional Plots Figure A.15 complements Figure 9.9 (c) and (d) by showing the per-
formance of the jet-fake method in the multi-jet dominated control region for additional
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Figure A.14.: Performance of the jet-fake method in the multi-jet dominated control region,
as defined in section 9.3.2. Complements Figure 9.9 (a) and (b). Depicted uncertainties are
only of statistical nature.
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Contribution [%] Stat. Error [%]
Process
Top 19.90 11.49
Z + Jets 11.51 3.76
W + Jets 57.83 14.99
QCD 2.36 0.75
Multiboson 8.40 5.84
SM Total 100.00 -

Table A.3.: Background composition in SR-GMSB. QCD has been estimated using the jet-
fake method. Complements Table 9.5.

Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
W CR

Top 6.68 0.18
Z + Jets 6.40 0.51
W + Jets 84.32 0.85
Single Top 1.20 0.04
QCD 0.81 0.06
Multiboson 0.59 0.03
SM Total 100.00 -

Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
Top CR

64.91 0.69
2.32 0.35
22.43 0.36
9.13 0.15
0.99 0.07
0.22 0.03

100.00 -

Table A.4.: Background composition in the true tau W and Top control regions. QCD has
been estimated using the jet-fake method. Complements Table 9.7.

Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
W CR

Top 6.99 0.09
Z + Jets 1.15 0.09
W + Jets 86.23 0.54
Single Top 1.16 0.03
QCD 0.02 0.00
Multiboson 4.44 0.14
SM Total 100.00 -

Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
Top CR

67.80 0.34
0.41 0.08
21.66 0.22
8.24 0.09
0.02 0.00
1.87 0.12

100.00 -

Table A.5.: Background composition in the kinetic W and Top control regions. QCD has
been estimated using the jet-fake method. Complements Table 9.7.
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Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
W CR

Top 13.60 0.82
Z + Jets 9.65 1.12
W + Jets 54.54 1.83
Single Top 1.74 0.17
QCD 17.00 0.81
Multiboson 3.46 0.21
SM Total 100.00 -

Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
Top CR

67.33 1.97
1.83 0.74
9.65 0.54
7.37 0.38
12.71 0.74
1.12 0.20

100.00 -

Table A.6.: Background composition in the fake tau W and Top control regions. QCD has
been estimated using the jet-fake method. Complements Table 9.7.

Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
Z CR

Top 8.52 1.24
Z + Jets 52.02 5.36
W + Jets 27.89 2.77
Single Top 1.21 0.26
QCD 6.49 8.06
Multiboson 3.87 0.54
SM Total 100.00 -

Table A.7.: Background composition in the Z control region. QCD has been estimated using
the OS-SS method, because the Z control region requires an oppositely charged tau pair.
Complements Table 9.7.

Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
W CR

Top 13.50 1.10
Z + Jets 7.34 0.97
W + Jets 47.62 2.23
Single Top 1.65 0.22
QCD 26.78 1.38
Multiboson 3.11 0.27
SM Total 100.00 -

Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
Top CR

62.20 2.61
1.73 0.13
9.15 0.74
7.21 0.51
18.99 1.26
0.71 0.15

100.00 -

Table A.8.: Background composition in the fake tauW and Top control regions when requiring
one electron instead of one electron or one muon. QCD has been estimated using the jet-
fake method. The QCD contribution is significantly larger than in the combined selection.
Complements Table 9.8.
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Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
W CR

Top 14.06 1.24
Z + Jets 12.41 2.15
W + Jets 62.42 3.00
Single Top 1.84 0.26
QCD 5.41 0.68
Multiboson 3.86 0.34
SM Total 100.00 -

Contribution[%] Stat. Error[%]
Top CR

72.84 2.96
1.94 1.52
10.16 0.79
7.51 0.56
6.01 0.72
1.54 0.37

100.00 -

Table A.9.: Background composition in the fake tauW and Top control regions when requiring
one muon instead of one electron or one muon. QCD has been estimated using the jet-fake
method. The QCD is significantly lower than in the electron channel. Complements Table 9.8.

Contribution [%] Stat. Error [%]
Process
Top 61.54 35.03
Z + Jets 9.10 1.96
W + Jets 26.43 11.29
QCD 0 0
Multiboson 2.93 1.14
SM Total 100.00 -

Table A.10.: Background composition in SR-mTSum. QCD has been estimated using the
OS-SS method. Complements Table 9.6.

variables.

Estimates in the Signal/Control Regions The following tables supplement the ones
found in section 9.3.2, giving a detailed breakdown of the individual contributions of each
process to the signal regions. To be more specific the tables Table 9.6 is supplemented
by tables A.10, A.11, and A.12.

A.4.2. Comparison Between Jet-Fake and OS-SS Methods
Additional Plots Additional plots are presented which supplement the ones in the main
text concerning the comparison between the jet-fake method and the OS-SS method to
estimate multi-jet events in section 9.3.2. Figure A.16 shows a "side-by-side" compari-
son of different variables of the jet-fake method on the left and the OS-SS method on
the right. It complements Figure 9.9 (a-d). Figure A.17 complements the normalized
comparison of solely the multi-jet contribution estimated using the jet-fake and OS-SS
method shown in Figure 9.9 (e) and (f).
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Figure A.15.: Performance of the OS-SS method in the QCD-dominated two tau selection.
The QCD estimate has not yet been normalized in a separate control region. Complements
Figure 9.9 (c) and (d). Depicted uncertainties are only of statistical nature.
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Contribution [%] Stat. Error [%]
Process
Top 36.88 33.02
Z + Jets 7.35 2.28
W + Jets 44.67 7.27
QCD 0 0
Multiboson 11.11 6.69
SM Total 100.00 -

Table A.11.: Background composition in SR-highMass. QCD has been estimated using the
OS-SS method. Complements Table 9.6.

Contribution [%] Stat. Error [%]
Process
Top 11.35 11.35
Z + Jets 10.85 4.80
W + Jets 63.36 21.06
QCD 0 0
Multiboson 14.44 10.06
SM Total 100.00 -

Table A.12.: Background composition in SR-GMSB. QCD has been estimated using the
OS-SS method. Complements Table 9.6.
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Figure A.16.: Side-by-side comparison of the jet-fake method (left) and the OS-SS method
(right) for several different kinematic variables in the QCD-enriched two-tau control region.
To be able to focus on the comparison of the performance of both methods, all backgrounds
have been stacked and data is also shown. The QCD estimate from the OS-SS estimate has
not been normalized from a QCD control region. Depicted uncertainties are only of statistical
nature. Complements Figure 9.9 (a-d). 161
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Figure A.17.: Normalized comparison of the jet-fake method and the OS-SS method of several
kinematic variables. This comparison focusses on the modelling of the multi-jet estimates for
several different variables. Depicted uncertainties are only of statistical nature. Complements
Figure 9.9 (e) and (f).
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